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In this paper, a new reinforcement scheme is proposed to improve the seismic performance of low-rise shear walls. �e new
system combines the advantages of slotted and composite shear walls to exhibit a high bearing capacity and good deformation
performance. Two low-cycle repeated loading tests with di�erent forms of shear walls were conducted to accurately understand its
seismic performance. Seismic performance indexes, such as failure mode, bearing capacity, hysteresis curve, sti�ness degradation,
and energy dissipation capacity, of the new shear wall under the low-cycle reciprocating load were obtained to verify its reliability.
�e results show that the newly reinforced shear wall has two clear seismic defense lines. Its deformation and energy-dissipation
capacities and lateral sti�ness stability are greatly improved compared with traditional low-rise shear walls. �us, the proposed
method can provide a new means for enhancing the seismic performance of shear walls.

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete shear walls, the prominent lateral force-
resisting members used in high-rise structures, have high
bearing capacity and sti�ness. However, widespread seismic
damage and experimental research [1–3] show that the low-
rise shear walls with small aspect ratios (height to width
ratios) and high axial compression ratios have poor ductility
and energy dissipation capacity, which were seriously
damaged during strong earthquakes. �e failure process has
the characteristics of brittle shear failure, which is not
conducive to the seismic performance of the structure. Low-
rise shear walls always exist in a multistory frame-shear wall
at bottom story structures and high-rise large-space in
basement structures. However, their ductility is poor and the
number and thickness of the shear wall are restricted by
architectural function. So it is urgent in the engineering �eld
to develop a new kind of low-rise shear wall which has a
better seismic behavior.

To improve the deformation capacity and seismic per-
formance of shear walls, researchers have carried out many
studies and proposed many improvement measures. Muto
[4] studied the seismic performance and the force mecha-
nism of shear walls with vertical slits, and the results show
that the method of opening vertical slits can e�ectively
improve the deformation performance of shear walls.
Studies have shown that an appropriate slit setting can
change the failure mode of the shear wall and e�ectively
improve the energy dissipation capacity and ductility of low-
rise shear walls [5, 6]. Other research studies have studied
the seismic behavior of shear walls with diagonal rein-
forcement, and the results show that oblique reinforcement
could improve the deformation capacity of the shear wall,
slow down the sti�ness degradation, and e�ectively avoid
shear failure [7, 8]. Experimental research on shear walls
with concealed bracings was also conducted, and the results
show that owing to the existence of bracings, the cracks in
the concrete were fully developed; the overall sti�ness
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decreased slowly throughout the test, which improved the
seismic performance of the shear walls [9–11]. +e seismic
behavior of composite shear walls is studied by authors of
reference [12, 13], and the test results indicate that the
composite shear walls with embedded steel plate rein-
forcement can enhance the advantages of steel and concrete
combination, improve the bearing capacity and lateral
stiffness of the shear wall, and reduce the section area of the
shear wall. Other scholars have obtained the contribution
coefficients of different parts of the composite shear wall
through a large number of numerical simulations [14–16].

However, existing research on improving the defor-
mation performance of shear walls was focused on high
aspect ratio walls. In contrast, walls with aspect ratios below
1.0 have received little attention. In fact, low-rise shear walls
are more prone to brittle shear failure than high-rise shear
walls during earthquakes. Opening vertical slits in the wall

can effectively improve the ductility of a low-rise shear wall,
but they will sacrifice the initial stiffness and bearing capacity
of the shear wall. In this paper, a new slit shear wall with a
built-in steel plate and concealed steel bracings has been
brought forward. +e experimental study on the seismic
behavior of this new shear wall has been performed in this
paper.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Test Specimens. In this study, two low-rise shear walls
with an aspect ratio of 0.74 were designed (HDLSW and
HDNLSW). On both sides of the two shear walls are
150mm× 150mm frame columns, the wall height is
1000mm, and the wallboard between the frame columns is
1050mm wide and 100mm thick. HDLSW is a low-rise
shear wall with concealed steel bracings as a comparison

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Reinforcement details and the actual model of HDLSW. (a) Reinforcement details of HDLSW. (b) Actual model of HDLSW.
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specimen, and the reinforcement details and the actual
model are shown in Figure 1. HDNLSW is a slotted low-rise
shear wall with a built-in steel plate proposed in this paper.
+e structural diagram is shown in Figure 2, and the re-
inforcement details and actual model are shown in Figure 3.

+e production process of HDNLSW mainly includes three
steps. Firstly, two vertical slits were opened on the wallboard
of the shear wall to divide the low-rise shear wall into three
parts. +en, the concealed steel bracings were set on the
wallboard on both sides, and the steel plate was embedded in

embedded steel plate

concealed steel bracing

precast mortar strips

Figure 2: HDNLSW structure diagram.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Reinforcement details and the actual model of HDNLSW. (a) Reinforcement details of HDNLSW. (b) Actual model of HDNLSW.
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the wallboard between the vertical slits. Finally, the cement
mortar block was placed at the slits, and then, the concrete
was poured as a whole to form the shear wall. +e size of the
shear walls is summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Material Performance. +e concrete cubic compressive
strength fcu was determined by the compression test on
standard cubic samples (three 150×150×150mm cubes were
used as test samples in each specimen). In the code for the
design of concrete structures in China (GB50010-2010) [17],
the average compressive strength of concrete fc was taken
fc� 0.76fcu. +e fc was tested to be equal to 34.1MPa, and the
elastic modulus of the concrete Ec was 3.06×104MPa. Re-
garding the reinforcement, the average values of the yield
strength fy,m and the tensile strength fu,m are shown in Table 2.
It should be noted that all bars were hot-rolled plain steel bars
except V4 mmbars, which were cold-rolled ribbed bars.

2.3. Test Apparatus and the Loading System. +e dynamic
and quasi-static tests were performed before and after
loading to obtain each specimen’s change in frequency and
damping. Low cyclic reversed loading tests of two shear walls
were carried out, and the test device is shown in Figure 4.
During the test, the foundation beam was anchored to the
test bench by using an anchor beam and an anchor bolt, and

the loading beam was connected to the end face of the
horizontal jack by using the screw and the end plate. +e
rigid distribution beam was placed on the top of the
specimen to evenly distribute the pressure of the jackshaft to
the wall so that the stress state of the model was closer to the
engineering practice. +e roller was set between the vertical
jack and the beam to ensure that the vertical jack could move
with the lateral displacement of the specimen top.

+e vertical load was first applied in the test, and the
vertical load was applied to all the predetermined loads and
remained constant during the trial. +e horizontal loading
process functions under the force-displacement dual control
method. Specimens in the elastic phase following the force
control are divided into three levels of loading, and each
loading cycle is repeated one time; when the horizontal
force-displacement curve of the top of the specimen shows
an obvious turning point, the displacement control is used to
load step-by-step. +e displacement increment in each stage
was 3mm, and the load of each stage was cycled twice.

2.4. .e Loading System and the Loading Procedure. +e
counter-force apparatus system is depicted in Figure 4, and
all the specimens were fixed on the rigid floor through high-
strength screws. +e axial load was first applied to the
models using a 1000 kN hydraulic jack, and it remained
unchanged during the tests. +e axial load applied on the
two specimens was 0.2 Acfc (fc: average compressive strength
of concrete; Ac: cross-sectional area of the wall). Because the

Table 1: Parameters of specimens.

Specimen Span ratio Net height of the wallboard (mm) Net width of the wallboard (mm) Frame column (mm) Width of slit (mm)
HDLSW 0.74 1000 1050 150×150 —
HDNLSW 0.74 1000 1050 150×150 25

Table 2: Properties of reinforcing bars and the steel plate.

Specification Yield strength (MPa) Ultimate strength (MPa) Elastic modulus (MPa)
V4 270 368 2.02×105

V6 458 542 2.01× 105

V8 407 477 2.07×105

V10 416 461 2.03×105

V14 385 518 2.03×105

V18 380 527 2.01× 105

Steel plate 289 415 1.98×105

reaction wall

roller support

portal loading frame

anchor bolt
jackactuator

specimen

Figure 4: Test setup.

Figure 5: Loading site.
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hydraulic jack was installed on the frictionless rollers, the
hydraulic jack could move freely in the lateral loading di-
rection, and the free lateral displacement of the top end of
the specimens appeared as a cantilever. A 1000 kN actuator
provided the lateral loading. +e quasi-static cyclic loading
method was adopted for all specimens.

+e lateral loading protocol for all specimens was under
displacement control, as shown in Figure 5. Each loading
cycle was repeated twice, and the experiments were stopped
when the load dropped below 85% of the peak load [18].

2.5. Testing Contents. +e physical quantities of each speci-
men were measured during the test, including the load, dis-
placement, relative deformation, and strain. +e displacement
meter was set at the center of the loading beam to measure the
vertex displacement of the tested piece. One horizontal dis-
placement meter and two vertical displacement meters were
arranged on the foundation beam to correct the influence of
the translation and rotation of the foundation beam on the
displacement value of the specimen. +e vertical load was
monitored frequently to control the specimen’s axial com-
pression ratio to keep it constant. In addition, several parallel
concrete strain gauges are arranged at the lower part of the
wallboard to study the plastic development of the shear wall.

3. Results and Analyses

3.1. Failure Process andMorphology of Specimens. +e failure
modes of each shear wall are shown in Figure 6. +e failure
modes of the two low-rise shear walls are entirely different.
For the traditional low-rise shear wall HDLSW with

concealed steel bracings, when the cracking load reaches, the
horizontal cracks first appear at the bottom of the frame
column and extend obliquely to the wallboard with an in-
crease in the load. Upon further loading, multiple diagonal
shear cracks appeared on the web and numerous horizontal
cracks appeared on the frame column. As the load increased
gradually, the original cracks extended and penetrated
further, forming multiple shear oblique cracks through the
web. +e cracks intersect with each other into a mesh and
divide the web into several small blocks. During the later
loading period, the concrete at the corner of the web peeled
off and the concrete at the bottom of the frame column was
crushed. +e failure mode of the component is mainly shear
failure. +e crack development diagram of the HDLSW
shear wall is shown in Figure 7.

For the slotted low-rise shear wall HDNLSW, cracks first
appeared along the two sides of the vertical slits. As the load
increased, oblique cracks appeared on the web of the shear wall
on both sides of the vertical slits and horizontal cracks appeared
on the frame column. +ere was no crack in the built-in steel
plate shear wall between the two vertical slits. With a further
increase in the load, the shear walls on both sides of the vertical
slits appeared asmultiple cross oblique cracks and continued to
extend; the frame columns on both sides appeared as multiple
horizontal cracks, and oblique cracks began to appear on the
middle web. During the later loading period, the shear walls on
both sides of the vertical slits were filled with oblique cross
cracks and the crack width increased significantly. +e
transverse reinforcement intersected with the oblique cracks
yielded, and the concrete at the corner of the two frame
columns was crushed. However, the shear wall between the two
vertical slits maintained good integrity. +e failure process of

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Crack development of the two specimens: (a) specimen HDLSW; (b) specimen HDNLSW.

HDLSW HDLSW HDLSW

Figure 7: Crack development of the shear wall HDLSW.
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the shear wall shows good ductility. +e crack development of
the shear wall HDNLSW is shown in Figure 8.

3.2. Bearing Capacity and Ductility Analysis. Table 3 shows
the measured values of the cracking, apparent yield, and
ultimate loads of the two shear walls in this test. Table 4
shows the measured values of the top displacement and
ductility coefficients of the two shear walls, in which Fc and
Uc are the specimen’s cracking load and cracking dis-
placement, respectively, and the positive and negative mean
values are obtained. Fy andUy are the yield load and the yield

displacement of the specimen, respectively, and their values
are calculated using the equal energy principle. Fm is the
maximum horizontal load of the specimen, Ud is the
maximum elastic-plastic displacement value when the load
does not decrease significantly, μcm is the ratio of the
cracking load to the ultimate load, and μym is the ratio of the
yield load to the ultimate load.

Comparing the test results of the two shear walls, it can
be seen that the cracking load and the yield load of the two
shear walls are almost the same, but the bearing capacity of
the shear wall HDNLSW decreases slightly (by 4%). At the
same time, the ultimate displacement and the ductility ratio

HDNLSWHDNLSWHDNLSW

Figure 8: Crack development of the shear wall HDNLSW.

Table 3: Experimental results of bearing capacity of specimens.

Specimen
Fc/kN Fy/kN Fm/kN μcm means μym means

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Fc/Fm Fy/Fm
HDLSW 71.2 −72.8 308.5 −297.3 511.6 −503.8 0.14 0.60
HDNLSW 73.7 −70.1 318.6 −302.5 494.8 −480.1 0.15 0.64

Table 4: Experimental results of displacements and ductility coefficients of specimens.

Specimen
Uc/mm Uy/mm Ud/mm μ means

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative Ud/Uy

HDLSW 0.57 −0.56 8.31 −8.15 30.11 −29.85 3.64
HDNLSW 0.74 −0.70 9.71 −9.26 40.8 −39.48 4.23
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Figure 9: Lateral force versus the top displacement hysteretic curve. (a) HDLSW. (b) HDNLSW.
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of the shear wall HDNLSW are also increased by 33.9% and
16.2%, respectively.

3.3. Hysteresis Characteristic Analysis and Skeleton Curve
Comparison. +ehysteretic curves and skeleton curves of the
two shear walls are shown in Figures 9 and 10. +e hysteresis
curve can comprehensively reflect the shear wall strength,
stiffness, deformation capacity, and energy dissipation ca-
pacity. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the hysteretic curve of
HDNLSW is more plumped than that of HDLSW, indicating
that the new shear wall has a better energy dissipation ca-
pacity. It can also be seen from the skeleton curve that the
bearing capacity of the shear wall HDLSW decreases faster
after reaching the peak load Although the maximum bearing
capacity of the shear wall HDNLSW decreased slightly, the
decrease in the bearing capacity was not evident after the peak
load and the bearing capacity was relatively stable and had
better deformation performance.

3.4. Energy Dissipation Capability Analysis. +e equivalent
viscous damping coefficient he and the area around the

skeleton curve and the coordinate axis can be used as
quantitative indexes to measure the energy dissipation ca-
pacity of the component. +e equivalent viscous damping
coefficient represents the fullness of the hysteresis curve of
the structure. +e calculation formula is shown in Figure 11.
+e equivalent viscous damping coefficient was calculated
using the following equation. +e area (ABE+EDA) rep-
resents the dissipation energy at each loading cycle, and the
area (OBC+ODF) represents the elastic strain energy at
each loading cycle, as depicted in Figure 11.

he �
1
2π

Area(ABE + EDA)

Area(OBC + ODF)
. (1)

+e equivalent viscous damping coefficient-loading cycle
curve is shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the equivalent
viscous damping coefficient increases with the increase in
the number of cycles. Overall, the equivalent viscous
damping coefficient he of the shear wall HDNLSW is greater
than that of the low-rise shear wall HDLSW, indicating that
the shear wall HDNLSW has good energy dissipation
capacity.

+e area enclosed by the skeleton curve and the coor-
dinate axis reflects the total energy consumption of the
component. +e average calculation results of the area sur-
rounded by each skeleton curve and coordinate axis were as
follows: HDLSW energy consumption was 11267.5 kNmm,
and HDNLSW energy consumption was 15107.4 kNmm.
+erefore, the energy consumption of HDNLSW is 34.1%,
which is higher than that of HDLSW.

3.5.Analysis of theStiffnessDegradationProcess. +e stiffness
of the shear wall specimen is related to the stress level and the
number of loading cycles. +e stiffness is variable during
loading. For the needs of seismic response analysis, the
change in secant stiffness during loading is given in this
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paper. +e specific calculation formula for the secant stiff-
ness is shown in the following formula(2):

Ki �
+Fi


 + −Fi




+Δi


 + −Δi



. (2)

Here,± Fi are the maximum positive and negative loads
of the ith loading cycle, respectively, and ±△i are the dis-
placements corresponding to± Fi. +e stiffness degradation
curves for the two specimens are shown in Figure 13.

Table 5 shows the stiffness at each stage of the two shear
walls, where K0 represents the initial stiffness, Kc represents
the cracking stiffness, Ky represents the yield stiffness, βc0
represents the stiffness attenuation from the initial stage to
the cracking stage, and βy0 represents the stiffness attenu-
ation from the initial stage to the yield stage.

+e initial stiffness K0 (corresponding to the elastic
stage), cracking stiffness Kc (corresponding to the cracking
load), yield stiffness Ky (corresponding to the yield load),
and the stiffness degradation coefficient β (βy0 �Ky/K0,
βc0 �Kc/K0) of the two specimens are computed and are
listed in Table 6.

It can be seen that the stiffness of the two shear walls is
similar before cracking, indicating that the mortar bars in

the HDNLSW vertical slits of the specimen at the beginning
stage work together with the wall panels on both sides. After
cracking, the stiffness of the HDNLSW decreased rapidly
owing to the influence of the vertical slits and the cracking
stiffness decreased by 21.6% compared with that of HDLSW.
It is worth noting that the stiffness degradation of the
HDNLSW shear wall in the early stage is greater than that of
HDLSW. Still, the stiffness degradation in the late phase is
slow, indicating that it has good residual stiffness, mainly
because the built-in steel plate composite wallboard in the
middle part maintains good integrity. Meanwhile, it can also
be seen that the ultimate displacement angle of the shear wall
HDNLSW is larger, indicating that the new low-rise shear
wall is safer under severe earthquakes.

3.6. Damping Performance Analysis. +e dynamic tests of
the two shear walls before and after the tests were carried out
using the free attenuation method, and the first-order fre-
quency and the modal damping ratio of each shear wall were
measured, as shown in Table 6. +e test results show that
there was little difference in frequency between the two shear
walls before the test, indicating that the stiffness difference
between them is small. After failure, the frequency of the
shear wall HDNLSW was greater, indicating that its residual
stiffness is larger, which was more conducive to structural
earthquake resistance.

Damping reflects the attenuation of the vibration energy
of an object. +e damping ratio is the ratio of the damping
force to the critical damping force, representing the damping
force’s magnitude. In the elastic stage, damping is mainly
related to the material. +e material and size of the two
specimens were the same, so the damping ratios were
similar. After the structure enters the plastic stage, damping
is mainly related to structural damage. It can be seen that the
new shear wall has a more excellent damping ratio after the
test, implying that it has a better energy dissipation capacity.
+is is because the cracks between the mortar strip and the
wallboard on both sides increase the friction energy con-
sumption of the wallboard under a reciprocating load, thus
improving the structural damping.

4. Discussion

In order to solve the problem of poor deformation capacity
of a conventional low-rise shear wall, a new shear wall with
an embedded steel plate and vertical slits was proposed in
this paper. +rough the comparative test of the two shear
walls, it can be seen that the function of two vertical slits was
to change the original low-rise shear wall into three high-rise
shear walls. +us, the brittle failure of the original low-rise
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Table 5: Variance of the frequency and the damping ratio of
undamaged and damaged specimens.

Specimen
Before test After test

Frequency/
Hz

Damping
ratio/%

Frequency/
Hz

Damping
ratio/%

HDLSW 175.4 3.2 82.6 9.4
HDNLSW 173.2 3.4 90.1 12.3

Table 6: Experimental results of stiffness of specimens.

Specimen K0 Kc Ky Βc0 βy0
kN·mm−1 kN·mm−1 kN·mm−1 Kc/K0 Ky/K0

HDLSW 357.2 127.46 36.80 0.36 0.10
HDNLSW 341.3 99.87 32.74 0.29 0.10
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shear wall was transformed into ductile failure. At the same
time, the embedded steel plate can improve the stiffness and
bearing capacity of the shear wall with vertical slits and
reduce the weakening effect of slit treatment on the low-rise
shear wall. +is finding provides a basis for the optimized
design of shear walls.

+is study only completed a comparative test of the two
shear walls to verify the rationality of the new shear wall.
However, the theoretical calculation and reasonable pa-
rameters of the new shear wall, such as the location of the
crack and the size of the built-in steel plate, need to be
studied further.+e next step will be to establish a numerical
model for verification and further for the mechanical pro-
cedure and parameter analysis.

5. Conclusion

+e following findings can be obtained from the experi-
mental research and analysis of two distinct kinds of shear
walls:

(1) Compared with the traditional concealed bracing
low-rise shear wall, the deformation capacity and
energy dissipation capacity of the new low-rise shear
wall are significantly improved and they have a good
bearing capacity. +e hysteresis loop was more
plumped, and the seismic performance was better.

(2) +e traditional low-rise shear wall with concealed
bracing is mainly brittle shear failure. In contrast, the
new low-rise shear wall exhibits bending loss with
good ductility, and the failure is primarily concen-
trated on the two sides of the vertical slits of the shear
wall. +e shear wall between the vertical slits was
slightly damaged, and the failure mode was more
reasonable. Because the shear wall between the
vertical slits still has a high bearing capacity after the
failure of the shear wall on both sides of the vertical
slits, a clear two-way seismic defense line is formed,
which can meet the requirements of no collapse
under strong earthquakes.

(3) +e new low-rise shear wall can meet different
mechanical properties. By adjusting the width of the
shear wall between the vertical slits and the size of the
steel plate, shear walls with varying capacities of
bearing and ductility can be obtained to meet dif-
ferent needs. However, further studies are required
for a proper seam position and an economical steel
plate size.
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A�ected by super-historical �ood, the surface deformation of throw �lling soft clay co�erdam is obvious and the stability of the
co�erdam slope is di�cult to ensure. Relying on the co�erdam project of Jiangxi Xinjiang Shuanggang navigation power junction
and according to the data of �led investigation and automatic monitoring, the Plaxis in�nite element software is used to analyze
the deformation characteristics and stabilities of co�erdam during the super-historical �ood period, and the e�ective emergency
reinforcement measures are presented. �e results show that (1) the stability of co�erdam is controlled by downstream face slope
of co�erdam during the super-historical �ood period, and there is a most dangerous slide surface interpenetrating through the top
to the toe of downstream face slope; (2) the stability of upstream face slope is in�uenced signi�cantly by the water level �uctuation
and it is reduced sharply during the water level decline process; and (3) real-time remote monitoring can e�ectively re�ect the
deformation and failure characteristics of co�erdam under the condition of super-historical �ood level and provide early warning
and prediction in time. �e results and analyzing methods can be applied to analyze the similar projects excellently.

1. Introduction

In hydropower and navigation junction projects, the cof-
ferdam is designed according to the diversion �ow of design
frequency and corresponding water level to carry out
construction diversion and ensure the continuous con-
struction of main works [1–5]. At the same time, the year-
round co�erdam as a temporary water-blocking building
during the river �ood season, its stability in �ood period is
an important premise to protect the construction personnel
in the weir and the safety of the project [6, 7].

In the diversion system of earth rock co�erdam, slope
instability is not only the most frequent but also the most

loss and the most di�cult to make up [8–12]. In addition to
the stability of the co�erdam under the action of self weight,
the seepage will also lead to the instability of the co�erdam
body under the condition of water level di�erence inside and
outside the co�erdam [13–17]. During the �ood period, the
rise of water level leads to the increase in soil moisture
content and the decrease in shear strength, and the pore
water pressure in the slope is also in dynamic change with
the rise and fall of water level [18, 19]. At the same time, the
stress condition and antisliding ability of co�erdam slope
will be changed by �ood pressure and immersion [20]. In the
study by Zhang [21], according to the deformation mech-
anism of some landslides after the change of water level in
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the *ree Gorges reservoir, from the analysis, the rise of
reservoir water level has limited influence on landslide
deformation, but the decline of water level will directly lead
to landslide. Luo [22] through integrating on-site investi-
gation, monitoring data, and numerical simulation, the
formation mechanism and deformation characteristics of
Waitang landslide are revealed, in which rainfall and res-
ervoir water level change are the main factors affecting slope
behavior; Xiao et al. [23], using the method of intermittent
decline of reservoir water level to trigger landslide, studied
the effect of rapid change of water level on landslide stability;
the analysis shows that the intermittent drop is beneficial to
the dissipation of hole pressure in the landslide body, but
when the reservoir water level decreases too fast, there is a
lag effect of groundwater fall back beneficial to the reduction
of hydraulic gradient.

In the study byWang et al. [24], through the comparison
and analysis of the stability of different processes of flood
rise, flood immersion, and flood decline, it is pointed out
that the stability of the shore beach is the best during the
period of rapid flood rise, followed by the period of slow rise,
soak period, and slow decline of flood, and the stability of
shore beach is the worst during the period of flood plunge.

From the existing research, most of them are aimed at
the deformation characteristics and instability mechanism of
earth rock cofferdam, clay core dam, and reservoir bank
slope under the condition of water level fluctuation or flood,
while there are few studies on soft clay cofferdam formed by
the throw filling [25–30]. Due to the shortage of filling
materials, the cofferdam of Shuanggang navigation power
junction project in Xinjiang, Jiangxi Province, mainly
adopted silty clay excavated by diversion channel with low
shear strength, low bearing capacity, and high water content
and supplemented by outsourcing soil. In the cofferdam
operation stage in July 2020, with the water level outside the
cofferdam raised to 20.8m that exceeded the design flood
water level, there is certain deformation in the surface of the
cofferdam and posed a great threat to the stability of it. *is
paper lies on this project; according to the data of filed
investigation and automatic monitoring, the finite element
software named Plaxis is applied to analyze the deformation
characteristics and evaluate the safety situation of cofferdam
during the super-historical period, presenting the emer-
gency reinforcement measures to provide reference for the
similar projects.

2. Background of Project

2.1.General Situation ofCofferdam. *emain construction of
Jiangxi Xinjiang Shuanggang navigation power junction
project is located in the distance of 5 km far away from
downstreamof PoyangTown, Shangrao City. For providing the
drying construction condition for building main structures, a
cofferdam should be fabricated. Due to the shortage of filling
materials, the perennial cofferdam filling is mainly filled with
saturated silty clay mixed with muddy soil from the riverbed
excavated by diversion channel, and some outsourcing soil is
purchased for the backfilling of the cofferdam dike core to
strengthen the cofferdam and form roads. *e total length of

the cofferdam is 2454m, including 450m length of upstream
cofferdam, 1459m length of longitudinal cofferdam, and 545m
length of downstream cofferdam, with the service life of the
cofferdam which belongs to the perennial cofferdams ranging
from 2 to 2.5 years. According to the Design Code for Cof-
ferdams of Water Resources and Hydropower Engineering
(SL645-2013), the lock level is Class II and the design level of
the cofferdam is Class IV. *e layout of diversion channel and
cofferdam is shown in Figure 1.

*e design of lowest water level and flood water level is
13.92m and 19.94m. *e molding of throw filling soft clay
cofferdam is really hard because of the high compressibility
and low strength of filling materials. After the stable
molding, the actual shape of the cofferdam is different from
the design shape that the actual slope ratios of the cofferdam
above the horse path whose elevation is 14m at both of
upstream and downstream cofferdam are less than 1 : 5, and
the slope ratio of the slope whose elevation is lower than
14m is less than 1 : 7, and it is more gentle at the center
location where the slope ratio is 1 : 31 eventually.

2.2. Automatic Monitoring of Cofferdam. Considering the
lack of experience references for this type of cofferdam and
because of the low strength, discreteness of mechanical
properties, and uncertainties of spatial distribution of filling
materials, the automatic monitoring of displacement and
seepage force is applied to monitor the real-time defor-
mation and stability of the cofferdam for ensuring the safety
operation of it. *e arrangement plan of automatic moni-
toring is shown in Figure 2. According to the results of
numerical simulation and field experience, the early warning
value and alarm value of horizontal displacement rate of the
cofferdam is set as 1.5mm/d and 2.0mm/d [31, 32].

2.3.General Situation of Super-Historical Flood. In July 2020,
affected by the superposition of continuous heavy rainfall
and upstream river water, the water level of Xingzi station
which is a landmark hydrological station of Poyang Lake was
raised to 22.53m that it was 0.01m higher than the historical
highest water level of 22.52m in 1998; the water level of
Poyang Lake broke through the historical extreme value
since the exist of hydrological record.

Affected by the super-historical flood, the water level
outside the cofferdam is reached to 20.8m that it is 0.86m
higher than the design flood water level of the cofferdam.
From June 30 to July 12, the increment of water level outside
the cofferdam was 4.91m, and the maximum water level
increasing rate was 0.81m/d, which was higher than the
maximum daily water level increasing rate in 1998. *e
change curve of water level outside the cofferdam during
flood period is shown in Figure 3.

3. Analysis on Deformation Characteristics of
Cofferdam in Flood Period

*e field investigation shows that under the action of super-
historical flood, the cofferdam slope has certain deformation
and damage, which is mainly concentrated in the upstream
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cofferdam. According to the data of field investigation and
automatic monitoring, the deformation characteristics of
cofferdam during the flood rising period and flood decline
period are analyzed in this paper.

3.1. Deformation Characteristics of Cofferdam in Flood Rising
Period. According to the field investigation, in the flood
rising period, the deformation and damage area are located
in the riverbed center of upstream cofferdam where the
thickness of filling material is maximum. Because the height
difference between the flood water level and the top of
cofferdam is just 0.2m, a surcharge load of sand bags whose
height and width are 1m and 2m is carried out at the
upstream side of cofferdam for preventing the cofferdam
exceeded by the flood water. However, influenced by the
surcharge load, a tensile fissure and meteorism deformation

occurred at the top of cofferdam.*e length and width of the
tensile fissure are 99m and 2.0∼3.0 cm separately as shown
in Figure 4 and the strike almost parallels with the extended
direction of road. *e height of meteorism deformation is
6.0∼8.0 cm generally.

Meanwhile, there is a small sized piping damage oc-
curred at the position of elevation of 11mwhich is located in
the horse path of downstream face caused by the huge
seepage force which is formed by the water head difference
between upstream face and downstream face. Fortunately,
the filling material of cofferdam almost consists of clay
particles whose permeability is small so that the seepage
water from the piping is clean and there is a small threat to
the stability of cofferdam (as shown in Figure 5).

According to the distribution of deformation area, the
real-time monitoring data of measuring points cx-01, cx-02,
and sw-01 are selected to comparative analysis. *e results
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show that (Figure 6), during the flood rising period, the soil
deformation rate below the path way is small and the state is
stable. However, the soil above the path way of the down-
stream face has an accelerated deformation rate, and the
maximum value reaches to 1.95mm/d that is closing to the
alarm value, and there is a potential risk of sliding. *e
generation and development of tensile cracks are closely
related to the displacement of the soil below the cofferdam
crest of the downstream face slope.

*e growth rate of the water level in the cofferdam lags
behind the growth rate of outside water level during the
super-historical flood raising period. *e high head differ-
ence between the flood water level (20.78m) and the water
level in the cofferdam (11m) is an important reason for the
local piping failure. Considering the risk of instability and
damage of cofferdam, the emergency treatment measures
shall be taken to reinforce the cofferdam as follows: concrete
grouting reinforcement is carried out in the tensile fissure
area; the height of piping well is increased and the geotextile
is laid aside the piping outlet; a flood spillway is set to reduce
the water head difference between outside and inside of the
cofferdam.

3.2. Deformation Characteristics of Cofferdam in Flood De-
cline Period. *e tensile fissure and meteorism deformation
which has been reinforced at the top of cofferdam continue
to develop that the width of tensile fissure is increased to
4 cm and the height of meteorism deformation is increased
to 10 cm (Figure 7). *e scope of piping is not expanding,
and its flow rate is reduced benefitting from the rein-
forcement measure.

*e real-timemonitoring results show (Figure 6) that the
deformation rate of potential sliding area is less than
1.5mm/d and the situation of deformation rates is
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convergent during the super-historical flood decline process.
It demonstrates that the emergency reinforcement mea-
surements are effective and the cofferdam tides over the
super-historical period safely. Due to the influence of up-
stream face head pressure and cofferdam foundation
drainage, the water level inside the cofferdam gradually rises,
and the water level difference inside and outside of the
cofferdam is reduced, avoiding the development of piping
damage.

4. Stability Evaluation of Cofferdam Slope
and Discussion

As mentioned above, the dynamic change of outside flood
water level will not only affect the development of cofferdam
slope but also change the seepage state of soil inside the

cofferdam, resulting in the increase in soil moisture content
and the decrease in shear strength. In addition, influenced by
the water head difference between outside and inside of
cofferdam, the stability of the cofferdam slope will be re-
duced caused by the seepage force inside the cofferdam (see
Zhang and Hu [33]). For further research and verification,
the finite element numerical software named Plaxis is used to
analyze the stability state of the cofferdam during the super-
historical flood period [34].

4.1. Computational Model. According to the field investi-
gation and drilling boring information, a 2-dimensional
calculation model is established by the Plaxis software,
which represents the most dangerous profile of the coffer-
dam as shown in Figure 8.

4.2. ComputingMethod. Mohr–Coulomb model is selected
to describe the constitutive model of filling materials, and
liner-elastic model is selected to describe the impermeable
wall [35]. It is assumed that the flow of pore water accords
with Darcy’s law, and the coupling effect of seepage field
and stress field during the water level fluctuation is
considered in the seepage analysis process. Furthermore, a
shear strength reduction factor ΣMSF leads to the cal-
culation of stability of the cofferdam that making the
strength parameter C and φ and the tensile strength de-
crease gradually until the soil is damaged [36]. *e ΣMSF
is defined as follows:

 Msf �
tan ϕinput
tan ϕreduced

�
cinput

creduced
. (1)

In the formula, ϕinput is the internal friction angle of
soil mass; cinput is the initial cohesion; ϕreduced is the
internal friction angle of soil mass after the strength
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Figure 7: Meteorism deformation in the top of upstream coffer-
dam during flood decline period.
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reduction; and creduced is the cohesion after the strength
reduction.

Assume that if the calculation model does not converge
during the numerical analysis, it indicates that the cofferdam
or its foundation reaches completely destruction, and the
corresponding safety factor is as follows:

SF �
usablestrength
failurestrength

�  Msf � (atfailure). (2)

According to 《Design code for cofferdam of water
resources and hydropower engineering》 (SL645-2013),
when the design level of cofferdam is IV, the safety factor
of antisliding stability of cofferdam slope is k ≥ 1.05.

4.3. Parameter Selection. *e silty clay and outsourcing soils
disturbed by both excavation and throw filling are filled as
the main structure of the cofferdam, causing the huge
discreteness on the physical and mechanical parameters of
the filling materials that are hard to determine.*erefore, an
antianalysis method is applied to analyze the mechanical
parameters of the filling materials in different conditions
based on the data of automatic monitoring, laboratory tests,
and experience. As the length limitation of this paper, the
specific analysis process would not be mentioned. *e final
physical and mechanical parameters of rock and soil are
shown in Table 1.

4.4.CalculatingConditions. Combined with the water level
monitoring data outside the cofferdam and considering
the flood change time history, the measured water level
from March 24 to November 1, 2020, is selected to
simulate the whole process of flood operation situation of
the cofferdam in flood season and analyze the change of
cofferdam slope stability coefficient under the change of
water level. Calculation working conditions include
stable operation stage of cofferdam before flood (working
condition A1), flood rising stage (working condition B2),
pile-loading sandbags on weir crest at upstream side,
stable seepage stage of flood level (working condition C3),
and flood falling stage (working condition D4), as shown
in Table 2.

4.5. Calculation Results Analysis and Discussion. *e cof-
ferdam stability safety factor obtained under all the above
working conditions is listed in Table 3; it indicates that

(1) *e safety factors of cofferdam are greater than 1.05
entirely during the whole process of super-historical
flood season, and the overall stability of cofferdam is
controlled by the downstream face slope, and the
condition of flood water decline is the most unfa-
vorable working condition, and the minimum safety
factor is 1.58 in D4 condition. *e cofferdam is in a
stable state.

Purchased soil

Impermeable wall

Open channel soilSilty clay
Nakasago

Strongly weathered argillaceous siltstone

420 m

42
 m

Y

X
Z

Open channel soil

Purchased soil

Figure 8: Cofferdam structure and filling distribution.

Table 1: Properties of soils/rocks of the cofferdam and foundation.

Cofferdam material Cohesion
(kPa)

Internal
friction
angle (°)

Permeability
coefficient
(cm·s−1)

Natural bulk
density
(kN·m−3)

Saturated bulk
density
(kN·m−3)

Elastic
modulus
(kPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

*ickness
(m)

Outsourcing soil 34.1 13.4 6.17×10−5 18.40 19.30 11260 0.30∗ 6.0∼8.0
Outsourcing soil
soaked in flood
(upstream face)

30.1 13.4 6.17×10−5 18.40 19.30 11260 0.30∗ 6.0∼8.0

Open channel
backfill (upstream
face)

19.0 9.0 6.17×10−5 18.00 18.30 10580 0.35∗ 13.0∼15.0

Open channel
backfill (downstream
face)

12.5 7.0 6.17×10−5 18.00 18.30 10580 0.35∗ 13.0∼15.0

Silty clay 20.0 13.0 7.0×10−5 18.80 20.00 8840∗ 0.30∗ 1.5
Medium sand 0.0 28.0 1.0×10−3 18.00 19.00 12000∗ 0.30∗ 0.5
Strongly weathered
argillaceous siltstone 100.0 35.0 1.0×10−4 20.00 21.00 300000∗ 0.30∗ —

Impermeable wall — — 5.0×10−6 22.00 23.00 300000∗ 0.20∗ —
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(2) *e change of water level significantly affects the
stability of the upstream face slope, and the stability
safety factor decimated in the process of flood de-
clines that the reduction rate of safety factor between
the maximum and minimum value is 37.8%.

(3) During the whole process, the surcharge load at the
top of cofferdam has a positive effect to the stability
of whole cofferdam, but it will reduce the stability of
upstream face slope and the reduction rate is 6.4%.
*erefore, we suggest that the surcharge load of sand
bags should be loaded at the axis of the top of the
cofferdam.

(4) As shown in Figure 9, the minimum safety factors of
actual slope types in all conditions are located in the
downstream face entirely, and the displacement
value and the scope of sliding area simulated by the

numerical method are consistent with the automatic
monitoring data that the potential sliding region is
transfixion from the toe to the top of downstream
face slope.

(5) Figure 10 shows the horizontal displacement of
calculated and measured at the position of CX-01,
and we can see that the value and regulation of them
are consistent ultimately.*e result indicates that the
actual situation of the cofferdam engineering can be
reflected excellently by the numerical simulation of
Plaxis.

As shown in Figure 11 that the safety factors of cof-
ferdam in each condition are reduced, the reduction rates are
really small. It is because that the actual slope ratio of
cofferdam is much more gentle than the design slope ratio
and the permeability coefficient of filling materials is really

Table 2: Load combinations for cofferdam stability analysis.

Calculation
conditions Illustrate Measured water level outside of the

cofferdam
Cofferdam
top loading

A1 Stable operation of the cofferdam before the flood March 24–June 30, 2020 —
B2 Flood rising period July 01–July 11, 2020 —

C3 Loaded sand bags, stable seepage at flood level
(20.78m) July 12, 2020 20 kN/m2

D4 Flood decline period July 12–November 1, 2020 20 kN/m2

Table 3: Factor of safety (FOS) of cofferdam stability for all load conditions.

Calculation working condition Upstream face side slope Downstream face side slope Entirety cofferdam Destabilization sideMinimum safety factor Minimum safety factor Minimum safety factor
A1 2.04 1.64 1.65 Downstream face
B2 3.12 1.60 1.61 Downstream face
C3 2.92 1.62 1.62 Downstream face
D4 1.94 1.57 1.58 Downstream face

14.5 m

CX-01

0 m

42 m

114 m

Downstream slope

(a)

15.4 m

CX-01

0 m

42 m

114 m

Downstream slope

(b)

15.4 m

CX-01

0 m

42 m

114 m

Downstream slope

(c)

14.9 m

CX-01

0 m

42 m

114 m

Downstream slope

(d)

Figure 9: Horizontal displacement clouds of the backwater slope hazardous slip surface: (a) working condition A1; (b) working condition
B2; (c) working condition C3; (d) working condition D4.
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small so that the change of seepage pressure in the down-
stream face slope is tiny during the transient seepage state of
high flood water level.

5. Conclusion

According to the results of field investigation, automatic
monitoring, and numerical simulation analysis, the con-
clusion can be obtained as follows:

(1) *e generation of tensile fissure on the top of cof-
ferdam is closely related to the soil deformation of
the downstream face slope. In addition, the rise of
flood accelerates the growth of soil deformation rate

within 15m below the cofferdam crest, which di-
rectly leads to the continuous development of fissure.

(2) According to the monitoring data, the water level
variation inside the cofferdam is lagging to the rise of
water level in flood season, and the high head dif-
ference between the flood level (20.78m) and the
cofferdam internal body water level (11m) is an
important reason for the local piping failure.

(3) For the throw filling soft clay cofferdam which is
constructed in a gentle slope ratio type, the stability is
controlled by the downstream face and the most
dangerous situation is performed in the flood water
decline process.
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(4) *e internal deformation of cofferdam can be re-
flected effectively by the real-time automatic mon-
itoring method, and the early warning can be
presented to ensure the stable operation of
cofferdam.
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Due to the double disturbance effect of dredging and filling, there will be a problem with weir slope stability after the formation of
a fill type saturated clay weir. In order to study the influence of water-level fluctuation on the instability and seepage failure of the
dump-fill cofferdam, the saturated-unsaturated seepage theory and strength reduction method are embedded into the finite
element system such that the fluid-solid coupling stability of the dump-fill cofferdam is analyzed. -e results show that the
influence of water-level fluctuation on the instability and seepage failure of the dump-fill cofferdam can be revealed by the
coupling analysis excellently. -e variation of the saturation line of the cofferdam is consistent with the variation of water-level
rising, but the change response of the saturation line of the cofferdam has a lag property during the water-level decline process in
that the water level changes faster. -e maximum displacement of the cofferdam can be approximated as two stages, namely, the
stable growth stage and the accelerated growth stage (slip initiation), in which the influence of the water-level fluctuation on the
displacement of stable growth stage is more obvious. Based on the fluid-solid coupling analysis, the most dangerous sliding surface
of the cofferdam is located at the position of the horse path, with a critical strength reduction coefficient of approximately 1.475.
-e possibility of seepage failure of the cofferdam will be increased if the water level exceeds the height of the impermeable wall.

1. Introduction

With the development of society, the construction of water
conservancy and shipping projects in China is gradually
increasing and the scale of construction is expanding. -e
construction of water conservancy and shipping engineering
plays an important role in national economic development
and social stability [1–4]. At the same time, the safety of the
cofferdam is also crucial, which not only relates to the safety
and progress of the whole construction diversion project and
themain project but also involves the downstream ecological
problems. After nearly 30 years of practice in the

construction of large- and medium-sized water conservancy
and hydropower projects in China, from the successful
interception of the Yangtze River Gezhouba project using
the vertical plugging method ([5], [6]) to the construction of
the world-renowned Yangtze River -ree Gorges project
deep-water high earth and stone cofferdam, the design and
construction level of diversion and cofferdam engineering
has rapidly improved ([7,8]). However, with the continued
construction of large and mega hydraulic pivot projects, the
scale of cofferdams has increased and the difficulty has
grown day by day. -e safety and stability of cofferdams are
of great concern to researchers and engineers.
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As the cofferdams are temporary structures, most of
them are made from local materials, generally filled with
sand, pebbles, piled stones, and transitional materials, and
the more common forms of damage are instability slips and
infiltration damage. -erefore, slope stability and seepage
stability are two important indicators for evaluating the
safety of cofferdams. In terms of research on the stability of
cofferdam slopes, Zhao Shangyi et al [9] applied the strength
reduction method to slope stability analysis, using the re-
duction factor when the finite element calculation did not
converge as the safety factor, and the analysis results showed
that the safety factor of slope stability obtained by this
method was quite close to the calculation results of the
traditional method. Luo Hongming et al [2] carried out
research on the influence of periodic fluctuations of water
level on the stability of landslides and proposed a polynomial
constrained optimisation model of the soil-water charac-
teristic curve of the polynomial constraint optimisation
model applied to actual projects. Yang Jin et al. [10] took the
-ree Gorges reservoir area loess slope landslide as the
research object, carried out the influence of reservoir water
rise and fall on the groundwater level of the landslide
combined with field monitoring data, and analyzed the
influence of the change of the reservoir bank landslide in-
filtration line on the stability of the landslide under the rise
and fall of reservoir water. Xiao Zhiyong et al. [11] took a
-ree Gorges mound landslide as an example and used Geo-
studio to analyze the stability of the landslide of a reservoir
water-level accumulation body under two factors of mul-
tistage descent and different intermittent time periods, and
the results showed that the use of intermittent descent was
beneficial to the dissipation of pore pressure in the landslide
body, while when the reservoir water level decreased rapidly,
there was a hysteresis effect of groundwater fall back on the
reduction of the hydraulic gradient. Zhang Deng et al. [12]
took a tailing pond project as an example and used a time-
varying analysis model to study the safety coefficient of the
slope, and the results showed that with the change of slope
safety coefficient lags behind the change of reservoir water
level, the rising speed of water level slowed down the lagging
effect, and the falling speed accelerated the lagging effect.
And, the decrease in rising rate reduced the lagging effect,
and the coupling of rainfall and water level would accelerate
the weakening of the tailing reservoir safety coefficient.

-is paper relies on the project of Xinjiang River
Shuanggang Shipping Hub Project on Poyang Lake in
Jiangxi Province. -e cofferdam belongs to the dump-fill
saturated clay cofferdam, which has the characteristics of
high water content of the soil, heterogeneous internal
structure, and complex changes in reservoir water level. It
is observed that most of the research studies on slope
instability of cofferdams are concentrated on mixed types
of cofferdams such as soil, rock, and sand and barely
concentrated on the research of seepage process and sta-
bility of the saturated clay cofferdam. -erefore, there has
been an important guiding significance for engineering
safety assessment to research the stability and seepage
failure of the dump-fill cofferdam caused by water-level
fluctuation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Background of the Project. -emain construction of this
project is located in Poyang Town, Shangrao City, and the
width of the riverbed in the dam site area is about
150∼450m. It is a comprehensive hubmainly for navigation.
-e hub layout is shown in Figure 1, with a total length of
496.5m along the dam axis. In order to provide dry land
construction conditions for the main structure, a diversion
canal and a cofferdam should be constructed. -e total
length of the cofferdam is 2454m, including 450m length of
the upstream cofferdam, 1459m length of the longitudinal
cofferdam, and 545m length of the downstream cofferdam,
with the service life of the cofferdam which belongs to the
perennial cofferdams ranging from 2 to 2.5 years. According
to the Design Code for Cofferdams of Water Resources and
Hydropower Engineering (SL645-2013), the lock level is
Class II and the design level of the cofferdam is Class IV.-e
weir is protected against seepage by a combination of bagged
sand slope protection and geotextile fabric on the headwater
side and grass slope protection on the backwater side. -e
weir body above 19.5m height is protected against seepage
by outsourcing soil filling, and the upstream and down-
stream weir closed air structure is a high-pressure rotary pile
structure; the weir body below 19.5m height is protected
against seepage by a single row of high-pressure rotary pile
seepage wall.

2.2. Geological and Hydrological Conditions. According to
ground investigation and drilling, the riverbed stratigraphy
at the dam site is mainly composed of the Holocene Allu-
vium of the Fourth Series and the Xinyu Group of the -ird
Series. -e lithology of the original riverbed is divided into
chalky clay, thick silty chalky clay medium sand, gravelly
sand, rounded gravel, and strong and medium weathered
muddy siltstone in order from the top to bottom. -e daily
water level at the dam site is obtained by interpolation from
the water-level stations at Poyang upstream and Longkou
downstream of the dam site. Considering the influence of
river training before and after 1978 and sand dredging in the
lake area and river channel on water-level undercutting in
recent years as well as the continuity of the data, the
measured water level and the projected flow data of the
Shuanggang dam site from Poyang and Longkou stations in
the same period after 1991 are used for water level and flow
relationship analysis.

2.3. Mechanical Properties of Cofferdam Filling Materials.
-e saturated clay with silty soil excavated from the di-
version channel is the main filling material of the cofferdam,
and it has the characteristics of high saturation, high
compressibility, and low shear strength because of the
double disturbance of excavation and dump-fill so that the
cofferdam with a large thickness of 21m in the upstream and
downstream cannot be stable for a long time. In order to
construct a stable cofferdam, the outsourcing soil is chosen
to fill the upper layer of the cofferdam.
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-e soil samples are obtained by drilling after the cof-
ferdam was completed, and the physical and mechanical
parameters of filling materials are obtained by laboratory
tests as shown in Table 1.

3. Seepage Calculation Models

3.1. Saturated-Unsaturated Seepage :eory. -e soil of the
cofferdam is lying in a complex state of saturation and
unsaturation during the water-level fluctuation such that the
area which lies below the saturation line can be regarded as
saturated and the fluid seepage satisfies Darcy’s law and the
area which lies above the infiltration line can be regarded as
unsaturated and the fluid flow law cannot be given based on
Darcy’s law. -erefore, the fluid seepage equation should
describe both saturated and unsaturated seepage behavior.
-e continuity equation of the fluid medium during seepage
is obtained by taking a volume microelement dV and per-
forming a fluid mass conservation analysis on it [13,14].


V

z(ρθ)

zt
dV + 

V
(ρ · u)i,idV � 

V
ρqdV, (1)

where θ denotes the volumetric water content, ρ denotes the
fluid density, u denotes the fluid percolation velocity, and q
denotes the flow rate.

Assuming that the fluid is incompressible during per-
colation, the previous equation can be evolved as follows:

zθ
zt

+ ui,i � q. (2)

For a fluid in the saturated zone, the equation of motion
is in accordance with Darcy’s law:

u � −K∇h, (3)

where K denotes the hydraulic conductivity (coefficient of
permeability) and ∇h is the hydraulic gradient.

For fluids in the unsaturated zone, the volumetric water
content can be described by the van Genuchten equation
[15,16]:

θ � θr +
θs − θr

1 +(αh)
n

 
m, (4)

where θs and θr denote the saturated volumetric water
content and residual volumetric water content, respectively,
α,m, and n are the basic model parameters, and h is the
pressure head which is taken as a positive value.

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into (2), respectively,
gives the final form of the equation for fluid seepage con-
tinuity in saturated-unsaturated soil.

θs − θr(  ·
z 1 +(αh)

n
 

− m

zt
� q + K∇h. (5)

Equation (5) is a partial differential equation for the
pressure head h, which integrates the relationship between
the seepage velocity and the matrix suction. However, the
partial differential equation is currently difficult to solve
analytically and coupled with the dynamic boundary
conditions of water-level fluctuation poses a challenge to
the solution of the equation. -erefore, it is necessary to
solve the equation discretely with the aid of numerical
calculations to obtain a numerical solution, so that the
seepage state and deformation characteristics of the
cofferdam during the water-level fluctuation can be
revealed [17].

3.2. Establishment of a Coupled SeepageModel. -e model is
established based on the closure section of the upstream
cofferdam which is regarded as the most dangerous section
[18–20]. -e height of the cofferdam is 21m, and the width
of the top is 8m.-e length of the upstream face is 43m, and
the ratio of the slope is 1 : 5; the length of the downstream
face is 40m, and the ratio of the slope is 1 : 4∼1 : 5. -e soil
types from the top to the bottom are gravelly silty clay, fill
material, silty clay, medium sand, rounded gravel, and
strongly weathered muddy siltstone (as shown in Figure 2).
To prevent infiltration damage to the cofferdam and ensure
its stability, two rows of interlocking high-pressure jet
grouting piles were installed 1.5m below the top of the
cofferdam, with a width of 0.8m and a depth of 2m inside
the strongly weathered rock, providing good

downstream cofferdam

longitudinal cofferdam

upstream cofferdam

diversion channel

545m

1459m
450m

Figure 1: -e project overview: layout of the cofferdam diversion channel.
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impermeability. -e basic physical and mechanical pa-
rameters of the materials are detailed in Table 1.

-e COMSOL Multiphysics software is used to ana-
lyze the seepage and stability of the cofferdam, and the
model is established as shown in Figure 3. -e analysis of
saturated-unsaturated seepage can be accomplished
based on the PDE module which embedded Equation (5).
-e Mohr–Coulomb ontology model is used for the
geotechnical materials, the effects of fluid osmotic
pressure and the self-weight of the geotechnical materials
are considered, and the coupling calculation is accom-
plished as follows:

F � λ
��
J2


+ ϖI1 − χ

ϖ � sin φ/3, χ � c/cos φ

⎧⎨

⎩ , (6)

where F denotes the Mohr–Coulomb yield function, c and φ
denote the cohesion and internal friction angle of the
geotechnical materials, and J2 and I1 denote the second
invariant of partial stress and the first invariant of stress,
respectively.

In order to carry out the subsequent stability analysis
of the cofferdam, a shear strength reduction factor
(Equation (7)) is introduced to discount the mechanical
parameters of the geotechnical materials until the de-
struction occurs [21].

C �
c

ξ

Φ � a tan
tan φu

ξ
 

p< 0
+ a tan

tan φs

ξ
 

p≥ 0
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

Here, ξ denotes the strength discount factor, φu and φs are
the internal friction angles of unsaturated and saturated
geotechnical bodies, p denotes the pore pressure, and C and
Φ are the cohesion and internal friction angles after con-
sidering the strength discount.

3.3. Boundary Conditions of Displacement and Pressure.
-e bottom of the model is constrained by fixed displace-
ment with zero displacement boundary; the model is sur-
rounded by roller displacement constraint with zero normal
displacement.

for
z � zb

: Ux � Uy � 0

z≠ zb : Ux � 0 .

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

-e boundary condition of water pressure at the up-
stream face is related to the water level which changed with
time. For this reason, we research the water-level fluctuation
data of Poyang Lake in the last 40 years and find that the
water-level fluctuation rates of 1998 are the most drastic.-e
highest flood level is 20.76m, which is only 0.24m away
from the top of the cofferdam; the lowest water level is
11.60m, the difference between flood and dry water level
reaches 9.16m, and the pressure difference is 90.16 kPa,
which has a huge impact on the cofferdam of the throw-fill
type powder clay with silt soil. It is necessary to carry out a
destabilization and infiltration damage study for the up-
stream cofferdam where the water-level difference is large.

Figure 4(a) shows the water-level variation of the lake in
1998. -e flooding season lasts from June to August each
year, while winter and spring are the low-water-level sea-
sons. Considering the large discreteness of the actual data
that the calculation speed and astringency of the model
would be impacted significantly, the highest water level of
each month is taken as the reference value (the most dan-
gerous case) and interpolated for analysis, resulting in the
water-level change curve shown in Figure 4(b). -e simi-
larity index of them is 90%, and the timing of the flood and
dry water levels coincide exactly, which has an approxi-
mately negligible effect on the model calculations.

3.4. Calculation Parameters and Simulation Conditions.
-e physical and mechanical parameters and infiltration
parameters of the cofferdam are detailed in Table 1, and the
water-level depth and fluctuation rates are given in
Figure 4(b). In terms of numerical analysis, three groups of
scenarios are set up, which are the steady-state simulations at
the lowest and highest water levels and the transient sim-
ulations at the dynamic fluctuation of the water level over a
year; the detailed simulation scenarios are shown in Table 2.

In particular, for the transient coupling calculation
under the dynamic rise and fall of the water level, the initial
seepage field of the weir body needs to be given. Here, the
water level of the first day in 1998 (12.92m) is taken as the
initial seepage condition, the initial seepage field and stress
field conditions are obtained through the steady-state

Table 1: Basic physical and mechanical parameters of cofferdam, rock, and soil.

Cofferdam
materials

Cohesion
(kPa)

Angle of
internal friction

(°)

Coefficient of
permeability (cm/s)

Natural
gravity
(kN/m3)

Saturated bulk
weight (kN/m3)

Modulus of
elasticity (kPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Outsourced soil 21.23 10.03 6.63×10−5 18.40 19.30 10240 0.3
Fill material 13.47 7.40 9.27×10−8 19.70 19.70 8820 0.3
Powdery clay 20.00 13.00 7.0×10−5 18.80 20.00 8640 0.3
Medium sand 0.00 28.00 1.0×10−3 18.00 19.00 12000 0.3
Round gravel 0.00 35.00 1.0×10−2 18.60 19.60 36000 0.3
Impregnating wall / / 5.0×10−9 22.00 23.00 300000 0.2
Strongly
weathered rock 100.00 35.00 1.0×10−4 20.00 21.00 300000 0.3
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coupling calculation, and then, the purpose of the transient
coupling calculation is achieved [22].

4. Analysis of Results and Discussion

4.1. Influence of Water-Level Fluctuation on the Saturation
Line of the Cofferdam. -e variation of pore water pressure

and saturation line in the cofferdam can be obtained by
steady-state coupling and a transient coupling according to
different simulation conditions. Figures 5 and 6 show the
variation of pore water pressure and saturation line in the
cofferdam at the lowest and highest water levels, respectively.
-e comparative analysis shows that the water level has a
significant influence on the seepage rate, pore water

8 m43 m 40 m

Upstream
Saturation lineOutsourcing soil

Silty clay Filler
Sand
Round gravel

Intensely weathered argillaceous siltstone
High-pressure jet grouting pile

Figure 2: Lateral section of the upstream closure section of the cofferdam.
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Figure 3: Fluid-solid coupling numerical analysis model.
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Figure 4: Change trend of water level of the cofferdam: (a) actual water-level change; (b) simplified water lever based on interpolation.

Table 2: Simulation conditions.

Simulation program Water-level position (m) Water level in foundation pit (m) Computational simulation
Minimum water level 11.60 Pit bottom-1m Steady-state coupling
Maximum water level 20.76 Pit bottom-1m Steady-state coupling
Dynamic water level 11.60∼20.76 Pit bottom-1m Transient coupling
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pressure, and infiltration line in the cofferdam. -e higher
the water level is, the more saturated the areas (red areas)
are, the faster the seepage rate (flow rate arrows) is, and the
more drastic the pore pressure change will be. Due to the
setting of the high-pressure cyclone wall, there are obvious
sudden changes in pore water pressure and regional satu-
ration between the different sides of the impermeable wall,
the seepage area is mainly concentrated in the medium sand
and round gravel layer, and the phenomenon of bypass flow
exists at the bottom of the wall, which has a positive seepage
prevention effect. With the gradual increase in water level,
the water pressure gradient in the cofferdam is increased,
and when the water level exceeds the impermeable wall, the
effect of seepage prevention and flow blocking of the im-
permeable wall is gradually weakened and the stability of the
cofferdam will be decreased.

-e variation of the saturation line of the cofferdam
under the dynamic water-level fluctuation condition is

shown in Figure 7, and the variation regulation of the
saturation line is similar to the water-level fluctuation
regulation which is shown in Figure 4(b), illustrating that the
migration of moist sharp in the cofferdam is controlled by
the water-level fluctuation. During the flood period from
June to August, the water level rises rapidly and fluid flow
occurs along the outsourcing soil of the cofferdam, resulting
in an increase in the saturated zone on the right side, with the
unsaturated zone only existing near the bottom of the slope
inside the cofferdam. In addition, due to the saturated-
unsaturated soil seepage theory model used, the saturation
line that migrates in the cofferdam has significant lagging
characteristics during the water-level decline process; for
example, the water level in September is lower than the water
level in July, but its saturation zone is larger than that in July,
which is not consistent with the water-level rising regulation;
the water level in November is the same as the water level in
May, but the saturation line in the cofferdam does not

Saturation line at the lowest water level

Saturation line at the highest water level
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Figure 6: Contour map of the seepage line in the cofferdam.
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Pore pressure and seepage velocity at the highest water level

Figure 5: Contour map of pore pressure and seepage velocity in the cofferdam.
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exactly overlap either. -e results show that there are dif-
ferent effects on the saturation line caused by water-level
rising and decline and the effect caused by the water-level
decline process is more significant.

4.2. Influence ofWater-Level Fluctuation on the Displacement
of Cofferdam. -e analysis points of displacement in the
cofferdam model are selected as shown in Figure 8, where
Section 1-1 indicates the downstream face, Section 2-2 in-
dicates the intersection between the outsourcing soil and the
fill material, Section 3-3 indicates the vertical section at the
top of the cofferdam, and Section 4-4 indicates the vertical
section at the horse path. -e blue points shown in Figure 8
are the key points for slide damage that locate on the surface
or at the intersection of different geotechnical materials.

-e deformation results of the four sections of the
cofferdam are shown in Figure 9.-e results indicate that the
water-level fluctuation has a light influence on the defor-
mation of the top of the cofferdam, which remains at
17.16mm. But it has an obvious influence on the defor-
mation of the intersection of geotechnical materials. For
example, during the flood period, the displacements of the
intersection of outsourcing soil and filler (points B, J, and E),
the intersection of medium sand and round gravel (points C
and H), and the intersection of round gravel and strongly
weathered muddy siltstone (point D and I) show significant
increase such that the maximum displacement increment is
about 11.62mm which is located in point J. In general, the
deformation values of the cofferdam meet the safety re-
quirements and the probability of seepage damage is slight.
But special attention needs to be paid to the deformation
between the intersection of the outsourced soil and the filler,
which is the potential slip surface of the cofferdam.

4.3. Influence ofWater-Level Fluctuation on the Stability of the
Cofferdam. -e highest and lowest water-level conditions
and the shear strength reduction method are used to analyze
the stability of the cofferdam. -e evaluation of whether the

cofferdam has slide damage is relied on the shear strength
reduction factor, and there is no convergence of elastic-
plastic analysis of geotechnical materials as the referee
condition. -e analysis results show that the maximum
displacement of the cofferdam increases slowly as the
strength reduction factor gradually increases, and when the
reduction factor reaches a certain threshold value, the
maximum displacement rises sharply, which means that slip
damage begins. -e reduction factor that causes the sudden
increase in the maximum displacement is named the critical
strength reduction factor (CSRF).

-e variation curves of the maximum displacement of
the cofferdam with the strength reduction factor under the
highest and lowest water-level conditions are shown in
Figure 10. -e curves can be divided into two stages. During
the first stage, the maximum displacement is increasing
stably and the displacement in the highest water-level
condition is a little larger than that in the lowest water-level
condition. -e maximum displacement in the second stage
is increasing rapidly, and the curves in two different con-
ditions are coincident such that the slide is forming. -e
result means that the water level has almost no effect on the
critical strength reduction factor of the cofferdam, which is
about 1.475.

Figure 11 shows the effective plastic strain of the cof-
ferdam before the destruction at the highest and lowest water
levels, respectively, which is another representation of the
cofferdam damage mechanism. -e effective plastic strain
variation of the two different conditions are consistent, and
this result is consistent with the results of the critical strength
discount factor analysis. Figure 12 shows the slide surface of
the cofferdam under the highest and lowest water-level
conditions, respectively, with the most dangerous slide
surfaces being located at the horse path and the arrows
indicating the direction of displacement of the soil particles.
-e most dangerous slide surface for both conditions is also
in general agreement and also coincides with the results of
the effective plastic strain and critical strength reduction
factor analysis.
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Figure 7: Change of the seepage line in the cofferdam under water-level fluctuation.
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of selection of cofferdam deformation analysis points underwater-level fluctuation: (a) deformation of the
backwater slope of the cofferdam; (b) deformation of the interface between outsourcing oil and the filler; (c) vertical section deformation at
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of selection of cofferdam deformation analysis points underwater-level fluctuation.
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Figure 11: -e effective plastic strain before the cofferdam failure under (a) flood level and (b) low water level.
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Figure 12: -e most dangerous slip surface of the cofferdam under (a) flood level and (b) low water level.
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5. Conclusion

(1) -e influence of water-level fluctuation on the de-
formation and stability of the cofferdam can be
analyzed excellently by finite element simulation
which embedded the saturated-unsaturated seepage
theory.

(2) With the rise of water level, the saturation zone in the
cofferdam increases and the value of pore water
pressure changes sharply. -e prevention effect of
the impermeable wall will be reduced while the water
level exceeds the top of the impermeable wall, and
the saturation zone of the downstream face will be
enlarged, causing the decrease in stability of the
cofferdam.

(3) -e variation regulation of the saturation line is
similar to the water-level fluctuation regulation, and
the migration of moist sharp in the cofferdam is
controlled by the water-level fluctuation. Because of
the use of saturation-unsaturation seepage theory,
the saturation line in the cofferdam lags to the water-
level fluctuation and the lag time is more obvious
during the water-level decline process.

(4) -e maximum displacement of the cofferdam can be
divided into two stages: stable increasing stage and
sharp increasing stage. -e maximum displacement
in the second stage is increasing rapidly, and the
curves in two different conditions are coincident
such that the slide is forming. -e result shows that
the water level has almost no effect on the critical
strength reduction factor of the cofferdam, which is
about 1.475.
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)e paper interprets the “shape” and “meaning” of the new courtyard-style building from the two dimensions of architectural
culture and architectural technology, as well as three levels of interpretation, construction, and cooperation. At the same time, it
takes the building of “Waterside Cube” in Solar Decathlon China Competition as an example, which puts forward the concept of
“Re-Traditional” and analyzes the generation logic and possibility of development of the new courtyard-style building which is
combined with architectural culture and architectural aesthetics. Meanwhile, it puts forward the application of building
technology and coping methods for rapid construction problems and finally summarizes the new ideas for the development of
new courtyard-style buildings.

1. Introduction

With the deepening influence of world architecture style on
China, more and more high-rise buildings or Western-style
buildings are popular in China’s large-sized and medium-
sized cities, and buildings with Chinese local culture are not
fashionable compared with those which have modern urban
atmosphere, and this is the majority of aesthetic concepts.
)e problem to be solved in the new courtyard-style building
is how to regenerate the culture and fit the modern lifestyle,
and make the culture livable and feasible, so that it can be
adaptive to different groups. In the design, its concept in-
herits the traditional culture, but the applied techniques and
the form and experience of creating a new space are more in
line with the characteristics of the times [1].

)e embodiment of architectural language in the ar-
chitectural system has an internal connection with the ar-
chitectural culture, which is preserved in the development of
people’s life needs [2]. For example, people’s need for
“combination” in family life can be represented as defensive
outside and warm inside. )is is not in contradiction with
the creation of modern urban life and public communication
space.)e type of courtyard building can be constructed in a

modular manner, such as misaligning, opposing, inter-
spersing, or superimposing one or more functional unit
modules to create different space for internal and external
environment. )is is also the advantage of a new courtyard-
style building which is more satisfied with the characteristics
of future lifestyle.

)e courtyard-style building is a well-known architec-
tural system and representative of traditional residential
buildings. In Solar Decathlon China Competition, the
building “Waterside Cube” designed and built by Shanghai
Jiao Tong University and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign is an exploration and practice of the
construction of contemporary new courtyard buildings in
cities and villages. It combines all aspects of humanities, art,
and technology in architectural design through modular
construction methods, providing innovative ideas for the
development of new courtyard-style buildings in the future
urban development.

“Waterside Cube” is a new type of courtyard-style
building. Its design analyzes and extracts the architectural
style and architectural elements of traditional courtyard-
style buildings, as well as the “shape” and “meaning” that
have been preserved in the process of continuous evolution.
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In order to meet the requirements of 20 days to complete the
construction of the competition, the design adopts the
construction method of prefabricated buildings and uses a
combination of passive and active technical methods to fit
modern livability. )e new courtyard-style building is also
different from the construction mode of the traditional
courtyard-style building which is easy to be popularized and
used in contemporary life.

2. Architectural Culture and New
Courtyard Buildings

2.1. Overview. )e courtyard-style building is a traditional
Chinese architectural form, which is based on the archi-
tectural style of the courtyard [3, 4]. In the north, it is
represented by the courtyard of Beijing, the courtyard in the
south of Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, and the courtyard of
the Huizhou-style building.

)e courtyard-style building carries the “shape” and
“meaning” of the architectural culture. Starting from the
early and most complete courtyard house represented by the
ruins of Fengqi Village in Qishan, Shanxi Province, during
the Western Zhou Dynasty, to scenes of people living in the
inner court in the Han Dynasty portraits, as well as the
performance of the courtyard-style buildings in “Riverside
Scene at Qingming Festival” (“Riverside Scene at Qingming
Festival” is a famous Chinese painting created by Zeduan
Zhang in Song Dynasty; this painting describes the pros-
perous scene of Bianjing, the capital of the Song Dynasty) of
the Song Dynasty; they all reflect the status of the courtyard-
style architecture in the early Chinese society. Nowadays,
there are still courtyard-style buildings in the north and
south of China, some of which still have the function of
living. However, some of the architectural functions that
have been transformed into historic buildings, commercial
and cultural centers, and art and creative workshops are
more in line with modern needs, and this means that the
spirit of the heritage of the courtyard-style buildings should
be continued [5].

Architectural culture is the same as culture, which in-
cludes entities, norms, ideas, and symbolic culture. It affects
the development of architectural systems from different
dimensions, such as material form, architectural technology,
architectural art, and architectural language.

2.2. Basic Characteristics of Courtyard Buildings. )e
courtyard-style building has the concept of overall building
environment management. Starting from the courtyard
house represented by the ruins of Fengqi Village, the pro-
totype of the courtyard-style building was completed, and
then people began to gradually improve the structure of the
courtyard-style building in the Han Dynasty, including the
use of building materials. During the Wei Jin Southern and
Northern dynasties, the type of courtyard-style buildings
began to diversify, including the “日” shape, the triple
courtyard, the quadrangle courtyard, and other flat layouts.
)ese layouts are centered on the inner courtyard and are
generally centrally axisymmetric, and they develop

longitudinally and laterally along the axis. )e architectural
function is arranged as “the hall is in front of the bedroom”
and “east and west wing layout” [6] (Figure 1).

As the core of the whole building, the courtyard space is
not only an important place for daily life and family
gatherings, but also the spirit of the family. Geomantic
culture plays an important role in the courtyard-style
building, and the concept of harmony between man and
nature makes people pay more attention to the location and
construction of the building, and pay attention to the
harmony between man and nature. In southern regions, the
conception of “Si Shui Gui Tang” (in south of China, sloping
rain eaves are built in the inner courtyard surrounded by
four rooms, and they allow rainwater to flow into the inner
courtyard from all four sides; this phenomenon is called “Si
Shui Gui Tang” and means gathering wealth and bringing
good luck) in the courtyard reflects the low-key introversion
and modesty of Confucianism [7] (Figure 2).

)e emergence of the courtyard-type building system in
the southern and northern regions is not only the inheri-
tance of culture, but also an optimized architectural form
that creates a livable space to adapt to the environment and
climate, and isolates the internal and external environment
[8]. )e courtyard regulates the microclimate inside the
building and creates passive ventilation. In the north of
China, the courtyard is spacious and easy to receive sunlight,
so that the climate is fairly mild in winter and rather cool in
summer while resisting wind and sand [9]. )e courtyard
can collect rainwater and optimizes the built environment
[10]. Meanwhile, the courtyard-style building form has the
characteristics of clear internal streamlines, clear functional
division, and livability environment.

2.3. Development of New Courtyard-Style Buildings.
Nowadays, excellent architectural design not only is com-
patible with urban characteristics in terms of function and
form, but also fits regional culture and humanistic envi-
ronment. Architectural design in the contemporary context
can use modern technical methods to inherit and preserve
the traditional architectural forms and space creation, es-
pecially the courtyard structure design in the courtyard
design, so that modern architecture canmore closely link the
relationship between nature, society, and people. At the
same time, the inheritance of two ideas of “harmony between
man and nature,” and “combination of nihility and reality”
makes the spirit of the culture passed down in contemporary
life [11].

In traditional construction, the form and function of the
courtyard-style building are mostly based on courtyard-style
residential buildings. However, in order to adapt to the
needs of different geographical environment and urban life,
modularized building forms can be used to customize the
functions of every single module according to needs and
then spatially combine and optimize. In this way, the in-
heritance of the courtyard-style buildings will not be con-
strained by the traditional building construction techniques,
and the “shape” and “meaning” of the courtyard-style
buildings will be better preserved. )e new courtyard-style
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architecture is the heritage of the culture and an update of
the design and construction techniques. Meanwhile, it can
be established by using contemporary techniques through
the combination of humanity, art, and technology.

In Solar Decathlon China Competition, the architectural
design of Shanghai Jiao Tong University was named “Wa-
terside Cube,” and the two elements of “water” and “square”
were embedded in the design and practice. )is not only

�rough
the Inter

Front Hall Back hall

Courtyard

Exterior Wall

Enter
the yard

�rough
the Inter

Figure 1: Traditional courtyard-style building layout.

Figure 2: Inner courtyard and community layout.
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inherits the culture but also extracts the elements of tra-
ditional courtyard-style architecture and applies it to
modern architectural design techniques and space con-
struction. It is a new practice and exploration of courtyard-
style architecture in the contemporary context.

3. “Waterside Cube”: The Practice and
Exploration of the New Courtyard-
Style Building

Each architectural design has its unique soul, which is
different from the morphological generation of the building
or the physical and spatial levels such as regional and
functional aspects. It is also different from the technical
background under the adaptive demand to make the
building achieve better economic, applicable, and beautiful
needs. )is is a kind of exploration under the background of
roots and culture. )e meaning of architectural culture is
higher than culture. It includes but not limited to multi-
dimensional culture such as material, system, spirit, and
symbol. It only transmits culture through the expression of
architecture.

)e “Waterside Cube” takes architectural culture as its
context and takes traditional Chinese courtyard-style
buildings as its prototype. It puts forward the design concept
of “R-T,” which is named as Re-Traditional. And “Re-”
means that people can extract the core concepts of tradi-
tional architectural culture and integrate them into modern
architectural culture for conceptual improvement. )is is
also a new exploration of combining architectural culture
and architectural technology in “Waterside Cube.”

“Waterside Cube” interprets the generation logic of the
new courtyard-style building under the influence of archi-
tectural culture. )is paper will analyze the redesign of
architectural culture in architecture, the application of ar-
chitectural technology in practice, and the response of
construction mode to competition issues from the three
dimensions of interpretation, construction, and consistency.
Such a traditional and modern courtyard-style architecture
exploration is the new practice to break the traditional
courtyard-style construction.

3.1. Design: Design Concept and Layout

3.1.1. Layout. “Waterside Cube” is a courtyard-style house
under the influence of architectural culture, which takes the
layout of the two-in-one courtyard as the basic type of
design. At the same time, the use of traditional architectural
elements in design is preserved, which is interpreted and
expressed in architectural language, and is realized through
modern technological methods. )us, it enhances the space
and experience sense of the building. Considering the co-
ordination between the building and the venue, as well as the
experience needs of the customer groups that the compe-
tition will face, the design is optimized for the layout of the
two-in-one courtyard. In the design, the inner courtyard of
the first entrance is opened as an open outer courtyard space,
which strengthens the combination of architecture and

natural environment, and at the same time has the functions
of landscape and recreation. At the same time, the orga-
nizational structure of the inner courtyard is retained as a
core part of the building, providing space for family activities
(Figure 3).

)e concept of “Waterside Cube” interprets the inno-
vation and feasibility of architectural culture in contem-
porary architectural design through the use of the two
elements of “water” and “square.” In traditional culture, the
water element satisfies the needs of people’s life and also has
the meaning of fortune. And the concept of “square” is not
only the intuitive feeling of the whole building, but also an
interpretation of the reproduction of the courtyard-style
architectural elements and the modular construction
technology.

3.1.2. Modular Construction. Taking the 20-day construc-
tion completion requirements into account in the compe-
tition, the design broke the traditional courtyard-style
building construction model and adopted prefabricated
containers for modular construction to meet the needs of
family life. Customization of themodule divides the building
into four parts: the public area module, the rest module, the
sanitary module, and the kitchen module. )e inner
courtyard is the core of “Waterside Cube,” and four func-
tional modules are arranged around to form a courtyard-
style building unit. Such a flexible customization model and
rapid construction method also provide the possibility for
future popularization (Figures 4–6).

3.1.3. Architectural Elements and Expression of Intention.
)e inheritance of architectural culture in courtyard-style
buildings requires the expression of architectural elements,
architectural aesthetics, and architectural systems in the
design of new courtyard-style buildings. Buildings in cul-
tural development can neither copy all the construction
models of traditional buildings nor create models that do not
fit the law of development.

“Waterside Cube” optimizes the space elements of the
traditional courtyard-style building’s outer corridors,
overhangs and inner courtyards, and material elements such
as black tiles, white walls, partition windows, and landscapes
and retains these architectural elements in the inner
courtyard. Rectangular wooden partition windows are
retained on the facade of the building, and the surface is
covered with perforated aluminum panels to enhance the
privacy of family life inside the building (Figure 7).

)e courtyard-style architecture has been preserved
during so many years of evolution in that its unique cultural
qualities conform to the public’s aesthetic and value ori-
entation. )e design of the inner courtyard in “Waterside
Cube” follows the traditional concept of “Harmony between
Man and Nature” and the expression of the spirit of the
courtyard. We planted green landscapes and expressive
images of dry landscapes in the inner courtyard and
transplanted a fruit tree in the courtyard as the visual center
of the inner courtyard. At the same time, it can create a sense
of place with the changes of four seasons. Brick carvings,
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stone carvings, and wood carving elements are used in the
detailed design of the building to combine nature and design
art to interpret the beauty of humanity. )e spatial layout
and functional layout of the entire building inherited the
traditional Chinese architectural system. At the same time,
container-style building modules are superior to traditional
buildings in space and are suitable for modern lifestyles.

Water plays an indispensable role in traditional culture
and family life. )e perforated aluminum plate used on the
building’s facade applies its characteristics of ventilation,

shading, and cooling to increase light refraction, so that the
effects of heat preservation and heat insulation can be
achieved. In addition, the wave shape of perforated alu-
minum plate can also be applied as an image expression of a
traditional water curtain. )erefore, the spray system and
the “water curtain” are combined to interpret the water
element in an interactive way (Figure 8).

At the same time, the traditional culture is used in the
landscape design of the outer courtyard with modern
techniques. “Qu Shui Liu Shang” (which means that a

Figure 4: Function modules.

Figure 3: )e extraction of elements.

Figure 5: Exterior courtyard and inner courtyard.
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Figure 6: Layout.

corridor cornice courtyard patio

black tiles white wall shutters landscape

Figure 7: Traditional space elements and material elements.

perforated aluminium
panel

photovoltaic panel rainwater collection spray cooling

Figure 8: Modern element placement.
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gathered crowd drink water from a winding canal with one
wine cup floating on it to wash away ominousness) is an
elegant cultural custom in the Chinese folk. It comes from
the preface of the calligrapher Wang Xizhi’s “)e Preface of
the Lanting Pavilion” and has two major functions: cele-
bration and praying for disaster prevention. Considering the
hot and dry weather in Dezhou, China, PC bricks were laid
on the curve instead of water in the traditional sense. In this
way, the combination of PC bricks and light strips at night
can better create the artistic conception of “Qu Shui Liu
Shang.” )e light strip in the outer courtyard, the light and
shadow of the building, and the surrounding environment
are more suitable for modern gatherings. )is landscape has
inherited the context of Chinese history and allowed the
rebirth of cultural classics here. In addition, we use steel
pipes to simulate the shape of mountains and rocks to show
the beauty of classical gardens and use modern technology to
express traditional landscape shapes.

3.2. Construction: Architectural Technology and Livable
Experience. “Waterside Cube” uses a combination of active
and passive technologies, including the introduction of
passive energy-saving design methods, to create a more
comfortable and livable living environment. )is is also the
advantage of the combination of new courtyard-style ar-
chitecture and architectural technology. )e passive design
strategy in “Waterside Cube” is a unique design direction in
the new courtyard-style building, which reduces the use of
active equipment and achieves the best energy-saving
effect.

First of all, in the site, we arranged this square building in
a north-south orientation. )e building is composed of a
central inner courtyard and four container modules around.
)e functional design follows the layout pattern of a tra-
ditional courtyard-style building to ensure the lighting and
sunshine of the building.

Secondly, the inner courtyard enclosed by the four
modules not only functions as a landscape and family
gathering, but also has the functions of ventilation, lighting,
and shading. When we open the grilles on both sides of the
courtyard, the courtyard space and the living room and
study space can be combined inside and outside, and passive
ventilation enhances air circulation, acting as a “large living
room” and enhancing the flexibility of the space (Figure 9).

)irdly, in terms of building shading, we adopted a
combination of wooden grilles and full floor glass around the
inner courtyard to enhance the connection between users
and the inner courtyard. At the same time, the wooden
grilles are combined with the traditional sloping roof canopy
of the inner courtyard to enhance the shading effect. It is
worth mentioning that the perforated aluminum plate de-
sign on the building envelope has special functions; due to
the particularity of the material, its wavy surface not only
increases the three-dimensional effect, but also refracts and
reflects light to play a role in shading. )e use of perforated
aluminum panels on the outer protective structure and the
placement of the spray system break the heavy feeling of the
building block. Meanwhile, the combination of virtual and

real facade design and the material properties of perforated
aluminum plates make the interface of the building rich in
rhythm.

Fourthly, the use of buffer space is a more compre-
hensive design technique in passive energy-saving design
strategies. )rough the use of buffer space, the building
microenvironment is improved. In the new courtyard-style
building, we also added some detailed designs to the inner
courtyard.

Water is the core element of the building, so we in-
corporated natural rainwater into the design of the court-
yard. In the inner courtyard, the meaning of “Si Shui Gui
Tang” carries the cultural context, and considering the arid
climate in the north, so we hope that rainwater can be used.
)erefore, the rainwater harvesting module is placed below
the inner courtyard surface to allow it to absorb water, store
water, seep through water, and then purify the water for
domestic water and landscape irrigation in the outer
courtyard (Figure 10).

In the landscape construction, a spray system is added
between the perforated aluminum plate on the outer facade
and the box to create a misty rain effect and a different mood.
)is system also has a cooling function. )e principle is that
the liquid state is converted into gaseous mist by a physical
high-pressure method, and the gaseous mist is formed after
atomization, whose particle diameter is less than
4micrometres with the probability of 70%. Afterwards, the
gaseous mist can quickly take away the air heat, and the
combination of gaseous mist and radiation-proof thermal
energy coating on the external wall has the effect of cooling
down 3–7°C. At the same time, it can produce a large
number of negative ions which are known as “airborne
vitamins” to create a unique “forest oxygen bar” in the city
and improve the air quality that is good for health. Its unique
moisturizing function can better protect the plant landscape
in outer garden.

Fifthly, for the envelope structure, we can conclude that
walls, roofss and windows account for 76.6% of the total heat
loss through thermal analysis. )erefore, high-density rock
wool and extruded board (the density is 120 kg/m3) are
finally used in the design. )eir heat transfer coefficient is
less than or equal to 0.028W/(m·K), and the heat transfer
coefficient of light weight foamed concrete is 0.052W/(m·K)
in general light steel fabricated houses, and the thermal
insulation effect of foamed concrete is the best. In the se-
lection of glass, vacuum glass is used in all buildings to
enhance heat preservation, sound insulation, and noise
reduction.

Effective use of energy is a key issue for solar homes. At
the same time, in order to cope with the possible impact of
extreme weather in the future, active technology has been
added to the house to ensure the overall operation of the
house. Based on geographical location and solar elevation
angle of Dezhou, Shandong Province, we calculated the
optimal slope, azimuth, and distance between the two solar
panels, so that the photovoltaic system can achieve the best
results. It has resulted in an installed capacity of 22.770 kW
with sixty photovoltaic panels placed on top of the building
and nine panels on the garage. According to the actual
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measurement on the site, the power generation per week is
700 kWh, and the power generation per day can reach
125.7 kWh when the radiation is good. )e whole system
uses high-efficiency photovoltaic panels and microinverters.
)e photovoltaic panels use N-type single-crystal double-
sided double-glass, and the efficiency can reach more than
20% under STC conditions. )e advantage of using a
microinverter is that each of the four photovoltaic panels is
easy to repair and has an efficiency up to 97%, and the power
generation inspection fault can be detected in real time from
the APP.)e house uses a mode of self-use of surplus power
to access the Internet. To improve the quality of photovoltaic
power generation and reduce the interaction with the power
grid, we added a battery to form a photovoltaic battery
system, sold the electricity at the highest price, and stored it
at a low price to improve economic efficiency.

In order to make users feel more comfortable, the use of
water-cooled central air conditioners in buildings can keep
the temperature difference at about one degree in winter and
summer, and the air supply is more uniform, which is better
than traditional air conditioners. It is worth mentioning that
the water circulation structure can reduce the use of re-
frigerants, together with the passive energy-saving tech-
nology in the inner courtyard design, as well as the spray
system and perforated aluminum panels for the building’s

climate regulation, and can reduce the load throughout the
year.

Whether it is livable or not is an important criterion for
judging residential buildings [12, 13]. )e application of the
smart home system in this building enhances the user’s
comfort. With the continuous improvement of intelligent
systems, such integrated design has improved the past living
and operating modes. Its intelligent central control system
serves as the wisdom center of the family. )e Zigbee Center
integrated with the smart host interacts with each front-end
device, server platform, and mobile phone client, enabling
users to use the mobile APP to view and control indoor
conditions (e.g., lighting, scene panels, smart appliances,
smart air conditioners, smart air detection, smart door locks,
smart security, and family music). It is convenient for dif-
ferent users to make personalized adjustments (Figure 11).
During the competition in Dezhou fromAugust 2nd to 15th,
the measuring index curve diagram of the competition house
under the combined influence of active and passive con-
struction technology is listed as follows. )is is to calculate
the score according to the scoring curve in the rules and then
select the lowest value as the curve of temperature, humidity,
PM2.5, and CO2 in the house obtained by recording. It can
be seen that these values are stable and in line with the
competition requirements (Figures 12–15).

Figure 9: Principle of air flow in the inner courtyard.
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Figure 10: Principle of rainwater harvesting module.
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3.3. Consistency: Construction Mode and Results Feedback.
According to the requirements of the competition, the
building must be completed and put into operation within
20 days. Considering the requirements of rapid construc-
tion, our design adopts a highly prefabricated container
construction model. )e “Waterside Cube” consists of four
containers. Except for the perforated aluminum panels,
wooden grids, steel roof truss, solar panels, and other ar-
chitectural structures on the facade, the rest are processed
and installed in the factory, and then the box splicing and
decoration are completed in the site. During the con-
struction, the same assembly was completed in only 2 days,
which improved the construction efficiency (Figure 16).

Compared with traditional containers, our architectural
design has been improved in terms of structure and size, and
at the same time, the public area module and the rest module
have been adjusted to a length of 15.7meters. Meanwhile,
the height of the four container modules is 3.6meters, and
the indoor net height is 2.95meters, which guarantees the
comfort of the building space. Compared with light steel
fabricated houses, the container has fewer splicing nodes,
stronger structural integrity, and less construction waste and
environmental noise. )is construction mode has the
characteristics of convenience, environmental protection,
and low cost. If mass production is promoted in the future, it
can meet the needs of a wider group of people.

At the same time, the container body can be customized
according to the location of the building and can be flexibly
transformed in space and form, which has strong adapt-
ability and popularization. In terms of the positioning for
target customer groups, the container model also has more
potential. Whether it is a young family of three, or a group of
elderly customers, this problem can be handled through a
combination of module stacking and space. In the future
development, people can go to the market to purchase and
customize different module functions according to their
personal preferences and combine them as needed to create
an interesting space. )is will promote the future

development and popularization of new courtyard-style
buildings.

In terms of the height prefabrication of the box, the
structural insulation wall panels and embedded pipelines of
each standardized module, and even most of the interior
decoration, the interior surface of the wall, floor paving and
skirting have been prefabricated in the factory, and then the
soft decoration and furniture laying are carried out on site.
Some flexible wall panels in the box can be removed or
installed in a customized manner to allow flexible division of
functional areas.

In order to get better feedback from users, many on-site
visitors were investigated during the open visit time. )ese
visitors included elderly people, middle-aged people, and
children of different ages, covering different social classes.
Finally, it is concluded that more than 80% of the customers
have more demand for the inner patio than the outer
courtyard. At the same time, the architectural form of the
inner patio is also a combination of traditional architectural
forms and modern lifestyles, which is more conducive to the
creation of the family atmosphere. From the perspective of
traditional culture, the family lifestyle of four generations
living under the same roof is more inclined to the “回”
shaped single-family house, rather than the “C” shaped or
“L” shaped layout structure. It has more privacy and fits the
needs of users which can be interpreted as warm inside and
defensive outside.

4. New Courtyard Architecture and
Urban Development

)e inheritance of architectural culture emphasizes the
protection of its historical features and forms, while the
cultural significance of the new courtyard-style building
emphasizes not only the characteristics of times, but also the
livable space created by the contemporary architecture
combined with new technologies. In modern life, the new
courtyard-style building is not only the reproduction of
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architectural culture, but also the continuation of national
culture and the concept of harmony between man and
nature, as well as the implementation of the sustainable
development concept of harmony between man and nature.

With the rapid development of the city, new buildings
have gradually replaced old buildings, and the influence of
foreign culture on cities has become increasingly apparent.
)e preservation of traditional cultural architecture should
not only protect the building as a heritage, but also apply the
architecture and urban texture under the influence of this
context to the contemporary society. )e main form of
contemporary protection for ancient buildings lies in both in
situ protection and off-site restoration, and this protection is
only aimed at a single building, which lacks the protection
for its architectural community and natural environment.
Due to the current situation of modern urban development,
especially in large- and medium-sized cities, there is a
phenomenon of tension in land use. In order to achieve a
larger floor area ratio, the building continues to develop at a
high altitude, and the traditional courtyard house cannot be
realized in such a city background. However, the inheritance

of architectural culture is not the copying of the entire
architectural system, but the application of language and
construction to modern life. For example, the “courtyard”
elements of a courtyard house not only allow people in urban
life to approach nature and experience the semiprivate
environment in a unique house, but also improve the en-
vironmental microclimate within the building [14].

At the same time, in “Waterside Cube,” the modules of
the courtyard-style building can be combined and cus-
tomized, and the single module can be taken as a unit for
horizontal and vertical development to be staggered and
opposed. In this way, it not only continues the building
layout system of traditional courtyard, but also generates
diversified space, and this method has certain development
potential [15, 16].

Since the competition includes the inspection for sub-
jective and objective indexes, some local Chinese residents
can evaluate different competition buildings after the
completion of “Waterside Cube.” “Waterside Cube” has
obtained the acceptation from most residents in type system
and experience of this new courtyard-style building, even
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Figure 16: Building layout and container hoisting and splicing.
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though there is a wide range of visitors and the differences of
occupations and ages are obvious. In China, some residents
enjoy high-rise residential communities, but they are also
fond of the inner courtyard simultaneously. )erefore, in
future research and further exploration, the type systems of
inner courtyard or such courtyard building can be super-
posed and constructed in different ways. In this way, the
possibility and practice of application in diversified cultural
background and architectural type system are also the issues
for future in-depth research.

5. Conclusion

)e “Waterside Cube” is an exploration of the new court-
yard-style buildings under the influence of architectural
culture. It utilizes the construction mode of the container to
make the building’s composition and use functions flexible
and also provides many possibilities for the future devel-
opment of architectural design and development. )is
building is also an exploration of combining traditional
culture with modern technology in the new era which
satisfies the requirements of architectural culture, archi-
tectural aesthetics, construction technology, and so on and
thus has great promotion value. )e biggest feature of
“Waterside Cube” is to use the expression of modern
technology to interpret the “shape” and “meaning” in the
courtyard-style architectural culture.

)e new type of courtyard-style architecture is a practice
in the contemporary context and an exploration of the
response to the disappearing traditional architectural culture
model. As a practical construction case, the “Waterside
Cube” is built not only as a competition in Dezhou,
Shandong Province, but also as the inheritance of its
courtyard-style architectural form and culture. It will be
applied to China through the extraction of different elements
and the inheritance of regional culture in the southern and
northern regions. )e architectural culture will continue to
be inherited, and the exploration of this new courtyard-style
building is only the beginning.
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.is paper examines and discusses the dynamic response of a high-speed train-bridge-soil-pile foundation system to near-fault
earthquakes. A 72 + 120 + 72m continuous girder bridge of a high-speed railroad was selected as the model for calculation. Based
on the p-y model for simulating pile-soil interaction, the moment-curvature analysis program XTRACT is used to calculate the
moment and curvature of bridge piers and pile foundation sections, and the finite element (FE) software is used to establish two
nonlinear global bridge models under seismic effects in the high-intensity zone, one considering pile-soil interaction and one
without considering pile-soil interaction. .e Ap/Vp parameter, the ratio of peak acceleration to peak velocity of transverse
ground shaking, is used to reflect the impulse characteristics of earthquakes and the effect of the Ap/Vp parameter on the dynamic
response of bridges to earthquakes was studied. .e elastic-plastic response of the bridge system was calculated under lateral and
vertical near-fault (NF) impulse/NF nonimpulse/far-field (FF) ground motions (GMs). .e study shows that the structural
displacement increases, and the internal force decreases after considering the pile-soil interaction..e results show that the bridge
piers enter the elastoplastic phase under rare earthquakes. .e NF ground shaking couples with the bridge into the elastoplastic
phase with a more significant impulse period than the FF ground shaking intensifies the dynamic response of the bridge structure.

1. Introduction

A high-speed railroad has the advantages of high speed, high
density, all-weather, large capacity, comfort, safety, and
reliability compared with other means of transport. It has
become the trend of railroad development in the world. It is
considering that the construction of railroads will inevitably
pass through some densely populated urban areas and soft
soil areas in the plains or other geological conditions.
.erefore, ensuring the overall safety of the bridge structure
and the safety of the trains on the bridge has become an
urgent problem for the bridge designers to solve, which is
because high-speed railroad bridges are subjected to forced
vibration due to the powerful impact of the upper high-
speed trains and structural fatigue under the long-term,
high-density effect of this power, which reduces the stability

and strength. .is vibration of the bridge structure, in turn,
affects the safety and smoothness of the running vehicles on
the bridge. .erefore, the study must consider the dynamic
response of the vehicle-bridge coupling.

Pile foundations are widely used for their high bearing
capacity, good stability, low settlement, and ability to adapt
to various geological conditions and loading situations. Due
to multiple factors such as superstructure, overlying infinite
foundation, and far-field ground motion, the pile-soil-
structure dynamic interaction is one of the most complex
topics in structural dynamics and soil dynamics and has
received wide attention.

Erhan and Dicleli [1] developed a soil-bridge nonlinear
model considering SSI and calculated the seismic response of
bridges under different earthquake intensities and found the
influence of SSI on the seismic response of bridges under
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design. Khoshnoudian et al. [2] established SSI by building a
simplified vertebral soil model and studying impulsive
earthquakes’ effect on dynamic structural stability. For SSI
can cause lateral displacement of the structure, Khosh-
noudian and Ahmadi [3] investigated the impact of the
impulsive earthquake on the displacement ratio of the
structure and pointed out that a smaller structural length to
slenderness ratio as Timoshenko type piers may offset part of
the lateral displacement response. Wang et al. [4] and
Chotesuwan et al. [5] investigated the effect of SSI on the
seismic response of bridges based on experiments. Mog-
haddasi et al. [6] investigated the effect of bending properties
of pile foundations on the seismic response of structures by
using a robust Monte Carlo method to develop an equivalent
linear model of soil-pile foundation-bridge. Xie et al. [7]
studied the SSI effect on the seismic response of a typical
bridge in California. Durucan and Dicleli M [8] and Liu and
Zhang [9] investigated the impact of Ap/Vp parameters on
the seismic response of seismically isolated structures.

.e study by Wang et al. [10] analyzed the effect of soil-
structure interaction SSI (SSI) on the seismic response of
bridges due to vertical earthquakes, including liquefaction
potential. .e study results indicate that the SSI effect tends
to reduce the amount of response to certain ground motions
and increase the demand for other ground motions relative
to the fixed base case. .is phenomenon can be explained by
the frequency components of ground motions, the drift of
the vertical self-oscillation period, and the generalization of
the vertical spectral acceleration for higher modes. In ad-
dition, the liquefaction mechanism of nonliquefied soils is
isolated concerning the SSI effect, revealing the impact of
liquefaction on the bridge response. Li et al. [11] developed a
three-dimensional nonlinear vibration isolation finite ele-
ment model of a prototype California High-Speed Rail
(CHSR) bridge under NF earthquakes by considering soil-
structure and track-structure interactions and calculating
the seismic response of the bridge. .e study did not
compare the seismic response of the bridge before and after
considering SSI. Galvı́n et al. [12] proposed a method for
calculating the dynamic response of railroad bridges con-
sidering soil-structure interactions. .e technique uses the
substructure method to decompose the problem into two
coupled interactions: the soil-foundation and the soil-
foundation-bridge systems. .e foundation and surround-
ing soil are discretized using the finite element method and
filled with perfectly matched layers to avoid boundary re-
flections. .e benefit of the technique is that as the com-
plexity of the problem increases, the technique allows access
to specialized analysis tools to deal with both the soil-
foundation and superstructure domains. Bhure et al. [13]
studied the dynamic response of a subway bridge under
moving loads. Track unevenness and train inertia effects
were not considered. Moving load analysis was performed
for the fixed foundation and the full pile models. It was
shown that the resonance phenomenon of the full pile model
was lower than that of the fixed foundation model in both
loading cases.

.rough the investigation and comparison of different
research results at home and abroad, it can be found that the

study of the vehicle-bridge coupling dynamics of high-speed
railroad continuous girder bridges under the action of
earthquakes is of great significance to the design of both
high-speed railroad bridges and high-speed trains in the
future, so this research topic has gradually received extensive
attention from various researchers. However, the existing
research still has many shortcomings, mainly in the fol-
lowing points.

Firstly, the continuous girder bridges have received wide
attention for their structural stiffness, small deformation,
good dynamic performance, and benefits to high-speed
traffic. So far, the leading research at home and abroad has
been limited to simply supported girder bridges, and the
vibration response of continuous girder bridges lacks sys-
tematic analysis. .erefore, the seismic response of large-
span continuous girder bridges for high-speed railroads
needs to be studied in depth.

Secondly, the existing domestic studies on the elastic-
plastic seismic response analysis of high-speed railroad
continuous girder bridges are few and limited to the elastic-
plastic analysis of supported girder bridges. Still, the dy-
namic characteristics of the two are different. .erefore, the
elastic-plastic seismic response analysis of high-speed rail-
road continuous girder bridges is needed.

Again, most of the studies at this stage only establish the
train-bridge model and ignore or simplify other system
elements, such as not considering the influence of the soil on
the structure. .erefore, a more detailed model to analyze
the pile-soil-structure interaction should be established.

.is paper selects the research object of a 72 + 120 + 72m
continuous girder bridge of high-speed railroad. .e non-
linear model of the soil-pile foundation is established with
the SHAKE91 program. P-y curve, t-z curve, and q-z curve
and the hysteresis characteristics of bridge piers and pile
foundation are simulated with the bilinear model to establish
the dynamic responses railroad bridge-soil-pile foundation
continuous girder bridge system in the wrong geological
development area. .e dynamic calculation of the train
large-span bridge system under velocity impulse NF
earthquake is carried out. .e study analyzes the elastic-
plastic seismic response of the bridge pile foundation system
under NF earthquakes. It reveals the dynamic performance
of railroad bridges in poorly developed geological areas
under multidimensional seismic action..e research aims to
promote the preliminary research results to the application
by solving the core scientific problems behind the technical
bottlenecks.

2. Power p-y (t-z and q-z) Curve Method

In recent years, the simulation of soil confining action
around piles under intense earthquake action has been a
complex problem and a hot research topic. Due to the
complexity of pile-soil interaction, in this paper, based on
the Winkler foundation assumption that the response of
each soil layer is independent of the adjacent soil layers, an
analytical model with dynamic p-y (t-z and q-z) curves is
shown in Figure 2(e), which consists of three main parts:
free-field soil, structural, and pile units. Among them, the
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pile is simulated with a beam unit. .e nonlinear soil is
simulated with three indifferent dynamic units: the active
p-y unit acts as the horizontal resistance of the Earth, the
dynamic t-z unit simulates the vertical frictional force of the
soil, and the dynamic q-z unit simulates the vertical support
of the ground, and the free field is part of the pile-soil in-
teraction, and the springs used are not one, but multiple
springs in series.

.e load transfer (T-Z) method models the pile as a
series of cells supported by discrete nonlinear springs rep-
resenting the frictional resistance at the soil surface (T-Z
springs) and nonlinear springs at the pile ends, meaning the
end-bearing springs (Q-Z springs). .e soil spring is a

nonlinear representation of the soil reaction force T (or Q at
the pile end) versus the displacement Z, as shown in
Figure 2(e). With known T-Z and Q-Z curves, the axial load-
settlement response can be obtained using the computer
program.

Appropriate T-Z and Q-Z curves are necessary to obtain
reliable settlement and axial monopile load transfer calcu-
lations. Such load transfer curves were initially obtained
empirically. Coyle and Sulaiman [14] received T-Z curves
based on models and experience with full-size sand pile
loading tests. Vijayvergiya [15] and API [16], based on this
work and other empirical results, made general recom-
mendations for estimating T-Z and Q-Z curves for sandy
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Figure 1: Time-history curves of ground motions: (a) Loma Prieta STG000; (b) Kocaeli_ Yarimca; (c) Hector Mine BRS090.

Table 1: Impulse-type NF ground vibration information table.

Earthquake name Stations Magnitude Time Amount PGA(g) Ap/Vp V/H Fault distance (km) Vs30 (m/s)

Irpinia Italy Sturno (STN) 6.9 1980 STU270 0.321 4.47 0.73 10.84 382STU-UP 0.235

Loma Prieta Saratoga-Aloha Ave 6.93 1989 STG000 0.514 12.37 0.77 8.5 380STG-UP 0.396

Cape Mendocino Petrolia 7.01 1992 PET090 0.662 7.48 0.25 8.18 422PET-UP 0.165

Landers Lucerne 7.28 1992 LCN260 0.725 5.44 1.14 2.19 369LCN-UP 0.823

Northridge Sylmar-Olive View Med FF 6.69 1994 SYL360 0.843 6.52 0.64 5.3 440SYL-UP 0.536

Kocaeli Turkey Izmit 7.51 1999 IZT090 0.230 6.01 0.63 7.21 811IZT-UP 0.145
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soils. .e load transfer curves can also be satisfactorily
constructed using theoretical methods related to the shear
stiffness of the soil around the pile [17, 18].

.e dynamic p-y (t-z and q-z) curve approach is a
nonlinear foundation response method that takes into
consideration soil nonlinearity, soil stratification, soil type,
load type, soil interface slip and detachment, and far-field
soil radiation damping, among other factors. It overcomes
the shortcomings of the single parameter method (such as
the 6-spring method) for calculating the deflection, angle of
rotation, and maximum bending moment of the pile by
horizontal load-bearing pile, which cannot be well-matched
with the actual measured data and boundary conditions at
the same time, and resolves the issue that the linear soil
pressure and displacement solution method is not applicable
to the actual soil nonlinear reaction when large deformation
occurs.

3. Ground Vibration Selection

In this paper, based on PEER strong seismic records, con-
cerning the recommendations of FEMA-P695 Quantifica-
tion of Performance and Response Parameters for Building
Systems (ATC-63 Project) [19], and according to the USGS
code, according to the difference of the average shear wave
velocity (Vs30) within 30m below the ground surface, the

average shear wave velocity of 360m/s was used as the
boundary.

.e type of site ground shaking with shear wave velocity
more significant than 360m/s was selected. .e ground
vibrations were chosen from six groups of the near-fault
(NF) impulse ground motions (GMs), six NF nonimpulse
GMs, and six far-field (FF) GMs, each group including one
horizontal ground vibration and one vertical ground vi-
bration. Figure 1 depicts the time-history curves of selected
groundmovements, such as the Loma Prieta earthquake that
struck STG000, the Kocaeli earthquake that struck Yarimca,
and the Hector Mine earthquake that struck BRS090. Data
on the characteristics of each ground vibrationmay be found
in Tables 1 through 3.

4. Vibration Analysis of Railroad
Bridges under near (Span) Fault
Seismic Action

4.1. Project Overview. .is paper uses a section of
48m+ 80m+ 48m stubble-free cast-in-place prestressed
concrete continuous girder bridge (double line) on the high-
speed rail as the research background. Among them, the
bridge structure schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.

.e girder adopts the form of a single-box single-cell
section with variable cross section, and the bottom curve of
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Figure 2: Typical bridge sections. (a) Bridge structure, (b) girder section, (c) bearing section, (d) pier section, and (e) pile-soil interaction
model.
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the beam varies in a quadratic curve; the height of the cross
section girder varies from 3.85m to 6.65m in the middle of
the span; the thickness of the web differs from 0.6m to 0.9m;
the thickness of the top plate varies from 0.4m to 0.65m; the
thickness curve of the bottom plate varies from 0.4m to
0.9m; the typical cross section of the bridge is shown in
Figure 2(b). .e concrete material used in the girder is C40.

.e bridge pier is around an end-shaped hollow pier with
variable cross sections. .e pier abutment is made of C35
concrete, and the pile foundation is made of concrete (C25)
infill pile with 1m diameter and 26m pile length, and the
foundation bearing is rigid and does not contact the soil.
Standard reinforcement adopts HPB235 and HRB335 steel
bars.
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Figure 3: Time-history curves of the comparison of two models considering pile-soil interaction and without interaction: (a) Loma Prieta
1989 lateral displacement of beams in span under earthquake action; (b) Hector Mine 1999 Vertical mid-span displacement of beams under
seismic action; (c) Kocaeli Turkey 1999 transverse acceleration in the span of a beam under seismic action.
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4.2. Moment-Curvature Analysis of Bridge Pier Section. In
this paper, XTRACT software is applied to perform the
section bending-curvature analysis, and the bridge pier
section is discretized into various fiber unit models..en the
section moment-curvature calculation is performed. .e
specific implementation process is as follows: after defining
the ground vibration input, the plastic hinge is formed
through the centralized plastic model for nonlinear time-
history analysis. Using the FE program to calculate the
average axial pressure at the bottom of the pier when the
train crosses the bridge, according to the actual cut-off and

size, the arrangement position of various types of rein-
forcement, based on the Mander restrained concrete stress-
strain relationship, the section fiber unit is established.
Calculate the yield curvature and yield bending moment,
ultimate curvature, and ultimate bending moment of the
pier section under the action of axial force. Table 4 shows the
values of the characteristic points of the equivalent bifur-
cation moment-curvature relationship of the cross section.

In order to realize the nonlinear analysis of piers and
piles, firstly, the parameters of mass density, axial strain,
moment-curvature, and torsional and shear modulus of
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Figure 4: AP/VP values and seismic dynamic response. (a) Transverse displacement in the beam span. (b) Vertical displacement in the beam span.
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Figure 5: Moment-curvature relationship of pier bottom element under seismic action of Hector Mine earthquake. (a) First element.
(b) Second element. (c) .ird element.
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piers and piles are defined, and the above parameters can
realize the nonlinearity of piers; when the moment response
of piers and piles cross section exceeds the yield moment of
cross section, the turning spring will be activated. .e
nonlinear properties, such as the abovementioned moment-
curvature relationship, are assigned to the bridge pier and
pile units, and the bending moment and turning angle of
each element of the bridge pier are calculated.

4.3. Dynamic Response of the Bridge. .e combination of
horizontal and vertical earthquake high-level seismic action
is taken following the bridge design instructions and the site
classification on which the bridge is built. .e peak accel-
eration of ground vibration is considered to be 0.4 g fol-
lowing GB5011-2006 “Code for Seismic Design of Railway
Engineering” [20]. All earthquakes are specified in the
calculation to the fortification earthquake level. .e train

passes at 350 kilometers per hour across the bridge structure.
.e peak elastic-plastic seismic response of two models of
high-speed railroad reinforced concrete continuous girder
bridges with and without pile-soil is computed in this article
after lengthy computations.

Under rare earthquakes, the dynamic response of the
bridge should be calculated by the nonlinear time-response
analysis method, and the train travels over the bridge
structure at 350 km/h. .e peak elastic-plastic seismic re-
sponse of two models of high-speed railroad reinforced
concrete continuous girder bridge considering pile-soil and
not considering pile-soil is calculated, which is shown in
Table 5, with the NF impulse/NF nonimpulse/FF typical
earthquake Loma Prieta 1989 earthquake, Hector Mine
1999, and Kocaeli Turkey 1999 as examples, and the cor-
responding time-history curves for the comparison of the
two models considering pile-soil and not considering pile
are shown in Figure 3.

Table 2: Nonimpulse type NF ground vibration information table.

Earthquake name Stations Magnitude Time Amount PGA(g) Ap/Vp V/H Fault distance (km) Vs30 (m/s)

Loma Prieta BRAN 6.93 1989 BRN000 0.456 8.88 1.10 10.72 476BRN-UP 0.506

Loma Prieta Corralitos 6.93 1989 CLS090 0.483 10.16 0.94 3.85 462CLS-UP 0.458

Cape Mendocino Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 CPM090 1.039 24.51 0.71 6.96 567CPM-UP 0.739

Northridge-01 LA-Sepulveda VA Hospital 6.69 1994 SVP360 0.932 12.23 0.34 8.44 380SVP-UP 0.318

Chi-Chi_ Taiwan TCU067 7.62 1999
TCU067-

N 0.319 6.22 0.74 0.62 433
TCU067-V 0.235

Kocaeli_ Turkey Yarimca 7.51 1999 YPT060 0.394 3.25 0.61 4.83 297YPT-UP 0.242

Table 3: Far-fault general earthquake information sheet.

Earthquake name Stations Magnitude Time Amount PGA(g) Ap/Vp V/H Fault distance (km) Vs30 (m/s)

Friuli Italy-01 Tolmezzo 6.5 1976 TMZ270 0.315 10.33 0.88 15.82 505TMZ-UP 0.277

Cape Mendocino Shelter Cove Airport 7.01 1992 SHL000 0.229 33.10 0.24 28.78 518SHL-UP 0.0543

Northridge -01 Featherly Park-Main 6.69 1994 FEA000 0.101 13.23 0.24 82.32 367FEA-UP 0.0243

Kobe_Japan Chimayo 6.9 1995 CHY000 0.0921 17.30 0.82 49.91 609CHY-UP 0.0752

Kocaeli Turkey Iznik 7.51 1999 IZN090 0.124 4.91 0.61 30.73 467IZN-UP 0.0754

Hector Mine Barsto 7.13 1999 BRS090 0.0589 7.60 0.76 61.2 370BRS-UP 0.0445

Table 4: Equivalent bifurcation moment-curvature relationship of bridge pier section.

Equivalent yield Equivalent limit
Curvature (rad/m) Bending moment (kN • m) Curvature (rad/m) Bending moment (kN • m)

Longitudinal 0.002310 5051 0.04705 6142
Lateral 0.002310 5051 0.04705 6142
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As shown in Table 5 and the time-history curves in
Figure 3, the mid-span horizontal and vertical displacements
and vertical bending moment response of the bridge under
NF ground shaking are more significant than those under FF
ground were shaking, which is due to the high amplitude
effect of NF ground shaking. .us the increased energy
demand of the bridge under the impact of NF ground
shaking should be considered.

4.4. Effect of Ap/Vp on Seismic Response. AP/VP is the ratio
of peak lateral acceleration to peak lateral velocity (see
equation (1)), whose value has a strong connection with the
seismic dynamic response of the structure.

Ap

Vp

�
2π
Tg

, (1)

where Ap and Vp are the peak lateral acceleration and the
velocity, respectively; Tg is the remarkable period of ground
shaking.

It is shown in Figure 4 that the AP/VP values and dy-
namic seismic reaction are linked. .e dynamic response
values of the two bridge structural models that include pile-
soil and do not consider pile-soil are decreasing under the
action of NF impulse-type ground shaking, NF no-impulse
ground shaking, and FF ground shaking, as can be seen from
the scattering trend.

According to the calculated value of the moment-cur-
vature skeleton curve response of the pier, as shown in
Figure 5, the top moment of the first unit of the pier bottom

is 7.65×105 kNm at 350 km/h, which is larger than the yield
moment and beyond the yield moment into the elastic-
plastic phase. .e moment of the third element of the pier
bottom is 6.38×104 kNm, which is smaller than the yield
moment; the element is in an elastic state. .e study shows
that the pier needs more excellent ductility and reinforce-
ment under impulse-type NF earthquakes.

From the moment-angle relationship of the pier bottom
unit in the above figure, it can be seen that the pier bottom is
in the elastic-plastic stage under the action of NF impulsive
ground shaking, NF nonimpulsive ground shaking, and far-
fault ground shaking, and the bridge structure has different
responses under different ground shaking excitation. In the
case of pulsed NF ground shaking, the moment response of
the pier bottom unit under the action of pulsed NF earth-
quake is larger than the other two types of earthquakes
because of its long-held high amplitude pulsed action
characteristics.

5. Conclusion

An earthquake-induced model of the dynamic interaction
between trains and bridges is presented in this work. .e
high-speed train-bridge model is chosen. .e finite element
software is used to study the continuous girder bridge’s self-
vibration characteristics, which are then used to conduct the
dynamic analysis of the bridge. .is model was used to
determine the elastic-plastic response of the bridge piers to
transverse and vertical seismic stresses. .at is evident from
the findings.

Table 5: Summary of peak seismic response of continuous girder bridge of high-speed railroad under the action of rare impulse-type NF
earthquake.

Earthquake
type Earthquake Model type

Transverse
displacement in the

span/m

Vertical
displacement in the

span/m

Transverse
acceleration in the

span/(m/s2)

Vertical moment
in the span
(103N • m)

Impulse NF
GMs

Irpinia Italy-01
1980 Sturno (STN)

With pile-soil
interaction 0.162 0.036 3.324 1.678

No pile-soil
interaction 0.135 0.044 6.621 2.098

Loma Prieta 1989
Saratoga-Aloha

Ave

With pile-soil
interaction 0.065 0.035 3.532 0.921

Landers 1992
Lucerne

No pile-soil
interaction 0.050 0.034 6.751 1.940

With pile-soil
interaction

0.125 0.031 3.552 1.452
No pile-soil
interaction 0.104 0.035 12.62 2.074

Northridge-01
1994 Sylmar-Olive

With pile-soil
interaction 0.035 0.034 2.713 3.142

No pile-soil
interaction 0.029 0.031 4.073 4.189

Northridge-01
1994 Sylmar-Olive

With pile-soil
interaction 0.083 0.034 3.414 1.703

No pile-soil
interaction 0.066 0.033 9.226 2.129

Kocaeli Turkey
1999 Izmit

With pile-soil
interaction 0.103 0.042 3.403 4.091

No pile-soil
interaction 0.079 0.041 7.707 5.842
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(1) Based on the finite element software, two nonlinear
analytical models of a large-span continuous girder
bridge for high-speed railroad without considering
pile-soil interaction (i.e., pier bottom consolidation)
and considering pile-soil interaction are established,
and the bridge response corresponding to ground
shaking is obtained by inputting eighteen groups of
ground shaking effects. .e structural displacement
increases, and the internal force decreases after
considering the pile-soil interaction. Hence, the
internal structural force decreases, but the extended
period will lead to a more significant structural
displacement.

(2) With the increase of Ap/Vp, the dynamic response
values of the two bridge structure models, consid-
ering pile-soil and not considering pile-soil, under
the action of NF impulsive ground shaking, NF
nonimpulsive ground shaking, and FF ground
shaking, all show a decreasing trend in the eight
taken in this paper. For the 18 ground vibrations
studied in this paper, the most pronounced struc-
tural response is found for Ap/Vp between 0 and 10.

(3) Due to the brief duration of high amplitude pulsed
action during pulsed NF ground shaking, substantial
displacements of the bridge structure and the bottom
unit of the piling are caused. .is indicates that
structural requirements are increased during pulsed
NF seismic activity.
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Building structure health monitoring is essential for modern buildings, sensors related to building structure health monitoring are
often made with microelectrostatic cantilever beam (MECB), and the performance of this kind of devices is often affected by
instability, which affects the measurement results and accuracy. -erefore, it is necessary to study the nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of the MECB in the process of bending and pull-in. In this paper, based on the energy principle and fluid pressure
film damping effect, the dynamic equation mathematical model of MECB is established and then the dynamic characteristics of
the pull-in and lift-off voltage of the MECB and the harmonic motion characteristics under the bias voltage are obtained, which
provides guidance for the design of the electrostatic driving sensor.

1. Introduction

Building structure health monitoring is essential for modern
buildings. Due to the action of various external forces (i.e.,
loads), building structures will produce certain damage.
-erefore, a method that canmonitor the structural health for
a long time and make safety early warning is needed [1–4].
Sensors related to building structure health monitoring
technology have become a research hotspot. Electrostatic-
drivenmultilayer cantilever beams are widely used in building
structure monitoring sensors. Fatigue effect, material aging,
accidental load, and other factors have great influence on the
structure. In recent years, there are numerous examples of loss
of life and properties caused by structural instability [5, 6].
-is makes the building structure health monitoring become
an urgent need.-e research of building structuremonitoring
systems based on MEMS has become a cutting-edge topic in
the field of civil engineering. As the basic structural devices of
many MEMS devices, microelectrostatic cantilever beams
(MECBs) are widely used in RF switches, low-light switches,
and pressure sensors, as well as MEMS devices in building
structure monitoring systems [7–10]. However, due to the
inherent instability of electromechanical coupling, that is, the
so-called pull-in phenomenon, the performance of these

devices is often affected by instability. In addition, due to the
multicoupling and nonlinear characteristics of the MECB
cantilever beam, the multiparameter simulation design
method has the disadvantages of high cost, slow speed, and
insufficient accuracy. -erefore, in the process of device-level
design of building monitoring MEMS, it is increasingly im-
portant to find a high-precision, high-economic and fast
optimization method for MECB.

At present, the most accurate method for solving the
device-level dynamic characteristics of MEMS is to establish
an effective partial differential equation (PDES) to describe
the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the system in
mathematical form through the analysis of its working
principle and coupled physical model and then solve it by
finite element method (FEM), boundary element method
(BEM), finite difference method (FDM), and other methods
after selecting effective control parameters. To improve the
accuracy of the calculation, the model needs to be divided
into a very detailed grid to solve, the refinement of the grid
will inevitably lead to the allocation of a large number of
resources, which cannot meet the solution under multipa-
rameters and multiexcitation, so the optimization efficiency
of the parameter design space is very low, and it is even more
difficult to deal with the MEMS devices of multidevices
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[11–16]. In this paper, according to the principle of
conservation of energy, the MECB model of the building
monitoring MEMS is constructed. -e model is solved in
Simulink, and the dynamic characteristics of the MECB
under pull-in and lift-off voltage and the harmonic motion
characteristics under bias voltage are obtained. -e research
results of this paper will greatly improve the development
and application of building monitoring MEMS system.

2. Construction of Dynamic Characteristic
Model of MECB Based on Energy Method

As shown in Figure 1, the MEMS electrostatic microbeam’s
length is l, width is w, and thickness is h, and the x axis is
established on the neutral axis of the beam, and the y axis is
located at the left end of the beam. In this case, it is assumed
that thematerial of themicrobeam is homogeneous, Young’s
modulus is E, and Poisson’s ratio is δ. -e initial in-plane
load of the beam is affected by N0x or residual stress s.

-en, the relationship between stress and strain of the
microbeam can be expressed by the following equation:

σx �
E

1 − δ2 
εx +

1
wh

Nox. (1)

In formula (1), E is the equivalent modulus, and axial
strain force of the beam can be expressed as the following
equation:
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-e elastic deformation energy in the beam volume can
be expressed as the following equation:
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In equation (3), I � wh3/12, which is moment of inertia,
ρ is the density of material, and the third term is the geo-
metric nonlinear coupling term due to large deformation.
-e axial force on the neutral plane can be expressed as
zu/zx � 1/2l

l

0(zy/zx)2dx. Equation (4) can be obtained by
substituting it into equation (3):
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(4)

2.1. MECB Energy Equation. -e electrostatic common
energy of the above system can be expressed as the fol-
lowing equation:

UE � −
εwV

2

2


l

0

1
g0 − y( 

dx. (5)

In equation (5), the formula of parallel plate capacitor is
adopted. At this time, the edge effect of the electrostatic field
is not considered. In some cases, the influence of edge effect
needs to be considered. -e correction formula is as follows:
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2.2. Deformation Equation of MECB. -e deformation
equation of the beam can be derived by using the Lagrangian
equation as follows:
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where felec(x, t) is the expression of electrostatic load on the
parallel plate beam as follows:

felec(x, t) �
1
2

εwV
2

g0 − y( 
. (8)

According to the energy principle of the system, the
equation describing its dynamics can be obtained as the
following equation:
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-e dimensionless displacement of the beam can be
expressed by the product expansion of the spatial and time-
dependent modal coordinates and the global function
ϕk(x)  as the following equation:

y(x, t) � 
Mv

i�1
qi(t)ϕi(x). (10)

In equation (10), basis function ϕi(x)  can be expressed
as the set of functions satisfying any boundary condition.
Here, Mv is the number of basis functions. -rough the
transformation of the above formula, the displacement of the
beam in the original physical coordinate system can be

+
V

X

g0

AlA
h

w

y -

Figure 1: Structural diagram of microcantilever.
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transformed into the expression in the generalized state
qi(t). -e number of modesMv is usually much smaller than
the number of dimensions obtained by the common grid
method, so the reduced order model can be obtained, and
the accuracy can be controlled by selecting the number of
modes. -rough this method, the calculation consumption
of the model can be reduced and the calculation speed can be
improved. -e dimensionless displacement y of the beam
can be expressed in the product expansion form of spatial
and time-dependent modal coordinates and global function.

Substituting formula (9) into (10) and making the re-
sidual as zero, then the following expression can be obtained:
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(11)

In equation (11), the third term is related to the axial
tension, and the electrostatic force load term is on the right
of the formula. It can be obtained by transforming it into
matrix form as follows:

Mq
..

+ K + N0S( q + α1q
T
SqSq + f � 0. (12)

In equation (12), M � [Mij] is mass matrix, K � [Kij] is
bending stiffness matrix, and N0S � N0[Sij] is the stiffness
matrix resulting from the initial axial load. Now, consider
the solution result of the model in the case of single degree of
freedom and make Mv � 1; here, y(x, t) � g(t)ϕ1(x); from
(11), we can obtain the following equation:

g
..


1

0
ϕ21dx + g 

1

0
ϕ1″( 

2dx + N0 
1

0
ϕ1′( 

2dx 

+ g
3α1 

1

0
ϕ1′( 

2dx 

2

� V
2α2 

1

0

ϕ1
1 − gϕ1( 

 dx.

(13)

-e simulation model of the MECB is established
according to formula (13), and it can be dynamically sim-
ulated and solved, as shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Study on the Dynamic Process of MECB Pull-In and
Lift-Off. -e pull-in and lift-off process of the MECB is
studied. -e detailed parameters are listed in Table 1.

By adding a triangular wave voltage described in the
simulation model established in the above process and taking

the damping coefficient as B� 2, the relationship between the
end point of the micro cantilever and the voltage can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 3. With the linear increase in the
input voltage, the end displacement of the microcantilever
does increase nonlinearly. When the pull-in voltage is
exceeded, the beam end point suddenly accelerates and pulls
down and pulls in to the substrate, resulting in the pull-in
voltage. With the decrease in the voltage, when it falls below
the pull-in voltage, it will not be separated immediately,
because the electrode spacing after the pull-in is very small
and the electrostatic load is very large, so it will not separate
immediately even if it drops below the pull-in voltage. It can
be observed from the figure that when the voltage drops to
about 3.2V, the deformation recovery force of the beam is
greater than the electrostatic attraction, and the lift-off
phenomenon occurs at this time. It can be found that the lift-
off voltage is much smaller than the pull-in voltage and has a
lag phenomenon, which is of great significance for the re-
search of sensors and actuators working with pull-in voltage.

-e pull-in the curve can be obtained from the single-
modemodel established by Simulink, as shown in Figure 4; it
can be observed that the pull-in voltage is about 8.75 v.

-e working mode of microresonance is to apply DC
voltage and alternating driving voltage to the upper plate of
the fixed microbeam. -e DC voltage can make it reach an
equilibrium position, and the alternating current can make it
simple harmonic vibration up and down at this equilibrium
position. In this process, the equilibrium state is curved, and
there is a gap between the modal vibration mode and the
straight beam. At this time, using the modal vibration mode
of the straight beam as the basis function will have the
possibility of error, resulting in the inaccuracy of the cal-
culated dynamic characteristics [17].-erefore, to verify that
the reduced order model has sufficient accuracy to simulate
and calculate the dynamic characteristics of MEMS mi-
crobeam under resonant voltage, at this time, the dynamic
characteristics of the device model based on the above data
are simulated and calculated when the input voltage signal of
the device is v. -e steady-state response diagram of the end
displacement of the beam calculated by the reduced order
model is shown in Figure 5. To verify the correctness of the
above model verification, the same simulation is done in
ConventorWare, and the result is shown in Figure 6.

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the equilibrium center
point of the results calculated by the simulation model is
−0.647 μm, the upper limit change displacement after sta-
bilization is −0.748 μm, and the lower limit displacement is
−0.546 μm, while the analysis results inConventorWare show
that the equilibrium point position is stable at −0.643 μm, the
upper limit displacement after stabilization is −0.748 μm, and
the lower limit is −0.565 μm, as shown in Figure 6.-e results
show that the two analysis results are consistent which verifies
the effectiveness of our proposed model and can calculate the
dynamic characteristics of the beam under bias voltage. We
established the physical simulation model of the electrostatic
microbeam in ConventorWare software. -e specific pa-
rameters are shown in the simulation model. Voltage is
applied continuously to it to obtain its lift-off voltage diagram.
-e results are shown in Figure 7.
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FromFigure 7, the lift-off voltage is 3.1875 v–3.375 v, which
is consistent with the result of 3.2V obtained in the price
reduction process of the above model. We can also learn that

before the pull-in phenomenon, the deformation of MEMS
microcantilever is relatively small and the deformation force is
relatively small. At this time, it can be observed in Figure 7 that
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Figure 2: -e simulation model of the MECB device.

Table 1: Multilayer microbeam parameters.

Type Symbol Data
Length L 600 μm
Width w 40 μm
-ickness H 2.4 μm
Young modulus E 150GPa
Air viscosity U 1.82 ∗ 10−5 kg/(m ∗ s)
Residual stress S −3.7MPa
Density V(t) � 8 + 0.3 sin(2πf)V 2330 kg/m3

Air pressure P0 1.013 ∗ 105 pa
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Figure 3: Variation diagram of voltage and displacement from pull-in to lift-off.
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the linear spring restoring force is much larger than the
nonlinear restoring force, which plays a leading role. With the
increase in voltage, the nonlinear spring restoring force in-
creases sharply; at this time, the nonlinear spring restoring
force and linear restoring force act on themicrocantilever at the
same time. At this time, if the research on the nonlinear spring
restoring force is ignored, it will have a great impact on the lift-
off voltage. It is verified again that the microcantilever has very

strong nonlinear characteristics under the coupling field.
-erefore, the large deformation geometric nonlinearity must
be considered in the research of pull-in process.

2.4. Studyon the Instability ofMECB. -e quasi-static pull-in
and lift-off characteristic analysis of the MECB cannot ac-
curately express the stability of the microcantilever at the
equilibrium position. Under the working conditions, the
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instability of the electrostatic microbeam will be caused by
the action of step voltage and inertial force in advance. -e
stable position of the microbeam can be obtained by solving
the changes of the dynamic characteristics of the microbeam
under different step voltages in the initial state [18, 19].
Figure 8(a) shows the change history of microbeam end
displacement with time under different step voltages without
damping, and Figure 8(b) is its corresponding phase plan. It

can be observed from the figure that there is an overshoot
phenomenon in the microbeam under the step voltage; that
is, the pull-in phenomenon also occurs when the pull-in
voltage calculated by the steady state has not been reached.
-e pull-in voltage at this time is called the dynamic pull-in
voltage. It can be observed that the calculated voltage is
about 8.1 v, which is only 91.3% of the static voltage at this
time. When it is lower than the dynamic pull-in voltage,
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because it is set to be undamped at this time, the microbeam
makes a fixed simple harmonic vibration at a certain fre-
quency at the equilibrium position. It can be observed in the
figure that as the voltage increases, the amplitude increases,
but its vibration frequency decreases. When the input
voltage is greater than the dynamic pull-in voltage, there is a
bifurcation phenomenon in the phase plan, which indicates
a pull-in phenomenon.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the displacement diagram
and phase plan of the end point of the microbeam with
different step voltages under the condition of damping. It
can be observed from the figure thatVDPI is about 8.45 v with
damping, which is different from that without damping but
lower than the static pull-in voltage. It can be seen that the
damping will also affect the dynamic pull-in voltage.When it
is lower than the microbeam VDPI at an equilibrium

position, the attenuation motion is made. When it is higher
than the microbeam VDPI, the phase plan bifurcation occurs.
At this time, the microbeam is pulled down quickly. When
the voltage is close to the critical point, the small voltage
change will affect the response of MEMS microbeam.
-erefore, the research on the pull-in voltage of MEMS is of
great significance, and the dynamic pull-in voltage stability
of microbeam has a certain relationship with damping,
which should be further studied.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, a method for calculating the MECB model is
proposed. -e main parameters of the beam model are
equivalent to those of the single-layer cantilever beam, and
then the dynamic model of the electrostatic microbeam was
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constructed. Aiming at the characteristics of multifield
coupling and strong nonlinearity in the process of solving
microbeam, the solution method is proposed to express the
solution system as a set of global orthogonal spatial basis
functions with finite number, so that the simulation process
of the dynamic model of microbeam structure can be re-
alized with certain accuracy, fast solution.
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(e cantilever plate structure in a T-beam bridge with a large aspect ratio will cause vibration under the influence of envi-
ronmental disturbance and self-stress, resulting in fatigue damage of the plate structure. Wave control based on elastic wave
theory is an effective method to suppress the vibration of the cantilever plate structure in a beam bridge. Based on the classical thin
plate theory and the wave control method, the active vibration control of the T-shaped cantilever plate with a large aspect ratio in
the beam bridge is studied in this paper. (e wave mode control strategy of structural vibration is analyzed and studied, the
controller is designed, the vibration mode function of the cantilever plate is established, and the control force/sensor feedback
wave control is implemented for the structure.(e dynamic response of the cantilever plate before and after applying wave control
force is analyzed through numerical examples. (e results show that the response of the structure is intense before control, but
after wave control, the structure increases damping, absorbs the energy carried by the elastic wave in the structure, weakens the
sharp response, and changes the natural frequency of the structure to a certain extent.

1. Introduction

(e bridge structure in working condition will bear its static
load and dynamic load caused by peripheral vibration.(ere
are a large number of T-cantilever extended plate structures
in beam bridge structures, mostly T-cantilever plate struc-
tures with a large aspect ratio. (ese structures carry their
static load and the static load and dynamic load of sur-
rounding vehicles in the beam bridge. At the same time, the
environmental disturbance and dynamic rotation of the
beam bridge structure will also cause structural vibration
[1, 2]. (e abovementioned will cause the vibration of the
bridge structure. If effective vibration suppression measures
are not taken, the vibration will decay very slowly, which will
not only affect the position of the beam bridge structure, but
also cause the vibration of the plate structure, cause fatigue
damage, and have a serious impact on the safety and service
life of the beam bridge [3].

(e traditional passive control methods, such as adding
damping, often only increase the additional weight of the
structure and reduce the service efficiency of the plate

structure and cannot get satisfactory results [4]. (erefore,
wave control based on elastic wave theory to suppress the
vibration of the cantilever plate structure in the beam bridge
is a new method to solve this problem.

At present, in the research of wave control, the research
object is mostly simplified as a flexible beam, and some
literature are simplified as plate structure to implement the
bending wave control [5, 6].(e wave control method can be
used to control the propagation of waves in one-dimensional
structures, such as bending waves in beams, and axial waves
in rods.

Halkyard studied the feedback adaptive control of
bending vibration of beam structure by the wave control
method [7]. EL-Khatib employs a tuned vibration absorber
to investigate the bending wave suppression in beams [8].
Krushynska studied the propagation characteristics of
curved edge waves in semi-infinite isotropic elastic plates
and found that the velocity of edge waves is essentially
independent of Poisson’s ratio [9]. Jones, IS used the same
method to analyze and experiment with the active control of
semi-infinite simply supported rib [10]. Kaplunov studied
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the propagation of a three-dimensional edge wave along the
edge of a semi-infinite elastic plate under mixed boundary
conditions and found that the cut-off frequency of the edge
wave is consistent with the natural frequency of the semi-
infinite strip [11]. In this paper, based on the research of the
abovementioned documents, a large number of cantilever plate
structures existing in the girder bridge structure are controlled
by the sliding film variable structure control method which is
different from the conventional control method.

(e vibration of the structure can be regarded as the
superposition of the waves propagating in the structure,
which are reflected and transmitted at the discontinuity of
the structure [12, 13]. By controlling the transmitted or
absorbed wave energy from one side to the other side of the
structure, the structural vibration can be suppressed.

Based on the classical thin plate theory and the wave
control method, the active vibration control of T-cantilever
plate with a large aspect ratio in beam bridge is studied in
this paper. (e wave mode control strategy of structural
vibration is analyzed and studied. (e controller is designed
to control the force/sensor feedback wave of the structure.

2. Vibration Equation and Solution of
Thin Plate

According to the classical thin plate theory, the expression of
displacement component u v in the rectangular coordinate
system is [14, 15]

u(x, y, z, t) � − z
zw(x, y, t)

zx
,

v(x, y, z, t) � − z
zw(x, y, t)

zy
,

(1)

where w(x, y, t) represents the transverse displacement of
the plate, u(x, y, z, t) and v(x, y, z, t) represent the dis-
placement in x and y directions in the plane, respectively,
which is linearly distributed along the thickness direction.

(e bending moment and shear force in the plate can be
described as follows:
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where D is the bending stiffness of the plate,
D � Eh3/12(1 − ]2), ∇2 � z2/zx2 + z2/zy2 is the Laplace
operator, and ] is the Poisson’s ratio.

(e cantilever plate structure studied in this paper is
shown in Figure 1. (e equilibrium equation of plate mi-
croelement is
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where ρ is the mass of the plate per unit area and q is the
external load on the plate per unit area.

Substituting equation (2a) in (3a), the vibration differ-
ential equation of the thin plate is
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(e displacement expression of modal expansion form
of thin plate is

w(x, y, t) � 
m

i�1


n

j�1
Wi,j(x, y)qi,j(t), (5)

where Wi,j(x, y) is the vector modal function, qi,j(t) is the
modal coordinate, and m, n are the modal truncation
numbers.

Substitute equation (5) in (4a) to obtain
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where Wi,j(x, y) shall satisfy the following equation:

∇4Wi,j − ω2
i,j

ρh

D
Wi,j � 0, (7)

where ωi.j is the natural frequency of the plate.
Substitute equation (7) in (6) to obtain
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Multiply both ends of equation (8) by the vibration
mode function Wr,s(x, y), it is integrated on the area
domain Ω of the thin plate, and the orthogonality of the
structural vibration mode shape function is used.
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1
mi,j

B
Ω

Wi,j(ρh)Wr,sdxdy �

0 i≠ r, j≠ s i, r � 1, 2 . . . m j, s � 1, 2 . . . n,

1 i � r, j � s i, r � 1, 2 . . . m j, s � 1, 2 . . . n.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(9)

(e result is as follows:

B
Ω



m

i�1


n

j�1
Wi,j(ρh)Wr,s

z
2
qi,j

zt
2 dxdy + B

Ω


m

i�1


n

j�1
ω2

i,jWi,j(ρh)Wr,sqi,jdxdy � B
Ω

Wr,sq(x, y, t)dxdy. (10)

(erefore, there are

z
2
qi,j(t)

zt
2 + ω2

i,jqi,j(t) � pi,j(t), i � 1, 2, . . . m; j � 1, 2, . . . n.

(11)

Among them, the external disturbing force
pi,j(t) � 1/mi,jJΩq(x, y, t)Wi,j(x)dxdy, equation (11) is
the modal coordinate equation of the plate.

(e lateral displacement of the points on the plate is
expanded into the form of modal superposition. For can-
tilever rectangular plates, the modal function can usually be
decomposed into the product of two beam functions [16],
that is, the product of cantilever beam in x-direction and free
beam at both ends in y-direction.(erefore, the deflection of
the plate can be expressed as

w(x, y, t) � 
m

i�1


n

j�1
Wi(x)Wj(y)qi,j(t), (12)

where Wi(x) is the mode function of the transverse dis-
placement of the cantilever beam in the x-direction of the
plate and Wj(y) is the modal function of the free beam in
the y-direction of the plate.

2.1. Vibration Mode Function of Cantilever Plate in x-
Direction. Based on Euler Bernoulli beam theory, the i-
order modal function of transverse displacement in x-di-
rection can be expressed as

Wi(x) � D1e
− ik0ix + D2e

ik0ix + D3e
− k0ix + D4e

k0ix. (13)

Applying Euler formula,

e
±ikx

� cos(kx) ± isin(kx)

e
±kx

� cosh(kx) ± sinh(kx)

⎫⎬

⎭. (14)

By substituting (14) in (13), another expression of the
vibration mode function can be obtained.

Wi(x) � A1cos k0ix(  + A2sin k0ix( 

+ A3cosh k0ix(  + A4sinh k0ix( .
(15)

Considering the boundary conditions at both ends of the
cantilever Euler Bernoulli beam, it can be obtained that

cos k0ia(  · cosh k0ia(  + 1 � 0. (16)

Equation (16) is the dispersion equation of cantilever
vibration [17].

Combined with the frequency equation, equation (15)
can be expressed as

Wi(x) � cos h k0ix(  − cos k0ix( 

+ ai sin h k0ix(  − sin k0ix(  ,
(17)

where a is the length in the x-direction, k0i � (ρhω2/D)1/4 is
the elastic wave number in the classical plate;
ai � − cosh(k0ia) + cos(k0ia)/sinh(k0ia) + sin(k0ia), this
coefficient is determined according to the boundary con-
ditions at both ends of the cantilever Euler Bernoulli beam.
Equation (17) is the vibration mode function of the canti-
lever plate in the x-direction.

Central rigid body

y

z
a

b

xh

Cantilever plate

Figure 1: Model of the cantilever plate.
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2.2. Vibration Mode Function of Cantilever Plate in
y-Direction. In the same way as the derivation of the mode
shape function in the x-direction, the j-order mode shape
function of the transverse displacement in the y-direction of
the cantilever plate is

Wj(y) � C1e
− ik0jy

+ C2e
ik0jy

+ C3e
− k0jy

+ C4e
k0jy

. (18)

Using Euler formula (14), change x into y and substitute
it in (18)

Wj(y) � B1 cos k0jy  + B2 sin k0jy 

+ B3 cos h k0jy  + B4 sin h k0jy 
(19)

Considering the boundary conditions at both ends of the
Euler Bernoulli beam with free ends, it can be obtained that

cos k0jb  · cosh k0jb  − 1 � 0. (20)

Equation (20) is the dispersion equation of the vibration
of free beams at both ends [18, 19].

Combined with the frequency equation, equation (20)
can be expressed as

Wj(y) � cosh k0jy  + cos k0jy 

+ bi sinh k0jy  + sin k0jy  ,
(21)

where b is the length in the y-direction, k0j � (ρhω2/D)1/4 is
the elastic wave number in the classical plate;
bj � − cosh(k0jb) − cos(k0jb)/sinh(k0jb) − sin(k0jb), this
coefficient is determined according to the boundary con-
ditions of Euler Bernoulli beams with free ends.

It should be emphasized here that when j≥ 3, the mode
function of the Euler Bernoulli beam with free ends is
equation (21), which is determined by the dispersion
equation of vibration of free beams at both ends. And,
Wj(j � 1, 2) is in the following form:

W1 � 1,

W2 � 1 −
2y

b
.

(22)

It can be seen that equations (21) and (22) are vibration
mode functions in the y-direction of the cantilever plate.

(e maximum kinetic energy of the plate during vi-
bration is [20]

Tmax �
1
2
B
Ω
ρhW

2
(x, y)dxdy. (23)

(e maximum potential energy of the plate during vi-
bration is

Umax �
1
2
B
Ω

D
z2W

zx2 +
z2W

zy2 

2

+ 2(1 − ])
z2W

zxzx
 

2

−
z
2
W

zx
2

z
2
W

zy
2

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭dxdy. (24)

According to the Rayleigh-Ritz principle, the natural
frequency of the plate is

ω2
�

Umax

Tmax
. (25)

3. Feedback Wave Control of Cantilever Plate

Consider the presence of an excitation in the beam structure
where a train of wave control forces is applied to a line
parallel to the y-axis. At this point, the point discontinuity on
the beam is the line discontinuity here. According to the
traveling wave theory, the incident elastic wave will be re-
flected and transmitted at discontinuities [21, 22]. Assuming
a column of forward propagating waves is incident at x � 0,
where the incident attenuation wave is ignored and the time
factor is not considered, the displacements of the beam at
x< 0 and x> 0 are respectively as follows:

w− (x, y) � a
+
e

− ikx
W(y) + a

−
e

ikx
W(y) + a

−
Ne

kx
W(y),

w+(x, y) � b
+
e

− ikx
W(y) + b

+
Ne

− kx
W(y).

(26)

Make
b

+

b
+
N

  �
t1
t2

 a
+
,

a
−

a
−
N

  �
r1
r2

 a
+
,

(27)

where a+ is the mode coefficient of the incident propagation
wave, a− is the mode coefficient of the reflected propagation
wave, a−

N is the mode coefficient of the reflected attenuation
wave, b+ is the mode coefficient of the transmitted propa-
gation wave, and b+

N is the mode coefficient of the trans-
mitted attenuation wave.

In feedback wave control, sensors and actuators are
positioned in an area of the structure to control the prop-
agation of elastic waves, where the position of the control
force is discontinuous. In the frequency domain, the control
force of the feedback wave is taken as

F(ω) � − H(ω)W(ω), (28)

where H(ω) is the transfer function of the controller, which
can be determined by calculating the reflection coefficient
and transmission coefficient of the solution wave.
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Considering the continuity and balance of the beam at
x � 0, there are

w+(0, y) � w− (0, y),

zw− (0, y)

zx
�

zw+(0, y)

zx
,

(29a)

Hw+ � Q+(0, y) − Q− (0, y),

M+(0, y) � M− (0, y),
(29b)

where H is the transfer function of the wave controller.
Substitute equation (26) in (29a)

1

− i
 a

+
+

1 1

i 1
 

a
−

a
−
N

  �
1 1

− i − 1
 

b
+

b
+
N

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (30a)

i

− 1
 a

+
+

− i 1
− 1 1

 
a

−

a
−
N

  �
i − 1

− 1 1
 

b
+

b
+
N

  +
H H

0 0
 

b
+

b
+
N

 , (30b)

where H � H/EIk3. Substitute equation (27) in (30a),

1

− i
 a

+
+

1 1

i 1
 

r1

r2
 a

+
�

1 1

− i − 1
 

t1

t2
 a

+
, (31a)

i

− 1
 a

+
+

− i 1
− 1 1

 
r1

r2
 a

+
�

i − 1
− 1 1

 
t1

t2
 a

+
+

H H

0 0
 

t1

t2
 a

+
. (31b)

By solving this equation

t1 � 1 +
Hi

4 − (1 + i)H
,

r1 �
Hi

4 − (1 + i)H
.

(32)

(e energy carried by the propagating wave is propor-
tional to the square of the wave amplitude [23]. (erefore,
the reflection energy and transmission energy per unit in-
cident energy is E � |t1|

2 + |r1|
2, if there is no energy dis-

sipation at x � 0, then |t1|
2 + |r1|

2 � 1. In this paper, a
controller for absorbing incident energy is designed by
adding damping to the structure.

In particular, if we let H(ω) �
�
2

√
(1 + i)ωg, then

E � t1



2

+ r1



2

� 1 −
(1 + i) gω
2gω + 2

�
2

√
i





2

+ −
(1 + i) gω
2gω + 2

�
2

√
i





2

.

(33)

We assume that the wave is incident from one side of the
control region to seek the optimal control gain g andmake it
absorb the energy of the incident wave as much as possible,
in other words, minimize E � |r|2 + |t|2 (maximize the en-
ergy absorbed by the controller). In this case, let zE/zω � 0,
and the control gain is

g �

�
2

√

ω
. (34)

(erefore, the transfer function of the wave controller is

H(ω) � 2(1 + i). (35)

Typically, the tuned PD (proportional plus differential
control) feedback wave control is used so that it has the same
effect as the optimal controller at a particular frequency ωd.
(e frequency response of the controller is

Hw(ω) � c1 + c2(iω), (36)

where c1 � 2, c2 � 2/ωd.
When the controller in the frequency domain is con-

verted to the time domain, the inverse Fourier transform is
performed on the control law, and the PD control in the time
domain is obtained [24, 25]. If the wave control force is
applied at (xw, yw), it becomes

fw(x, y, t) � − c1w(x, t) + c2 _w(x, t) δ x − xw( δ y − yw( .

(37)

At this time, the wave control force (37) is applied to the
original vibration system, and the matrix form of the system
motion equation is

Mw €q + Cw _q + Kwq � p, (38)
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where p � p11 p12 . . . pN 
T, pi,j(t) � 1/mi,jJΩq

(x, y, t)Wi,j(x)dxdy, Mw, Cw, Kw are mass matrix,
damping matrix, and stiffness matrix, respectively, in the
form of

Mw � I,

Cw � c2
Ψw,

Kw � ω2
+ c1

Ψw,

(39a)

Ψw �

W1 xw( W1 yw( W1 xw( W1 yw(  . . . W1 xw( Wm yw( W1 xw( Wn yw( 

W1 xw( W1 yw( W2 xw( W1 yw(  . . . W1 xw( Wm yw( W2 xw( Wn yw( 

⋮⋮⋮
Wm xw( W1 yw( Wn xw( W1 yw(  . . . Wm xw( Wm yw( Wn xw( Wn yw( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(m·n)×(m·n)

. (39b)

And it should be emphasized that in the later pro-
gramming calculation, c1, c2 will also be matrices.

When there is no wave control force, the mass matrixM
is the unit matrix of (m · n) × (m · n), C is the zero matrix of
(m · n) × (m · n), and K is the diagonal matrix of the square
of natural frequency. However, the wave control force
couples the vibration modes of the uncontrolled original

system together, and the modes of the wave control system
change accordingly.

(e state vector X(t) � [qT(t): _qT(t)]T is introduced,
and equations (2a)–(35) are written as

_X(t) � AX(t) + Bp, (40)

where the coefficient matrix is

A �
0 I

− Mw
− 1 Kw − Mw

− 1 Cw

 ,

B �
0

Mw
− 1 Ψd

 ,

Ψd �

W1 x1( W1 y1( W1 x2( W1 y2(  . . . W1 xN( W1 yN( 

W1 x1( W2 y1(  . . . W1 xN( W2 yN( 

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

Wm x1( Wn y1(  . . . W1 xN( W2 yN( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(m·n)×N

.

(41)

4. Numerical Examples and Analysis Discussion

(e dynamic response of thin plates before and after
applying wave control force is analyzed and studied by
using feedback wave control. (e characteristic length is
taken as the length b of the beam, and the following
dimensionless quantity is adopted: Poisson ratio v � 0.30;
a/b � 2; ωi,j � ωi,j/ω1,1(i � 1, 2, 3; j � 1, 2). (e first 6 di-
mensionless frequencies of the cantilever plate are shown
in Table 1.

Figures 2–7 show the frequency response of the structure
before and after applying wave control forces. In Figure 2,
the unit disturbance force is applied at the point
(xd, yd) � (0.30a, 0.20b), while the wave control force and
the measuring response position are at the point (xw, yw) �

(0.40a, 0.40b) and (xs, ys) � (0.40a, 0.70b), respectively. In
Figure 3, the unit disturbance force is applied at the point

(xd, yd) � (0.40a, 0.20b), the wave control force and the
measured response position are (xw, yw) � (0.40a, 0.40b)

and (xs, ys) � (0.70a, 0.80b), respectively. (e unit distur-
bance force is applied at the point (xd, yd) � (0.30a, 0.30b)

in Figure 4, the wave control force and the measured re-
sponse position are (xw, yw) � (0.45a, 0.45b) and (xs, ys) �

(0.70a, 0.60b), respectively.
In Figure 5, the unit disturbance force is applied at the

point (xd, yd) � (0.40a, 0.30b), the wave control force and
the measured response position are (xw, yw) � (0.45a,

0.45b) and (xs, ys) � (0.40a, 0.60b), respectively. In Fig-
ures 6 and 7, the unit disturbance force is applied at the point
(xd, yd) � (0.30a, 0.20b), and the wave control force posi-
tions are (xw, yw) � (0.40a, 0.40b), (xw, yw) � (0.45a,

0.45b), respectively, the measured response positions are
(xs, ys) � (0.40a, 0.60b) and (xs, ys) � (0.40a, 0.70b), re-
spectively. In the approximation of tuned PD control, the
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controller is tuned to the optimum at the third natural
frequency. (rough analysis, the following are discussed:

It can be seen from Figures 2–7 that the frequency re-
sponses before and after different wave controls. (e
transverse coordinates are dimensionless frequency values,
while the longitudinal coordinates are the common loga-
rithmic values of frequency responses. Figures 2–7 show the
frequency response of the front and rear structures using
wave controllers. (e response of the structure is rapid
before control, while wave control can be regarded as adding
damping to the structure and absorbing the energy carried

by the elastic wave in the structure. After the wave control,
the sharp response is weakened; in addition, the frequency
response before and after the wave control also reflects that
the modal characteristics of the whole structure have
changed after the wave control, the natural frequency of the
structure has been changed to a certain extent. Finally, from
Figures 2–7, it can be seen that the position of the wave
controller is different and the control effect of each order
mode is different. At the third natural frequency, the ab-
solute output amplitude of the controller is reduced to about
31.8% of the original value, and the controller is tuned to the
optimum value at the third natural frequency, so the control
effect is the best at the third natural frequency.

From the comparison of Figures 2–5, it can be seen that
when the wave control position is the same, but the dis-
turbance is different. And when the dynamic response
position is different, although the sharp response is

Table 1: (e first 6 dimensionless frequencies of the cantilever
plate.

Modal order 1 2 3 4 5 6
Natural frequency 1.00 51 5.51 12.90 15.43 23.73
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weakened, the control effect is not identical. It can be seen
from the comparison between Figures 6 and 7 that when the
disturbance position is the same, the wave control force is
different, and the dynamic response position is different, the
control effect is also different. (e influence of the appli-
cation position of the wave controller on the control effect is
also very important. (e application point of the wave
controller should avoid the node of the mode as far as
possible. Otherwise, the active control will not get good
results, and may even lead to system instability.

5. Conclusions

Based on the classical thin plate theory and the wave control
method, the active vibration control of the cantilever plate is
studied in this paper. In this paper, the wave control method
widely used in the one-dimensional waveguide is applied to
classical thin plates, and a series of active vibration control

examples of cantilever plates are given. (e following
conclusions can be drawn:

(e mode shape function of a cantilever rectangular
plate is decomposed into the product of two functions, that
is, the product of the mode shape function of a cantilever
beam only dependent on the direction, and the mode shape
function of a free beam at both ends only dependent on the
direction. (e problem of solving the vibration mode
function of the thin plate is effectively solved.

When a series of wave control forces are applied to the
plate, the point discontinuity on the beam is where the line
discontinuity is. (e wave control force is determined by
using the equilibrium condition and continuity condition at
the line discontinuity.

With wave control, a controller is designed to absorb the
incident vibration energy by adding damping to the
structure, which corresponds to a tuned spring and damper
in the time domain. It can be seen from the control output
that the control gain can achieve the optimal design at a
certain tuning frequency. (erefore, when the applied po-
sition of wave control is different, the control effect of each
order mode is different due to the distance between the
applied position and the node of each order mode. For better
control, the wave controller can be applied at several dif-
ferent locations, while avoiding instability of the system, the
application point of the wave controller should avoid the
modal nodes as far as possible.
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology plays a pivotal role in the process of building process informatization. In the
context of extensive promotion by all parties, how to effectively evaluate the promotion value of countries and enterprises is
particularly important. In order to better analyze the promotion trend of the BIM technology diffusion system in China, a
noncooperative evolutionary game model of BIM technology diffusion between the government and enterprises is constructed,
and Vensim PLE software is used for simulation analysis in this paper. )e model includes government subsidy cost and
penalty, social benefit and loss, and income payment matrix of BIM technology input income and cost. )e results show that
enterprises need not only direct cost subsidy from the government but also indirect cost subsidy in the process of BIM technology
diffusion. Appropriate government penalties can effectively promote the initiative of enterprises to adopt BIM technology; BIM
has a great impact on the input income and cost of enterprises. In view of this, it is suggested that the first task for enterprises to
promote the diffusion of BIM technology is to clarify the definition of BIM’s high investment cost and do a good financial
impact analysis.

1. Introduction

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is generally under-
stood as a general term describing various activities of objects
in computer-aided design (CAD), which supports the use of
3D geometric and nongeometric functional attributes and
relationships to represent architectural elements and describe
the characteristics of the object in 3D. )erefore, BIM is
considered a series of technologies and solutions [1]. )e
diffusion of BIM technology can solve the technical problems
in the process of engineering construction, strengthen the
collaborative work among organizations, promote the effi-
ciency of engineering construction, increase productivity, and
improve and optimize design, construction, and maintenance
of construction products. At present, China’s formulation of
the “Building Information Model Construction Application
Standards” and the new policies issued bymost provinces and
cities where “BIM technology is required for large public
buildings of more than 20,000 square meters” have all pro-
moted the application of BIM technology in China to a certain

extent. However, there are no mandatory regulations for
private investment construction projects, and the lack of BIM
consulting agencies, the constraints of BIM maturity, deep-
rooted traditional construction ideas, and a series of problems
caused by information asymmetry have greatly hindered
China’s BIM proliferation of technology. At the same time, as
a low-carbon environment-friendly technology, BIM tech-
nology’s diffusion quality and efficiency [2] are of great
significance for sustainable development and are also the
focus of attention of scholars at home and abroad [3].

Diffusion is a process in which individuals, societies, or
organizations adopt innovation over a period of time [4]; it is
generally believed that technology diffusion is a social
phenomenon [5]. Chen et al. [6] extended technology dif-
fusion research to the organizational environment and in-
troduced factors such as critical quality and knowledge
barriers. Grover et al. [7] combined Twitter analysis and
academic literature analysis to provide better diffusion in-
sights for the diffusion of blockchain technology than a
single data source. As a cross-organization collaboration
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technology, BIM is not aware of the application value of
BIM, and the value-added effect brought by BIM application
[8] is considered to be the key factor restricting the diffusion
and development of BIM in China. )e market behavior of
enterprises is the essence of technology diffusion, and
government departments play a leading role [9]. )e pro-
liferation of BIM technology cannot rely solely on gov-
ernment policies but, more importantly, the independent
choice of enterprises. )e adoption of BIM technology by
enterprises requires payment of the huge cost of the BIM
technology system, and if enterprises want to gain a cost-
leading advantage, then enterprises should focus on inno-
vative activities that minimize costs [10]. Some scholars use
the DOI method to explain the spread of BIM within or-
ganizations [11, 12] and the spread of BIM in the industry
[13]. Reference [14] used a set of diffusion factors deter-
mined by Peansupap and Walker (V. Peansupap and D. H.
T. Walker, 2005) to study the diffusion of BIM. Ma et al. [15]
applied evolutionary game theory to the research of in-
dustrial common technology diffusion model and analyzed
the main behavior and influence mechanism of technology
diffusion in different evolution stages. Laciana and Rovere
[16] found that the behavior of early adopters of technology
had the most significant impact on the speed of technology
diffusion by simulating the dynamic process of technology
diffusion. )e diffusion of BIM technology in the con-
struction industry is still in the early adopter stage of
technology adoption, and the overall diffusion rate is still
very slow [17]. Sun et al. [18], based on the agent model and
evolutionary game theory, simulated the technology diffu-
sion under different relationships. )e above research
provides ideas and enlightenment for constructing the BIM
technology diffusion model in this paper [15, 19–30].

At present, academic research on the diffusion of BIM
mostly focuses on diffusion factors, barriers, and diffusion in
the entire technical field. However, there are few research
results on the diffusion of BIM technology. Existing research
mainly includes the description of the current status of BIM
diffusion and the factors affecting the diffusion identifica-
tion, driving the proliferation strategy. In addition, China
adheres to the basic principle of “enterprise dominance,
industry services, and policy promotion” for the diffusion of
BIM technology [31]. However, few existing studies consider
the diffusion of BIM technology from the perspective of
government and enterprises. In view of this, this article uses
evolutionary game theory to establish the BIM technology
diffusion evolution game model based on the analysis of the
relationship between the game subjects of the building in-
formation model (BIM) technology diffusion and analyzes
the evolution process of government and enterprise behavior
during the BIM technology diffusion process. And the
evolutionary stability strategy, through numerical simula-
tion, analyzes the influence of government reward and
punishment system, enterprise risk attitude, and other
factors on government and enterprise strategy choices, so as
to put forward policies and suggestions to promote the
diffusion of BIM technology in China.

2. Analysis ofGameSubjectRelationshipofBIM
Technology Diffusion

)e process of technology diffusion is a game process, and
the decisions made by the participants will not only consider
their own interests but also consider the impact of the
decision on other participants [32]. However, in the process
of BIM technology diffusion, due to the asymmetry of in-
formation among the participating entities, the imperfection
of BIM related standards, norms, and laws, and the in-
equality of the benefits of applying BIM technology (the
biggest beneficiary of applying BIM technology is units,
followed by construction units, design units, etc.) and the
huge differentiation of BIM investment (the largest investor
investing in BIM technology is the construction unit, fol-
lowed by the design unit, construction unit, etc.), making it
difficult for BIM to pass the mutual interaction between
them realizes the widespread adoption and application of
BIM technology.)erefore, to achieve the full spread of BIM
technology, enterprise adoption is a prerequisite, and the
government’s active promotion is a necessary means [33].
)e proliferation of BIM technology has accelerated, and the
government will reap regulatory costs for quality, safety,
environmental protection, and waste of resources. )e in-
fluence of government agencies on the spread of BIM
technology is mainly reflected in accelerating the adoption of
BIM application enterprises through regulations, policies,
guidelines, and other measures, by calling on local gov-
ernments to actively promote the application of BIM
technology, and training major qualified enterprises to learn
BIM knowledge through the organization with skills, etc. In
order to implement the government’s policy requirements,
enterprises will also face pressures from insufficient in-
vestment funds, shortage of BIM comprehensive talents,
difficulty in project management, and poor adaptability of
management personnel. At the same time, the entire set of
optimization programs in BIM technology has changed the
traditional construction industry. )e current situation of
high energy consumption, high danger, many quality ac-
cidents, slow progress, low efficiency, and poor personnel
coordination also allows enterprises to effectively control
investment, progress, quality, safety, environmental pro-
tection, etc. and ultimately achieve huge project success
income.

It can be seen from the prospect theory [34, 35] that
individual strategy choice preferences depend on their in-
dividual subjective psychological feelings when gaining and
losing strategies and are manifested as loss aversion.
)erefore, BIM application companies are confronted with
the high cost of adoption and government guarantees. In-
sufficient, unclear, or obvious benefits, lack of successful
implementation cases, etc. often adopt a risk avoidance
strategy and put themselves in a wait-and-see state; the
government is facing the high R&D costs of BIM and the
current status of traditional construction methods. And
under the circumstance that enterprises are not enthusiastic
about independent research and development and adoption,
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the government tends to adopt a conservative strategy,
mostly based on encouraging policies, and the most intuitive
performance is that there are few subsidies to enterprises. At
the same time, due to the slow diffusion of BIM in China,
there are still many obstacles in the application of BIM in
technology, management, law, contracts, etc. As a limited
rational person, the government and enterprises are cautious
in the strategy selection process. )erefore, the diffusion
process of BIM technology is still very slow, and it will take a
long time to diffuse in the entire construction industry, and
it is necessary to explore effective ways to accelerate the
diffusion of BIM technology in China.

3. Evolutionary Game Analysis of BIM
Technology Diffusion

)e evolutionary game model is mainly established on the
basis of mutation mechanisms and selection mechanisms. In
the process of BIM technology adoption, the selection
mechanism refers to the strategy that the government and
enterprises can obtain higher benefits at the current stage,
which will be adopted by more players through learning and
imitation in the next stage; mutation refers to the fact that
some participants in the adoption of BIM technology choose
strategies in a randommanner, so the mutation strategy may
get lower gains or higher gains. )e former will become
popular after selection, and the latter will naturally go away.
)e essence of BIM technology diffusion is a process of the
multisubject mutual game, which belongs to the evolu-
tionary game model with social strategy changes. )e
strategic combination of the game subject through adaptive
adjustment and continuous evolution, that is, the “good””
strategy becomes more popular [36], thus providing refer-
ence and reference for the choice of gamers strategy.

3.1. Evolutionary Game Model Construction

Hypothesis 1. )ere are two completely different limited
rational groups in the BIM technology diffusion system:
BIM application companies (including construction units,
design units, construction units, operating units, and
consulting units) and government agencies (departments
representing government agencies, associations, etc.). )e
strategies that the government can choose are {actively
promote; passively promote}, the strategies that the en-
terprise can choose are {actively adopt BIM technology;
passively adopt BIM technology}, and the two parties will
form an evolutionarily stable strategy through the dynamic
repeated game. Probability of government strategy
choice � {probability of positive advancement, probability
of negative advancement} � {α, 1− α}, and probability of
enterprise strategy choice � {probability of actively
adopting BIM technology, probability of passively adopting
BIM technology} � {β, 1− β}, where α, β ∈ [0, 1] are all
functions of time t.

Hypothesis 2. )e government is the main body of market
supervision, and the enterprise is the most important body

in the market. )e two companies have different total
benefits in the process of BIM technology diffusion. En-
terprises tend to pay more attention to economic benefits,
while the government pays more attention to BIM tech-
nology. Social benefits are brought by diffusion. Use R to
indicate that the government actively promotes the social
benefits brought by the diffusion of BIM technology, and use
B and B′, respectively, to indicate the profit before and after
the adoption of BIM technology. At the same time, the
government and enterprises will also pay a corresponding
price. In this paper, the government will actively promote
the diffusion of BIM technology and the cost of subsidy
management for enterprises will be represented by C1 and
represents the subsidy coefficient; then, the government
subsidy for enterprises will be cC1. A series of costs for
adopting and using BIM technology is denoted by C2; the
excess operating costs paid by enterprises for passive
adoption are denoted by G. At the same time, the gov-
ernment’s passive promotion and passive adoption of en-
terprises will cause a certain social loss L, which will be borne
by the government.

Hypothesis 3. With the increasing demands on production,
economy, and quality, BIM brings a set of organizational
solutions for the construction industry to increase pro-
ductivity. BIM technology can bring core competitiveness to
enterprises. )ose who have not been adopted or passively
adopted BIM technology companies will lose their advan-
tages in the competition in the entire construction market.
At the same time, if the government actively promotes BIM
technology, enterprises will be punished for choosing pas-
sive strategies; if the government passively promotes BIM
technology, enterprises will lose the value-added benefits
that BIM can bring. )erefore, there are risks of profit and
loss in the diffusion of BIM technology. We make the
government passively promote the enterprise to adopt the
impairment loss value of D, and the government actively
promotes the passive penalty of the enterprise to be K; then,
the risk profit and loss values of the two are D and K,
respectively.

Based on the above assumptions, we construct a revenue
payment matrix for both the government and the enterprise
(Table 1).

3.2. Evolutionary Game Stability Strategy Analysis.
According to the income payment matrix of government
and enterprises in the process of BIM technology diffusion in
Table 1, the profit function of pure strategy and mixed
strategy and the dynamic differential equation of replication
of the BIM technology diffusion system can be obtained as
follows.

)e revenue function that the government chooses to
actively promote the strategy is

U11 � β R − C1 − cC1(  +(1 − β) − C1 + K( . (1)

)e return function of the government’s choice of
passive promotion strategy is
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U12 � βR +(1 − β)(− L). (2)

)e average government revenue is

U1 � αUG1 +(1 − α)UG2. (3)

From equations (1)–(3), the government’s replication
dynamic differential equation is

F1(α) �
dα
dt

� α U11 − U1(  � α(1 − α) U11 − U12( 

� α(1 − α) − β L + cC1 + K(  + K − C1 + L .

(4)

)e profit function of an enterprise’s choice to actively
adopt a strategy is

U21 � α B′ − C2 + cC1(  +(1 − α) B′ − C2 − D( . (5)

)e income function for enterprises to choose passive
adoption strategies is

U22 � α(B − G − K) +(1 − α)(B − G). (6)

)e average expected additional benefit of the enterprise
is

U2 � βUE1 +(1 − β)UE2. (7)

From equations (5)–(7), the replication dynamic dif-
ferential equation of an enterprise is

F2(β) �
dβ
dt

� β UE1 − UE(  � β(1 − β) UE1 − UE2( 

� β(1 − β) α cC1 + D + K(  − B + G − D − C2 + B′ .

(8)

From equations (4) and (8), the steady state of the
replication dynamics is (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), and (α∗, β∗);
among them, α∗� (B-G+D+C2–B′)/(cC1 +D+K) and
β∗� (K –C1 + L)/(L+ cC1 +K).

One basic concept of evolutionary game theory is the
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), which means that when
all members of a group adopt this strategy; then, under the
influence of natural selection, no mutation strategy will
invade this group [36]. )e traditional game theory is
premised on the assumption of rational people, while the
evolutionary game theory is based on limited rationality,
through adjustment, comparative analysis, learning, and
other strategies between two or more players in the game,
after many repeated and dynamic long-term games, to find a
stable state, that is, the evolutionarily stable strategy between
game players. According to the method proposed by
Friedman [37], the system’s evolutionarily stable strategy
(ESS) can be obtained through the local stability of the
Jacobian matrix. )erefore, from equations (4) and (8), the
Jacobian matrix of the game between the government and
the enterprise can be obtained as follows:

J �
(1 − 2α) β L + cC1 + K(  − K + C1 − L  α(1 − α) L + cC1 + K( 

β(1 − β) D + cC1 + K(  (1 − 2β) α D + cC1 + K(  − B + G − D − C2 + B′ 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (9)

According to evolutionary game theory, when det(J)> 0
and tr(J)< 0, the equilibrium point will approach a local
progressive stable state, also known as evolutionary equi-
librium state; when det(J)> 0 and tr(J)> 0, the equilibrium
point will not approach the local progressive stable state, that
is, in an unstable state; when det(J)< 0 and tr(J)� 0 or
uncertain, the equilibrium point is a saddle point, also. )at
is, the equilibrium point is stable in one direction and
unstable in the other direction.)e basis for judging whether
the three parties in the game are in an evolutionary equi-
librium state is whether det(J)> 0 and tr(J)< 0 are true. )e
judgment results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from
the game theory that when det(J)> 0 and tr(J)< 0, the
equilibrium point will approach a locally asymptotically
stable state; that is, it will reach an evolutionary equilibrium
state. By calculating the det(J) and tr(J) of the 5 equilibrium
points, it can be judged whether the game system has evolved

to a stable state. )e expressions of the determinant and
traces of each equilibrium point are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the sizes of det(J) and
tr(J) corresponding to the equilibrium point and
− B+G − D − C2 +B′, K– − C1 + L, cC1 +K– − B+G − C2 +B′
are positive and negative related, so the stability of the five
equilibrium points is analyzed by considering the size of
these three expressions, as follows:

(1) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′> 0 and K– − C1 + L> 0,
that is, when the government chooses to actively
promote BIM technology, the net income of the
company’s active adoption of BIM technology is
greater than 0, and when the company chooses to
passively adopt BIM technology, the net income
actively promoted is greater than 0, and the evolu-
tionary stabilization point of the government and

Table 1: )e revenue payment matrix of both the government and the enterprise.

Government
Enterprise

Actively adopting BIM technology (β) Passively adopting BIM technology (1-β)
Positive advancement (α) R-C1-cC1; B′-C2 + cC1 -C1 +K; B-G-K
Negative advancement (1 − α) R; B′-C2-D -L; B-G
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enterprises tends to be (1, 1). )e evolutionary sta-
bilization strategy is for the government to choose to
actively promote BIM technology, and the enterprise
chooses to actively adopt BIM technology (Table 3).

(2) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′> 0, K– − C1 + L< 0, that
is, when the government chooses to actively promote
BIM technology, the net income of the company’s
active adoption of BIM technology is greater than 0,
and when the company chooses to passively adopt
BIM technology, the net income actively promoted is
less than 0, and the evolutionary stabilization point
of the government and enterprises tends to be (1, 1).
)e evolutionary stabilization strategy is for the
government to choose to actively promote BIM
technology, and the enterprise chooses to actively
adopt BIM technology (Table 3).

(3) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′ < 0, cC1 +K − B+G − C2
+B′>0, and K − C1 + L> 0, that is, when the gov-
ernment chooses to actively promote BIM technol-
ogy, the net income of BIM technology is less than 0.
When the government chooses to actively promote
BIM technology, the net income of enterprises ac-
tively adopting BIM technology is greater than 0.
When the company chooses to passively adopt BIM
technology, the net income actively promoted by the
government chooses to be greater than 0. (0, 0) or (1,
1): the evolutionary stabilization strategy is that the
government chooses to promote passively BIM
technology, enterprises choose to passively adopt
BIM technology, or the government chooses to ac-
tively promote BIM technology, and enterprises
choose to actively adopt BIM technology (Table 3).

(4) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′ < 0, cC1 +K– − B+G −

C2 + B′ > 0, and K − C1 + L< 0, that is, when the
government chooses to actively promote BIM
technology, the net income of BIM technology is less
than 0. When the government chooses to actively
promote BIM technology, the net income of enter-
prises actively adopting BIM technology is greater
than 0. When the company chooses to passively
adopt BIM technology, the net income actively
promoted by the government chooses to be less than

0. (1, 1): the evolutionary stabilization strategy is
actively promoted by the government, and enter-
prises choose to actively adopt BIM technology
(Table 3).

(5) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′ < 0, cC1 +K– − B+G −

C2 + B′ < 0, and K– − C1 + L> 0, that is, when the
government chooses to actively promote BIM
technology, the net income of BIM technology is less
than 0. When the government chooses to actively
promote BIM technology, the net income of enter-
prises actively adopting BIM technology is less than
0. When the company chooses to passively adopt
BIM technology, the net income actively promoted
by the government chooses to be greater than 0.
(0,0): the evolutionary stabilization strategy is for the
government to choose passive advancement, and
enterprises choose to passively adopt BIM technol-
ogy (Table 3).

(6) When − B+G − D − C2 +B′ < 0, cC1 +K − B+G − C2
+ B′ < 0, and K − C1 + L< 0, that is, when the gov-
ernment chooses to actively promote BIM technol-
ogy, the net income of BIM technology is less than 0.
When the government chooses to actively promote
BIM technology, the net income of enterprises ac-
tively adopting BIM technology is less than 0. When
the company chooses to passively adopt BIM tech-
nology, the net income actively promoted by the
government chooses to be less than 0. (1, 0): the
evolutionary stabilization strategy is actively pro-
moted by the government, and enterprises choose to
adopt BIM technology passively (Table 3).

According to the above stability analysis results, the
strategic dynamic evolution diagram (Figure 1) of the
government and enterprises in promoting BIM technology
diffusion can be obtained.

4. Simulation Analysis

Large real estate companies such as Vanke, Evergrande,
Country Garden, and Sunac have played a leading role in
the diffusion of BIM technology and have demonstrated the
characteristics of high BIM application frequency, wide

Table 2: det(J) and tr(J) corresponding to the equilibrium point.

Equilibrium point Determinants and trace expressions

(0, 0) det(J) (− K+C1− L) (− B+G− D− C2 +B′)
tr(J) (− K+C1− L) + (− B+G− D− C2 +B′)

(0, 1) det(J) (cC1 +C1)[− (− B+G− D− C2 +B′)]
tr(J) (cC1 +C1) + [− (− B+G− D− C2 +B′)]

(1, 0) det(J) [− (− K+C1− L)](cC1 +K–− B+G− C2 +B′)
tr(J) [− (− K+C1− L)] + (cC1 +K–− B+G− C2 +B′)

(1, 1) det(J) [− (cC1 +C1)][− (cC1 +K–− B+G− C2 +B′)]
tr(J) [− (cC1 +C1)] + [− (cC1 +K–− B+G− C2 +B′)]

(α∗, β∗) det(J)
[(− B + G − D − C2 + B′)(D + cC1 + K)

+(− B + G − D − C2 + B′)2][(K − C1+

+ L)(L + cC1 + K) − (K − C1 + L)
2
]

(D + cC1 + K)(L + cC1 + K)tr(J)
0
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application range, and many successful BIM application
cases. Accelerating the spread of BIM technology is also
constantly improving the BIM standards and norms suit-
able for China’s scenarios and promulgating relevant
policies, laws, guidelines, and opinions. In the BIM tech-
nology diffusion game model, K, C1, L, C2, B′, and other
parameters affect the strategic choices of the government
and enterprises and also affect the evolution process. )is
article uses the software Vensim PLE (system dynamics
software) to simulate the dynamic evolution process that
affects the strategic choices of both parties in the diffusion
of BIM technology. Vensim PLE type simulation generally
follows the following steps: create a new model⟶ check
whether the model structure is correct⟶ simulate oper-
ation⟶ check whether the model behavior is normal-
ly⟶ change the value for simulation test⟶ output the
model and its behavior. )e focus of system dynamics
simulation is the overall system behavior trends and the
impact of policy changes. It does not have strict require-
ments for the accuracy of the results [38]. Yuan Yijun et al.
[39] also pointed out that the correctness of the model
structure is more important than the choice of parameters.
In order to further analyze the strategic relationship be-
tween the government and enterprises in the game, we use
the assignment method in [39, 40], consider that the status
quo of China’s BIM technology is still in its infancy, and
assign parameters to the BIM diffusion system. )e as-
signments are α� 0.6, β� 0.5, R � 16, C1 � 10, C2 �15,
B� 20, B′� 35, L� 7, D� 4, K� 5, G � 6, c � 0.5, simulation
period T �120, initial time � 0, final time � 120, and time
step� 0.5.

(1) )e sensitivity analysis of the government and en-
terprises to the fine K: the parameter K is the penalty
that the government actively promotes the passive
adoption of enterprises, and it has a certain reference
value for the government’s policy. LetK� 5, 9, 20; the

evolution of the BIM technology diffusion game
system is illustrated in Figure 2.
It can be observed from Figure 2 that the spread of
BIM technology between the government and en-
terprises is affected by government fines. When
K� 5, 9, 20, it is obvious that the government adopts
a strategy of actively advancing, and enterprises also
choose to actively adopt the strategy. At this time, the
BIM technology diffusion game system evolves
steadily toward C (1, 1). )e purpose of the gov-
ernment to impose fines on enterprises is to urge
enterprises to actively adopt BIM technology. As can
be seen in Figure 2, when the fines continue to in-
crease, the initiative of enterprises to adopt BIM also
increases, and they tend to adopt strategies earlier.
When the penalties K� 5, 9, the enterprise has a
longer time to stabilize the strategy. At the same
time, with the increasing awareness and enthusiasm
of enterprises to adopt BIM technology, the gov-
ernment has achieved the purpose of promotion, and
its strategy of adopting penalty measures to actively
promote BIM technology has gradually turned to the
strategy of passive promotion; that is, the game
system is going to the stable point B (0, 1) evolution.
)erefore, judging from the simulation results, the
necessary fines have a positive effect on enterprises’
active adoption of BIM technology. )e amount of
government fines has little effect on the time to
reduce their tendency to passive strategies, but
companies are very sensitive, especially when the fine
K� 20. Companies will soon tend to actively adopt
stable strategies in this case. )erefore, the govern-
ment plays an active role in the diffusion of BIM
technology, and the implementation of reasonable
fines can effectively promote the adoption of BIM
technology. In addition, the fines of government for
enterprises should take into account the size of the

(K-C1+L)/
(L+C1+K)

(B-G+D+C2-B)/(C1+D+K)

B (0,1)

D (1,0)

C (1,1)

A (0,0) α

β

Figure 1: )e dynamic evolution of government and enterprise
strategy.
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Figure 2: )e sensitivity analysis of government and enterprises to
(K) value.
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enterprise, and the fines for extra large and large
enterprises should be relatively high, which can be
relatively reduced for small− and medium− sized
enterprises, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of
the fines.

(2) )e sensitivity analysis of government and enter-
prises to subsidy management cost C1 (C1 is both the
cost of the government and the benefit of the en-
terprise) is necessary because of the government’s
active initiative to promote BIM technology. )e
initiative of the government is an effective means for
diffusing and developing new technology and also
has a positive effect on the choice of enterprise
strategy. Let C1 � 10, 15, 20; the evolution of the BIM
technology diffusion game system is shown in
Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that when C1 � 10, 15,
20, the higher the government’s subsidies to enter-
prises at this time, the higher the government’s
stability, and the sensitivity of enterprises to gov-
ernment subsidies is not high, the time for the three
C1 values to stabilize is basically the same, and the
time is later, but in the end, the strategies of the
government and enterprises have evolved to the
stable point B (0, 1). )e government has to pay a
certain amount of subsidies for enterprises. From the
simulation results, with the increase of subsidies, the
government will move toward a strategy of negative
advancement earlier. Since BIM technology itself is a
social technology system, enterprises adopt BIM
technology; they not only consider the direct cost of
BIM technology but also need to pay more attention
to the indirect cost after adoption [41]. Government
subsidies for enterprises are often a small part of the
direct costs and do not include high indirect costs
such as BIM talent training, BIM expert introduc-
tion, and BIM system operation and maintenance.
)erefore, government subsidies will promote the
active adoption of enterprises, but they cannot make
enterprises. Soon, it will tend to a stable state.
)erefore, the government’s subsidies for enterprises
are indispensable, which can increase the enthusiasm
of enterprises to actively adopt BIM technology. )e
government should also consider the indirect costs
after the enterprises adopt them and give them
corresponding subsidies, which will greatly increase
the effect of subsidies.

(3) )e sensitivity analysis of government and enterprise
on input cost C2: input cost is one of the important
factors that affect the promotion of BIM technology
diffusion by enterprises, and it is also the basis of
government subsidies and incentives to promote
voluntary adoption by enterprises. Let C2 �15, 10,
30; the evolution of the BIM technology diffusion
game system is shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the government and
enterprises are highly sensitive to BIM technology

input costs. When the input cost is not high, the
strategy of the government and enterprises chooses to
evolve to the stable point B (0, 1); when the input cost is
high and the profit is not much different, the BIM
technology diffusion game system goes to D (1, 0)
stable evolution and then to C (1, 1) stable evolution.
)e simulation results show that when C2� 30, the
enterprise chooses a passive adoption strategy, and the
government chooses an active promotion strategy to
promote the diffusion of BIM technology; with the
enhancement of the government’s promotion role, the
enterprise gradually evolves into an actively adopted
strategy. In practice, the reason why enterprises adopt
BIM technology is because of its high economic
benefits. When the benefits are small and the cost is
large, enterprises usually ignore it; however, the pur-
pose of government to promote the diffusion of BIM
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Figure 3: Government and enterprise sensitivity analysis of (C)1
value.
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Figure 4: )e sensitivity analysis of government and enterprises to
(C)2 value.
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technology is not only to promote economic benefits
such as economic development and accelerating
informatization construction but also to include eco-
logical benefits such as environmental protection and
resource conservation. When the cost of BIM tech-
nology is low, the enterprise itself can accept it, and the
government often adopts a passive promotion strategy;
once the cost of BIM technology is high when the
enterprise refuses to adopt it, the government will
adopt a series of positive strategies to encourage en-
terprises to adopt BIM technology. )erefore, when
promoting the diffusion of BIM technology, enter-
prises should actively understand the successful cases
of applying BIM to avoid a large number of control-
lable costs when applying BIM technology, so as to
obtain higher profits, and enterprises will also promote
BIM technology more actively. )e research and de-
velopment of BIM technology should be increased, and
the improvement of BIM standards and specifications
should be accelerated to reduce the cost and efficiency
of enterprise applications and promote the diffusion of
BIM technology.

(4) )e sensitivity analysis of the government and en-
terprises to the input income B: the income from
investing in BIM technology is the second important
factor that affects the diffusion of BIM technology,
and it also affects the government’s strategic choices.
Let B′� 35, 20, 50; the evolution of the BIM tech-
nology diffusion game system is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the BIM technology
diffusion game system has a high sensitivity to the BIM
technology investment income. )e strategy of government
and enterprise tends to be stable point B (0, 1) when the
return on input is high; when the input income is low and
the cost is not much different, the BIM technology diffusion
game system goes to D (1, 0) stable evolution and then to C
(1, 1) stable evolution. Compared with Figure 4, the input
cost is higher and the input income is smaller. )e strategic
choices for the government and the enterprise are the same,
and eventually, all evolve steadily toward C (1, 1). From the
numerical simulation results, when B′� 35, 50, the gov-
ernment and enterprises ’strategy selection rate is very high
in a relatively short period of time, and the strategies of
passive promotion and active adoption are evolved; when
B′� 20, both the government and enterprises will evolve at a
relatively slow pace to actively promote and passively adopt
strategies. )e government will reach a stable state much
faster than enterprises. It can be seen from the prospect
theory that when the prospects for the development of BIM
technology are unknown or there are many uncertainties,
decision− makers often adopt a conservative strategy, that is,
a risk− avoidance strategy. )erefore, it will take a long time
for companies to shift from the concept of lower returns to
BIM technology to the concept of higher returns. As shown
in Figure 5, it will take a long period for companies to reach a
stable state. But when the enterprise reaches a stable state,
the government and the enterprise will evolve to the stable
point B (0, 1). In order to avoid the above situation, the

government should actively do BIM publicity work, training
work, incentive work, subsidy work, etc., and companies
should also strengthen the understanding and learning of
BIM, conduct BIM seminars and exchanges, at the same
time, make a clear definition of the high investment cost of
BIM technology, and do a financial impact analysis.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

BIM technology diffusion evolution game model is con-
structed and system dynamics software simulation analysis
is carried out in this paper. )e research shows that the two
most sensitive factors of BIM technology diffusion are input
income and input cost. )e government’s penalty on en-
terprises has a positive impact on the diffusion of BIM
technology, while the subsidy cannot promote the effective
diffusion of BIM technology among enterprises quickly. )e
game system eventually evolves to the stable point (0, 1),
when the time for the government to reach the stable
strategy is shortened.

Based on the above research results, the following
suggestions are proposed to improve the diffusion level of
BIM technology in China:

(1) )e subsidy should pay more attention to the in-
direct costs after the adoption of BIM. While pro-
viding direct cost subsidies to adopting enterprises,
the government should also pay attention to indirect
costs such as talent training, expert introduction, and
system maintenance that enterprises need to pay
after adopting BIM technology; at the same time,
they should take the lead in organizing BIM tech-
nology and management personnel training to en-
sure the successful application of BIM. )e project
will issue bonuses and certificates to accelerate the
adoption and application of BIM technology by
enterprises.

(2) Improving the punishment mechanism and high-
lighting the pertinence of punishment: in the slow
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Figure 5: )e sensitivity analysis of government and enterprises to
(B)′ value.
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stage of the proliferation of BIM technology, the
government should improve the penalty mechanism
as soon as possible to distinguish between enterprises
of different sizes; the scope of mandatory application
of BIM technology is not limited to large public
buildings but should also be applied to residential
buildings and industrial buildings. )e government
should make corresponding regulations and re-
quirements, set up corresponding punishment reg-
ulations, and promote the proliferation of BIM
technology.

(3) Clarifying the definition of high BIM investment cost
and doing a good job of financial impact analysis:
enterprises should have a clear understanding of the
high investment cost of BIM technology, make clear
definitions, and do a good job of financial analysis, so
as to increase the willingness and enthusiasm of
enterprises to adopt BIM technology.
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available upon request to the author.
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Beam slab structure is often encountered in a complex tunnel boring machine. Beam slab structure is subject to dynamic load,
which is easy to cause fatigue damage and affect its service life. .erefore, it is necessary to control the vibration of this kind of
beam slab structure. In this study, the central rigid body-flexible beammodel is established for the rotating beam and plate rotating
around the y-axis. Based on the Hamilton variational principle, the dynamic equation of the central rigid body-flexible beam
system is established, and the dynamic model of the central rigid body-flexible beam system considering the influence of Coriolis
force and centrifugal force is given. .e vibration control of the central rigid body-flexible beam system is studied. .e vibration
mode of the rotating Euler Bernoulli beam is determined by using the elastic wave and vibration mode theory..e influence of the
rotating motion on the beam vibration is analyzed, and the variable structure control law is designed to suppress the beam
vibration. Numerical simulation results show that the control method can effectively suppress the first-order and second-order
vibration of the beam and verify the effectiveness of the control strategy.

1. Introduction

With the development of shield technology, superlarge di-
ameter tunnel boring machine (TBM) is frequently used in
civil construction and production. However, various vibra-
tions during operation and tunneling have caused damage to
the components in the TBM and difficult maintenance, which
has increased safety during construction. Risks delay in the
construction period. TBM usually has large flexible attach-
ments. .ese flexible attachments have the characteristics of
large span, light weight, low rigidity, weak structural damping,
and low rigidity of the connection between the plates [1, 2].
During the operation of the TBM and the tunneling process,
certain disturbance can easily arouse the vibration of the
structure. Such vibration is not easy to be found in the
complex underground environment, and the vibration may
last for a long time [3–5]. .is will not only directly affect the
normal operation of the shield but also cause fatigue of such

structures in the TBM, affect the service life of the structure,
and even cause structural damage. .erefore, the attitude
adjustment of the TBM and the suppression of the lateral
vibration of the flexible attachment have extremely important
engineering significance.

.e precise dynamic modeling of the structural system is
directly related to the motion control strategy and control
effect of the system. At present, in the dynamic analysis and
vibration control of mechanical arms and rotating ma-
chinery, when the flexible beam plate rotates as shown in
Figure 1, the central rigid body-flexible beam model [6–8] is
widely used. .e effects of Coriolis force and centrifugal
force are not considered in the state analysis, which will
cause large errors in the calculation and analysis. .erefore,
the study of active vibration control of rotating beams and
plates and the establishment of a more accurate model that
reflects the vibration state of the structure is an important
way to optimize the control method.
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On the other hand, the coupling of rigid body rotation
and flexural vibration of the flexible attachment will cause
the system to be affected by centrifugal force and Coriolis
force, which will cause the entire motion system to have
time-varying and nonlinear characteristics. Look for a ro-
bust control strategy. It has become a hot issue in the vi-
bration control of the central rigid body-flexible beam plate
model [9–11]. .e sliding mode variable structure control
strategy is a robust control method, and it is currently widely
used in active vibration control based on a central rigid
body-flexible beam model [12–15].

Based on the Hamilton variational principle, this study
adopts the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory to establish the
dynamic equation of the central rigid body-flexible beam
system for the rotating plate in which the rotating motion
shown in Figure 1 occurs, and the centrifugal force and
Coriolis force are considered in the modeling of the flexible
attachment. Using elastic wave and vibration mode theory,
the vibration mode of Euler–Bernoulli beam affected by
Coriolis force is determined. .e method of constant ve-
locity approaching law is adopted to design the variable
structure control law, and the control force is designed on
the flexible attachment to suppress its lateral vibration.

2. Dynamic Model System

According to the movement state of the rotating plate, the
model of the central rigid body-flexible beam system is
shown in Figure 1. In the figure, O − XY is a fixed inertial
coordinate system, and o − xy is a conjoined noninertial
coordinate system..e radius of the central rigid body is Rh.
.e moment of inertia is Jh. .e length, height, and mass
density of the beam are L, h, and ρ. .e load density of the
control force is f(x, t). .e control torque is Th. .e angular
displacement of the rigid body is θt. .e lateral displacement
of the beam is v(x, t). .e Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is
used in the dynamic analysis of the system, ignoring the
influence of gravity and external disturbances.

During the rotational movement, the displacement of
any point (x, 0) on the beam relative to the fixed inertial
coordinate system O − XY can be described as

p � −v sin θ − Rh + x( (1 − cos θ) i + v cos θ + Rh + x( sin θ j.

(1)

When calculating the kinetic energy, the longitudinal
deformation of the beam in motion is ignored. .e total
kinetic energy of the structure is the sum of the rotational

kinetic energy of the central rigid body and the kinetic
energy of the beam..erefore, the total kinetic energy of the
structural system is

Ek �
1
2
ρh 

L

0
_p
2dx +

1
2
Jh

_θ
2

�
1
2
ρh 

L

0
(− _θv)

2
+ _v + _θ Rh + x(  

2
 dx +

1
2
Jh

_θ
2
.

(2)

.e bending strain energy of the structure is

E
(1)
p �

1
2

D 
L

0
ψ′2dx, (3)

where D � EIb is the bending stiffness of the beam. Ib is the
moment of inertia of the beam. ψ is the corner of the beam
section, and ’′’ is the derivative of space variable x.

When the flexible beam vibrates under the action of
centrifugal force, it must overcome the centrifugal force to
do work. When the beam vibrates, any cell dm on the beam
moves Δx to the center O. For different microelement
segments, Δx is different. .erefore, the deformation energy
generated by the centrifugal force on the beam is

E
(2)
p � Δxdfce � ρh _θ

2


L

0
Δx Rh + x( dx, (4)

where dfce � ρh _θ
2
(Rh + x)dx is the centrifugal force re-

ceived by the microelement, and Δx is the amount of
shortening of the structure in the axial direction caused by
the lateral displacement.

Δx �
1
2


x

0

zv

zζ
 

2

dζ. (5)

.e deformation energy of the Coriolis force on the
beam is

E
(3)
p �  vdfc1 + Δxdfc2 � 2ρh _θ

L

0
(vΔ _x + _vΔx)dx,

(6)

where dfc1 � −2ρh _θΔ _xdx is the Coriolis force that the
infinite element receives in the tangential direction, and
dfc2 � −2ρh _θΔ _vdx is the Coriolis force received by the
infinite element in the axial direction.

.e work done by the external control force is

W � Thθ + 
L

0
f(x, t)v(x, t)dx + 

L

0
Rh + x( f(x, t)θdx,

(7)

where f(x, t) is the distributed load density of the beam,
which can be expressed as

f(x, t) � 
k

i�1
Fi(t)δ x − xi( , (8)

where Fi is the concentrated force on the beam where the
abscissa is xi.

.e Hamilton principle of the system is

O o

Y

Th

y

θ (t)

v (x,t)

ψ (x,t) x

X

Figure 1: Model of the flexible hub-beam.
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tf

t0

δ Ek − Ep + W dt � 0. (9)
Substituting (2)–(8) into (9), the dynamic equation of the

central rigid body-flexible beam system is obtained as
follows:


L

0
ρh θv

2
+ Rh + x( 

2€θ − 2 Rh + x( €θΔx + Rh + x( €v − 2€vΔx + 2 _θv _v + 2 Rh + x(  _θΔ _x + 2vΔ€x dx + Jh
€θ

� Th + 
k

i�1
Fi(t) Rh + x( i,

(10a)


L

0
Jb

€ψ − Dψ″( dx � 0, (10b)


L

0
ρh Rh + x( €θ − 2€θΔx + €v − _θ

2
v − 4 _θΔ _x  +

z

zx
v′ 

L

x
D0(x, t)dx  + Dψ′′′ − f(x, t) dx � 0, (10c)

where

D0(x, t) � −ρh Rh + x(  _θ
2

+ 4 _θ _v + 2€θv . (11)

.e boundary conditions of the flexible beam are the
lateral displacement of any point on the beam that can be
written as

v(x, t) � 
n

i�1
φi(x)qi(t)

� Φq,

(12)

where Φ � φ1 φ2 . . . φn , q � q1 q2 . . . qn 
T, and

φi(x) and qi(t) are the ith modal function and modal co-
ordinates corresponding to the lateral displacement of the
flexible beam.

.erefore, the dynamic equation of the central rigid
body-flexible beam system can be further written as

Mθθ Mθq

Mqθ Mqq

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
€θ

€q
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +

0 0

0 Kqq

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
θ

q
  +

Qθ

0
  �

T1

T2
 ,

(13)

where Mθθ ∈ R1 is the total moment of inertia of the system;
Mqθ ∈ Rn×1, Mqθ ∈ Rn×1 is the nonlinear inertial coupling
between the rotational movement of the system and the
lateral movement of the beam;Mqq ∈ Rn×n is the mass matrix
of the flexible beam; Kqq ∈ Rn×n is the stiffness matrix; and
Qθ ∈ R1 is the inertial force term generated by the coupling
of the rotation of the microelement and the lateral move-
ment of the beam. .eir specific expression forms are as
follows:

Mθθ � Jh + J0 + q
TM1q − q

TM2q, (14a)

MT
qθ � Mθq � M3 (14b)

Mqq � M1 (14c)

Kqq � − _θ
2
M1 − M2(  + M4 (14d)

Qθ � 2 _θqT M1 − M2(  _q (14e)

T1 � Th + 
k

i�1

Fi(t) Rh + xi( , T2 � 
k

i�1

Fi(t) ΦT
xi( , (14f)

where J0 � 
L

0 ρh(Rh + x)2dx, M1 � 
L

0 ρhΦTΦdx, M2 � 
L

0

ρh(Rh + x)D1dx, M3 � 
L

0 ρh(Rh + x)Φdx M4 � 
L

0 DΦT

Φ″″dx, Δx � 1/2
x

0 v′
2
(x, t)dx � 1/2qTD1q, D1 � 

x

0 Φ′
T

Φ′dx.
Define the dimensionless parameters t � t

�����
EI/ρh


/L2,

jh � jh/ρhL3, �
_θ _θL2 �����

ρh/EI


, T1 � LT1/EI, T2 � L2T2/EI,
x � x/L, Rh � Rh/L, � hh/L, and q/L � q. .en, the dynamic
equation of the system in dimensionless form can be
expressed as

Mθθ
Mθq

Mqθ
Mqq

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦
€θ
€q

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ +
0 0

0 Kqq

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
θ

q
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ +

Qθ

0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �

T1

T2

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (15)

.e expression for the dimensionless parameter is
Mθθ � Jh + J0 + qT M1q − qT M2q, (16a)

MT

qθ � Mθq

� M3,
(16b)

Mqq � M1, (16c)

Kqq � −
_θ
2

M1 − M2(  + M4, (16d)

Qθ � 2 _θqT M1 − M2(  _q, (16e)

T1 � Th + 
k

i�1

Fi(t) Rh + xi( , T2 � 
k

i�1

Fi(t) ΦT
xi( , (16f)
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where J0 � 
1
0 (Rh + x)2dx, M1 � 

1
0

ΦT Φdx, M2 � 
1
0(

Rh

+x) D1dx, M3 � 
1
0(

Rh + x) Φdx, M4 � 
1
0

Φ′T Φdx,

Δx � 1/2qT D1q, and D1 � 
x
0

Φ′T Φ′dx.
Let Y � θ qT 

T
; then, there is

Mθθ
Mθq

Mqθ
Mqq

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ €Y + 2 _θ 0 Gθq

0 0
  _Y +

0 0
0 Kqq

 Y �
T1
T2

 ,

(17)

where Gθq � qT( M1 − M2).Let X � YT _YT
 

T M �

Mθθ
Mθq

Mqθ
Mqq

  G �
0 Gθq

0 0 K �
0 0
0 Kqq

 F �

1 Rh + x1 . . . Rh + xk

0 ΦT
(x1) . . . ΦT

(xk)
 .

.en, the above formula can be further expressed as

_X �
0 I

− M− 1 K −2 _θ M− 1 G
 X +

0
M− 1UF

 , (18)

where F is the actuator distribution matrix,
U � Th

F1 · · · Fk 
T
.

3. Modal Analysis of Central Rigid Body-
Flexible Beam

When solving the beam mode, ignore the axial shortening
caused by the lateral displacement and the external force f (x,t) of
the system, and consider the uniform rotation stage of the
spacecraft’s attitude adjustment, that is, the case where � _θΩ is a
constant. From (10b), the dynamic equation of Euler–Bernoulli
beam considering the influence of Coriolis force is

ρh −Ω2v + €v  + Dψ′′′ � 0. (19)

Let v(x, t) � φ(x)eiωt bring in the above data to get

D
z
4φ

zx
4 − ρh ω2

+Ω2 φ � 0. (20)

According to the elastic wave propagation theory and
(20), the spatial wave number of the mode function φ(x)

should satisfy the following equation:

k
4

−
ρh

D
ω2

+Ω2  � 0. (21)

When the elastic wave number k2
i ≥ 0(i � 1, 2), it means

that there are two pairs of propagating waves in the
structural beam, and its phase velocity is c � ω/k; when the
elastic wave number k2

1 > 0 and k2
2 < 0, it means that there are

a pair of propagating waves and a pair of attenuating waves
in the structural beam. Since the structural vibration can be
regarded as the superposition of multiple reflections of
various elastic wave modes, the propagating wave can form
the overall vibration in the limited area of the structure, and
the attenuated wave can form the localized vibration in the
limited area of the structure.

.erefore, the jth order vector mode function φj(x) in
the structure can be expressed as

φj(x) � a1 cos k1x + a2 sin k1x(  + a3 cos k2x(  + a4 sin k2x( .

(22)

.e mode coefficient that satisfies the cantilever beam
boundary condition is

a2 � −
k
2
1 cos k1l(  − k

2
2 cos k2l(  

k
2
1 sin k1l(  − k1k2 sin k2l(  

a1, (23a)

a4 �
k
2
1 cos k1l(  − k

2
2 cos k2l(  

k2k1 sin k1l(  − k
2
2 sin k2l(  

a1, (23c)

where ki is the wave number of beam elastic vibration, which
is determined by (21).

Satisfy the boundary conditions at both ends of the
cantilever beam to obtain the following equation:

k
4
1sin

2
k1l(  + k

4
2sin

2
k2l(  − k

2
1 + k

2
2  × k1k2 sin k1l(  k2l( 

+ k
4
1cos

2
k1l(  + k

4
2cos

2
k2l(  − 2k

2
1k

2
2 cos k1l( cos k2l(  � 0.

(24)

Combining (21) and (24) together can determine the
dispersion relation of vibration in the structure.

4. Design of the Variable Structure
Control Method

.e design of variable structure control mainly includes
selecting the slidingmode and obtaining the control method.
When the variable structure control strategy is adopted, the
form of the switching function is as follows:

S � CX

�

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 c1 0 0 1 0

0 0 c2 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦X,
(25)

where C is the coefficient matrix,
X � θ q1 q2

_θ _q1 _q2 
T
, S � 0, and these constitute the

switching surface in variable structure control design. In the
study of dynamics and control in this study, the first two
vibrationmodes of the flexible attachment when rotating at a
constant speed are considered.

.erefore, the specific form of the two switching surfaces
is as follows:

s1 � c1q1 + _q1, (26a)

s2 � c2q2 + _q2, (26b)

where q1 and q2 are the first-order and second-order modal
coordinates of the flexible attachment, respectively.

Use the following method of equal velocity approach

_si � −Pisgn si( , (27)
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where Pi > 0, sgn(si) �
1 si > 0

−1 si < 0
 . It is easy to verify that

_sisi < 0 is established, and the reaching condition is satisfied.
Taking the derivation of (25) and considering (17) and

(27), the equation satisfied by the variable structure control
method is

C
0

M− 1UF
  �

0

−P1sgn s1( 

−P2sgn s2( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ − C
0 I

− M− 1 K −2 _θ M− 1 G
 X.

(28)

Equation (17) becomes

C _X �

0

−P1sgn s1( 

−P2sgn s2( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (29)

From equation (29), the solution at Pi > 0 is stable, so the
variable structure system is stable.

5. Numerical Simulation

In the calculation, the beam length L is taken as the char-
acteristic length. ] � 0.30, Jh � 10J1, Rh � 0.3; consider the
control when the rotation is at a constant speed, and take
parameters P1 � |q1|, P2 � |q2|, c1 � 0.2, and c2 � 0.2.

In this study, only the first two modes of the system are
considered, but the control accuracy is good enough..e control
force applied by the two actuators suppresses the vibration of the
first-second mode of the flexible attachment, and the applied
positions are x1 � 0.48L and x2 � 0.96L, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the response of the first two-order
transverse vibration mode coordinates of the flexible beam
when the initial state of the system is
x � 0 −0.004 −0.0001 1 0.002 0.0001 . It can be seen
from the figure that before the variable structure control, the
lateral vibration of the beam is severe.

Figure 3 shows the change rule of the coordinate of the
first second-order transverse vibration mode of the flexible
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beam after variable structure control. It can be seen from the
figure that the dimensionless time for the first stage to reach
the desired position is about 17, and the dimensionless time
for the second stage to reach the desired position is about 18.
.e control effect is significant.

Figure 4 shows the change rule of the phase trajectory of
the first two modes after the variable structure control. It can
be clearly seen from the figure that the variable structure
control makes the system enter the sliding mode and moves
the modal coordinates along the sliding mode. Convergence
is reached.

Figure 5 shows the changing law of the control force
required by the system to reach the desired position. It can
be seen from the figure that after the system reaches the
desired position, the required control force tends to stabilize,
which shows that the control strategy is effective.

6. Conclusion

Aiming at the vibration and Coriolis force during the
operation and tunneling of the TBM, this study simulates
the rotating beam plate rotating around the Y axis as a

central rigid body-flexible beam model for research. In the
modeling process of the central rigid body-flexible beam
system, the longitudinal shortening caused by the lateral
displacement of the flexible beam is considered, and the
influence of centrifugal force and Coriolis force is further
improved, thereby, further improving the dynamic model.
Based on the application of elastic wave and vibration mode
theory, the vibration mode of the Euler–Bernoulli beam
rotating at a constant speed is determined, and the in-
fluence of the rotation motion on the system is fully
considered.

In this study, the innovation point is that the variable
structure control strategy is applied to the active vibration
control of the central rigid body-flexible beam model. .e
comparison of the simulation results shows that when the
system vibrates, the system vibrates severely without active
control. After adopting variable structure control, the sta-
bility of the system can be ensured, and the vibration of the
flexible beam can be suppressed. .e dynamic analysis and
control method in this study can provide analysis methods
and reference data for the dynamic analysis and control of
the rotating beam structural components in the TBM.
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For the current problem of detection of grouting defects in posttensioned prestressed concrete members, the paper takes a single-
layer arrangement of prestressed pipes as the object of study. )e influence law of the main factors such as pipe material, defect
size, defect critical surface location, and prestressing reinforcement location on the results of the impact-echo method for
detecting concrete grouting defects was studied. Firstly, the ABAQUS finite element software was used to simulate these factors to
obtain the influence law on the detection results, and a modal test was conducted to verify them.)e results show that the impact-
echo method can effectively test the location of defects and the degree of burial depth, and the pipe material influences the test
results, and the impact of corrugated metal pipe is smaller and more accurate than the PVC pipe. In addition, the greater the plate
thickness frequency drift rate, the larger the transverse size of the defect, so the plate thickness frequency drift rate and the
measured defect depth are combined to quantitatively determine the depth of the defect.

1. Introduction

With the extensive use of posttensioned prestressed con-
crete bridges, the compactness of posttensioned pre-
stressing duct grouting has become a major problem
affecting the performance of bridges. Poor grouting results
in the corrosion of prestressing steel bars, and conse-
quently, the collapse of bridge structures has occurred
frequently in the past decades. )ere have been publicly
watched bridge collapses in recent years, including the
Ynys-y-gwas in South Wales [1], Malle Bridge in Belgium
[2], and Tian Zhuang Tai Bridge across the Daliao River on
U.S. Route 305 [3]. )e investigation shows that the lack of
compactness of grouting causes the collapse. To solve this
problem, the commonly used methods of grouting com-
pactness detection such as rebound method, ultrasonic
method, ground penetrating radar (GPR), acoustic scat-
tering tracking method, endoscopy method, thermal in-
frared imaging method, and impact-echo (IE) method are
used [4–7].

)e IE method is a standard nondestructive testing
method for detecting the surface and subsurface defects in
concrete structures.)e technique is widely used in practical
engineering because of its convenient and straightforward
testing process. It is also known as the most promising
inspection method. )e impact-echo method was first
proposed by Cornell University in the 1980s and used the
method to detect defects in prestressed pipes [8].

Hill et al. carried out an experimental study on the quality
of prestressed pipe grouting using the impact-echo method of
detection. )ey found that the technique could effectively
identify signals of grout defects in square beam pipes [9]. Liu
et al. [10] and Kang et al. [11] found that defects in reinforced
concrete structures could be accurately detected using the
shock-echo method through an indoor experimental study.
Jiang et al. [12] used the IE method to detect the concrete
emptying problem, and the results showed that the technique
was feasible. )e impact-echo method analyzes IE data and
requires user expertise to define the analysis parameters,
hindering comprehensive field implementation.
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)e feasibility of using deep learning models (DLMs) to
detect concrete structural defects has been recently inves-
tigated [13]. In this paper, based on this research, the factors
affecting the detection results of the impact-echo method are
numerically simulated using ABAQUS and validated by
indoor tests.

2. Principle of IE Method

)e impact-echo method is a method to detect defects using
low-frequency stress waves generated by transient shock. In
practical engineering, a small steel ball is usually used to tap
the surface of the concrete. At this time, a stress wave will be
generated on the surface of the concrete. )e stress wave
(mainly P wave) propagates to the structure, and the re-
flection phenomenon will occur at different media inter-
faces.)e back-and-forth reflection between other interfaces
produces transient resonance. )e stress wave formed by
transient resonance changes the surface displacement of the
concrete structure. )en, the displacement signal is received
by the sensor placed near the impact point.)e displacement
signal received by the sensor is transformed into a frequency
domain signal after fast Fourier transform (FFT). Finally, the
time-domain signal is transformed into a frequency-domain
signal according to the received signal. Frequency-domain
signals are used to determine the size and density of defects
in the structure. )e schematic diagram of the detection
principle is shown in Figure 1.

According to the principle of the impact-echo method
[14–17], the equations for calculating thickness and fre-
quency are different for different impedance materials when
analyzing frequency signals. For compact flawless concrete
slabs, the thickness frequency (FT) can be determined by
equation (1), and for reinforced concrete, the reflection
frequency (Fs) can be determined by equation (2) as follows:

FT � αs

Vp

2T
, (1)

Fs � αs

VP

4d
, (2)

where αs represents the shape coefficient of the slab; for
concrete slab, it is generally 0.96; Vp represents the wave
velocity of stress wave in concrete when propagating; T
represents the thickness of the slab; d represents the depth of
the channel.

Based on equation (2), the impact-echo signals collected
from the nonprestressing pipe section, grouting channel,
and nongrouting channel specimens in the concrete slab will
show different characteristics when the grouting compact-
ness of the channel is tested (Figure 2).

3. Finite Element Simulation

3.1. Introduction to Simulation. )e impact response under
different working conditions is simulated and analyzed by
using the finite element software, ABAQUS display solver.
)e impact-echo method studied the specific influence of
various typical factors on the accurate positioning and

quantitative detection of grouting defects in prestressed
concrete structures. In the study, the impact load generated
by steel ball impact is simplified to a semiperiodic simple
harmonic force directly. It is inspected at a distance of 5 cm
near the impact point. Acceleration/displacement of the
measured surface is used to obtain the response signal of the
stress wave propagating in concrete. Finally, the received
time-domain signal is transformed into a frequency-domain
signal through fast Fourier transform (FTT), and the
spectrum chart is drawn.

3.2. Simulation Parameters. For the ABAQUS simulation,
the material parameters are selected, as shown in Table 1.

In the experimental study, C40 concrete is selected; the
meshing accuracy is 10mm; the impact steel ball with a
diameter of 6mm is used; the impact load is regarded as a
half-period sinusoidal load, in which the maximum con-
centrated force is 30N, and the impact duration is 30us. )e
concrete relationship is shown in the following equation:

F � Fmax sin
πt

tc

 . (3)

In the above equation, F is the action force of t at a
specific time, Fmax is the maximum load of 30N, t is the
action time range of 1–30 µs, and tc is the impact duration.

3.3. Simulated Working Conditions. To study the typical
influence factors of pipeline material, defect size, defect
critical plane position, and prestressing steel bundle, the
following working conditions were set up as follows: (1)
different grouting degrees was arranged to simulate different
defect sizes; the hollow four working conditions such as
compactness, 1/3 grouting, 1/2 grouting, and 2/3 grouting
were set (see model 1–4 in Table 2), and the other conditions
were the same. (2) Parallel and vertical working conditions
of critical defect surface and test surface were arranged (see
model 5–6 in Table 2), (3) To study the influence of the
position of prestressing tendons and tendons on test results,
two working conditions of prestressing tendons are set up at
the top of the pipeline and the bottom of the pipeline, re-
spectively (see model 7–10 in Table 2).
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the shock-echo method.
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Figure 3 is a partial model diagram. )e finite element
model is 1.6m in length, 0.4m in width, and 0.3m in height.
)e pipes are arranged in the central position. )e diameter
of the pipes is 80mm, the thickness of the metal wave tube
wall is 2mm, the thickness of the PVC pipe wall is 3mm, and
the diameter of the prestressed steel bar bundle is ap-
proximately simulated with a 4 cm steel bar. )e working
conditions are summarized in Table 2.

3.4. Simulation Results. )e set working conditions are
simulated numerically. )e time-domain signal data of test
points are collected. )e time-domain signal data are con-
verted into frequency-domain signals by fast Fourier
transform with MATLAB data processing software.

)e spectrum of each working condition is obtained.
Some of the spectrum results are shown in Figure 4.)e peak
values in the spectrum of all operating conditions are
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Figure 2: Response spectrum analysis diagram of different channels.

Table 1: Material parameters.

Material Density (Kg/m3) Elastic modulus (Pa) Poisson’s ratio
Steel 7.8×103 2.1× 1011 0.3
Concrete 2.4×103 3.25×1010 0.2
Mortar 1.74×103 8.71× 109 0.2
PVC 1.1× 103 4×109 0.2
Note. PVC, polyvinyl chloride.

Table 2: Summary of working condition model parameters.

Model
number

Corrugated pipe
material

Grouting
compactness

Position of the critical surface of the defect (and
the test surface)

Prestressed tendons and their
position

1 Metal/PVC Not grouted Parallel None
2 Metal/PVC 1/3Grouting Parallel None
3 Metal/PVC 2/3Grouting Parallel None
4 Metal/PVC Compact Parallel None
5 Metal 1/3Grouting Vertical None
6 Metal 2/3Grouting Vertical None
7 Metal Compact Parallel Exist (pipe top)
8 Metal Compact Parallel Exist (pipe bottom)
9 Metal 1/2Grouting Parallel Exist (pipe top)
10 Metal 1/2Grouting Parallel Exist (pipe bottom)
Note. In Table 2, the location of the defective critical surface is parallel to the test surface that is “top and bottom plate conditions” and vertical that is “web
condition.”
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counted, and the corresponding thickness frequency values,
defect thickness frequency values, and drift rates (ᅀf andᅀ
F) are calculated according to equation (1) or equation. (2).
)e peak frequency results are shown in Table 3.

By comparing the results of 1–1∼4–2 in Table 3, it can be
seen that when the pipe grouting is defective, the corre-
sponding plate thickness frequency drifts to the low fre-
quency, and the drift rate increases gradually with the

increase of the defect size; this point can be used as a basis for
judging whether there are defects in the prestressed pipeline.
)e drift rate of metal bellows increased from 2.1% to 19.6%;
the drift rate of PVC pipe increased from 2.5% to 24.7%, and
the error of corresponding defect reflection frequency of
metal pipe was smaller than that of PVC pipe, which shows
that the material bellows have an effect on the test results.
Under the same conditions, the obstruction of metal bellows

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the finite element model.
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Figure 4: Parts of the spectrogram. (a) 3-spectrogram of metal bellows; (b) 4-spectrogram of metal bellows; (c) 7-spectrogram of metal
bellows; (d) 9-spectrogram of metal bellows.
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is less than that of PVC pipes, and the results are closer to the
theoretical values. )erefore, metal pipes can be used as
grouting channels.

By comparing the results of 1–1 ∼ 4–1, 5, and 6 in Table 3,
it can be seen that, under the condition of the web, the
frequency drift rate of plate thickness measured under the
condition of the same defect size as that of the top and the
bottom plates is smaller than that of top and bottom plates.
)is is because when the critical surface of the defect is
perpendicular to the test surface (web condition), the
transverse dimension of the fault is much smaller when the
transverse size of the defect is parallel (top and bottom state);
when the frequency drift rate of the thickness of the plate is
more significant, the transverse dimension of the defect (the
depth of the defect at the top of the pipeline) is more
meaningful, and vice versa, and the difficulty of detection is
increased.

)rough comparative analysis of the results of 7–10 in
Table 3 and c and d in Figure 4, it can be found that the
frequency of plate thickness shifts. When the prestressed
steel bundle is located on the top of the pipe, the reflection
frequency of the steel bundle can be detected, which are
8781.0 kHz and 8692.0 kHz, respectively, which are close to
the theoretical value 8463.1 kHz, and the reflection fre-
quency of the steel bundle cannot be measured when the
upper hole appears. However, the measurement of the depth
frequency of the defect will not be disturbed. In addition, it is
found that when the steel bundle is laid at the bottom of the
pipeline, the reflection frequency of the steel bundle can
easily overlap with the frequency of plate thickness under the
condition of dense grouting, and the peak frequency cannot
be displayed.

4. Field Tests

4.1. Specimen Preparation. In order to validate the findings
of the finite element modeling investigation, three C40
concrete slab specimens were fabricated outdoors. )e plate

was 1.6m× 1m× 0.3m in size(length×width×height) (1
piece) and 0.8m× 1m× 0.3m in size (length×width×

height) (2 pieces). )e former was used to validate the effect
of pipe material and defect size on the influence law. )e
latter was utilized to validate the influence law between the
position of a trapped critical surface and a prestressing steel
beam. Each specimen has 4 orifices. )e pipe diameter is set
to φ80mm; the center of the pipe is 110mm from the surface
of the sample, and in the third plate, another φ8 standard
reinforcement is arranged with a spacing of 5 cm. 3φ16
standard reinforcement bundles are selected instead of the
prestressing steel bundles, and the dimensional diagram of
specimen 1 is shown in Figure 5(a), and the field specimen is
shown in Figure 5(b). )e longitudinal arrangement of
specimens 2 and 3 is the same as that of specimen 1. )e
transverse dimensions of the grouting are as described in
Table 2.

4.2. TestingProcess. )e concrete slab surface corresponding
to the longitudinal axis of each pipeline is selected as the test
line of pipeline grouting with a diameter of 6mm. )e test
spacing is 10 cm in the longitudinal direction without
considering the edge point and the midpoint of the speci-
men. )ere are 14 test points in specimen 1, 7 test points in
specimens 2 and 3, and the distance between the test point
and the impact point should be less than 0.4 h (h is the
distance between the top of the bellows and the test surface).
3 cm was selected in this experiment. Firstly, the wave ve-
locity of each specimen is calibrated by SPC-MATS, and
each sample is averaged by selecting several measuring
points.

4.3. Test Results. )e results of wave velocity calibration are as
follows: specimen 1 is 3956.5m/s, specimen 2 is 3988.3m/s,
and specimen 3 is 4000.2m/s.)e frequency of eachmeasuring
point is measured, and the corresponding thickness frequency
drift rate and defect depth drift rate are calculated. )e results

Table 3: Peak frequency.

Number
Plate thickness frequency Defect frequency

ftheory fcalculate ᅀf (%) Ftheory Fcalculate ᅀF (%)
1–1

6206.3

4988.0 19.6 16296.4 16420 3.0
2–1 5072.0 18.3 16296.4 16542 2.3
3–1 5233.0 15.7 16296.4 16485 2.6
4–1 6080.0 2.1 / / /
1–2 4673.0 24.7 16296.4 16180 4.4
2–2 4821.0 22.3 16296.4 16277 4.1
3–2 4904.0 20.9 16296.4 16331 3.5
4–2 6053.0 2.5 / / /
5 5581.0 10.1 16477 16025 2.7
6 5883.0 5.2 16477 15810 4.1
7 6334.0 −2.1 / / /
8 6334.0 −2.1 / / /
9 5306.0 14.5 13299.2 12768.5 3.8
10 5306.0 14.5 16926.4 16255.0 3.9
Notes. (1) 1–1 in the table is a corrugated metal pipe; 1–2 is the PVC corrugated pipe; the rest are similar. )e rest of the number corresponds to the working
conditions in Table 2. (2) “/” in the table indicates that there is no such content, and the above frequency unit is kHz. (3)ᅀf� (f theory − fcalculate)/ ftheory;ᅀ
F� (Ftheory − Fcalculate)/Ftheory; ᅀF takes absolute value.
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of points 3, 4, and 9, 10 in the No. 1 board are compared and
analyzed. )e results are shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6(a)
and calculation, it can be seen that with the increase of defect
size, the corresponding plate thickness frequency decreases
gradually, and the drift rate increases slowly. Inmetal pipes, the
drift rate of measuring point 3 is from 4.4% to 20.8%, and the
drift rate of measuring point 4 is from 3.9% to 21.2%; in PVC
pipes, the drift rate of measuring point 9 is from 7.5% to 27.6%,
and the drift rate of measuring point 10 is from 6.5% to 27.3%;
but for the defect degree error, the drift rate of measuring point
3 is calculated. )e nominal defect depth is shown in Table 4.
)e error rate of metal bellows is between 4% and 5.5%, while
PVC tubes are between 6% and 8.1%. It shows that the test
result of the metal tube is more accurate.

For the metal pipelines under the vertical working
conditions of No. 2 andNo. 3 in the No. 2 plate, relevant data
of 3 and 4 measuring points are taken. )e results are shown
in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4 that under the same defect
size conditions as the top and bottom plates, the measured
frequency drift rate of plate thickness is less than that under
the top and bottom conditions. )e error of defect depth is
more significant than that of roof and floor, and there are no
data at some detection points, which shows that under the
same conditions, it is more difficult to detect the defect when
the critical surface of the fault is perpendicular to the test
surface (web condition) than when the transverse dimension
of the defect is parallel (top and bottom conditions).

)e plate thickness frequency and defect frequency of
the measured points are counted as shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7 and calculation, it can be found that the
drift rate of plate thickness frequency is low. )e drift rate of
plate thickness in working conditions 7 and 8 is between 4%
and 6.3%, the drift rate of plate thickness in working con-
ditions 9 and 10 is between 15% and 18%, and the frequency
of defect depth can be detected in working conditions 9 and
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of specimen 1. (a) Specimen size drawing. (b) On-site test piece diagram.
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Table 4: Measurement point results of plate No. 2.

Measuring point Working condition ftest ftheory ᅀf (%) Ftest Ftheory ᅀF (%)

3 1/3 5409

6381

15.2 16280

17403

6.5
2/3 5882 7.8 18943 8.8

4 1/3 5304 16.8 15986 8.1
2/3 5943 6.9 15874 8.7

Notes. )e above frequency unit is kHz. ftest—the test value of plate thickness frequency. ftheory—the theoretical value of plate thickness frequency. Ftest—the
test value of defect frequency. Ftheory—the theoretical value of defect frequency.
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10, and most of the errors are between 4.2% and 7.1%. In
addition, the reflection frequency rate of the steel bundle is
concentrated between 8972 kHz and 9372 kHz at condition 7
and detected. )e error is between 1.8% and 10.6% com-
pared with the theoretical value of 8814 kHz, which shows
that the steel bundle does not affect the detection of grouting
defects by the impact-echo method.

5. Conclusion

)rough the mutual verification of finite element analysis
and field test, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) )e impact echo method can effectively measure the
location and depth of defects, and the pipeline
material has an impact on the test results. )e effects
of metal bellows are smaller than that of PVC pipes,
and the accuracy is higher. In addition, the larger the
frequency drift rate of plate thickness is, the larger
the transverse size of the defect is. )erefore, the
defect depth can be quantitatively judged by com-
bining the frequency drift rate of plate thickness with
the measured defect depth.

(2) )e critical surface of the defect and the testing
surface influence the test results. When they are
perpendicular to each other, it is not easy to detect
them. And the detection error of defect depth is
significant.

(3) When the longitudinal reinforcement is small, the
reflection signal of the longitudinal support can
hardly be detected, so it does not influence the de-
tection of the main test signals such as defects and
prestressing tendons. It is difficult for the pre-
stressing steel bar to detect the beam signal when
there is a defect, but it does not affect the defect depth
signal test.
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In Southwestern China, there exists deep river valleys and abundant rainfall, which leads to a large number of reverse-dip rock
slopes. In order to investigate the evolution characteristics of toppling deformation of reverse-dip slope under the influence of
rainfall, and a typical reverse-dip slope was taken as an engineering case. Firstly, the temporal and spatial evolution nephogram of
toppling displacement under different rainfall was obtained based on the discrete surface displacement monitoring data of bank
slope. ,en, taking bank slope, gully buffer zone, and development degree of bank slope as development characteristics based on
geological field survey, afterward, the evolution characteristics in different strong deformation zones were analyzed by super-
imposing the development characteristic partition and the spatial and temporal displacement nephogram.,e results showed that
the horizontal displacement mainly occurred on the right front andmiddle rear of the bank slope while large vertical displacement
occurred on the middle of the bank slope under the influence of rainfall. As the rainfall increased to the maximum, the toppling
deformation reached the peak, and vertical displacement was more sensitive to the rainfall than horizontal displacement. After the
superposition, the largest strong deformation zone was located in the middle and rear part of the bank slope, which is char-
acterized by medium and high slope and mature stage and 50m gully buffer zone.,is paper explores the deformation and failure
process of reverse-dip rock slope considering the change of rainfall through real displacement monitoring data and focuses on the
real deformation evolution law of each characteristic zone combined with different development characteristics partition.

1. Introduction

Toppling deformation is a kind of phenomenon that the
reverse-dip rock mass bends and breaks to the free face
under the coupling function of gravity and in situ stress. In
the southwest of China, there exists deep river valleys and
complex topographic and geological conditions, which leads
to many high and steep reverse-dip rock slopes under the
function of the uplift of Qinghai Tibet Plateau, and it is
counted that about 33% of the slope deformation occur in
the anti-inclined slope [1, 2]. Scholars mainly qualitatively
describe the toppling deformation and failure based on the
actual cases [3–13]. Caine [14] surveyed the cliff collapse on
the edge of Tasmania plateau and pointed out that this
failure was caused by the toppling of rock stratum. Besides,

some scholars classify rock slopes according to toppling
failure types. Based on practical engineering cases, Goodman
and Bray [15] categorized toppling failure into three types,
including flexural toppling, blocky toppling, and block-
flexural toppling. Nichol et al. [4] classified toppling failure
into brittle fracture toppling and flexible bending toppling
according to the hardness and development conditions of
the rock. Alejano et al. [16] analyzed the failure mechanism
of open-pit mine and interpreted the toppling and cyclic
failure of rock slope as a composite toppling failure mode.
Huang et al. [17] analyzed the mechanism of slope toppling
deformation and divided its process into shallow toppling
and deep toppling.

,ere are many factors inducing slope toppling defor-
mation and failure, and scholars analyze the conditions of
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causing toppling deformation mainly with theory [18–21],
numerical simulation [22–24], and centrifugal model test
[25–28]. Some researchers conduct the centrifugal model
test to study the bending deformation and analyze the in-
fluence of rock layer inclination, tensile strength, internal
friction angle, and joint spacing on slope toppling defor-
mation and failure [18, 29]. Brideau and Stead [30] analyzed
the effects of the dipping direction and angle of the structural
plane and internal friction angle on the toppling defor-
mation by 3DEC. ,e tensile strength was considered to be
the main factor of bending toppling deformation [31]. Some
scholars thought that periodic fluctuation of reservoir water
and long-term immersion in the water were the important
factors that resulted in toppling failure [32, 33]. Yu et al. [34]
numerically simulated a rock slope model with complex
joints and exhibited the progressive failure processes. Some
scholars simulated the excavation process of reverse-dip
slope and analyzed the influence of rock thickness, slope
inclination, and lithology on toppling deformation [35–37].

At present, many factors affecting the toppling defor-
mation of rock slope are mentioned and studied. However,
the toppling deformation of rock slope under the effect of
rainfall is rarely considered and the slope is always regarded
as integrity to analyze its toppling deformation and failure
characteristics. Besides, many scholars generally studied the
toppling deformation characteristics of the slopes by
establishing engineering geological models but giving up
mechanical models by which satisfying results can be yielded
based on proper constitutive relations or limit equilibrium
theory; in addition, it should be noticed that the mechanical
model is difficult to be applied to bank defamation cases
because of lacking monitoring data, and the influencing
mechanism of external factors such as rainfall and reservoir
water cannot be well solved by mechanical models. ,ere-
fore, considering that in situ deformation data is the most
objective criterion for evaluating various mechanical
models, a typical anti-inclined rock slope was adopted in this
study to explore the toppling displacement evolution
characteristics of bank slope under rainfall based on discrete
actual displacement monitoring data, which is valuable to
further understand the deformation and failure character-
istics of anti-inclined slope and provide the reference for
similar anti-inclined slope cases.

1.1. Project Overview. Xiaodongcao bank slope is located in
the right bank of the upstream side of Xixi River, Zhongliang
Town, Wuxi County, Chongqing, and is 1.2 km away from
Zhongliang reservoir; its elevation ranges from 540m to
1183m, the longitudinal length is about 900m, the width
ranges from 400 to 650m, the inclination is 345°, and the
vegetation is well developed (Figure 1).,emiddle and front
of the slope are steep and the terrain slope is 45°∼68° with
some parts nearly vertical, while the rear edge is relatively flat
and the terrain slope ranges from 11° to 18°.,e rock mass of
the bank slope is mainly the lower Triassic Jialingjiang
formation (T1j) and Daye Formation (T1D). Jialingjiang
formation (T1j) is dolomitic limestone, which is located in
the middle and front of the bank slope, and Daye Formation

(T1D) is argillaceous limestone, which is mainly located in
the middle and rear of the bank slope.

Gullies are relatively developed; there are five large
gullies flowing into Zhongliang reservoir mainly from north
to south; the valleys are V-shaped, and the bottom of the
valley where the slope angle is 40°∼60° is steep and the width
ranges from 5 to 25m, and groove cutting depth is from 20
to 50m. In the research area, the rainfall is abundant and the
average annual rainfall is 1333mm; the rainy season is from
April to October and accounts for 90% of the annual rainfall;
the rainfall in January is the lowest and accounts for about
1%. After the rainstorm and continuous heavy rainfall,
Gullies G1 and G4 collapsed in different degrees, and their
toppling deformation increased significantly.

1.2. Surface Displacement Monitoring System. To monitor
the displacement of the Xiaodongcao bank slope, 22 surface
displacement monitoring points were evenly distributed
throughout the study area; among them, 17 monitoring
points were arranged on the bank slope and 5 were arranged
outside the bank slope. ,e monitoring period is from
January to December 2017, and the research area can be
divided into five cross sections and three longitudinal sec-
tions according to the layout of the monitoring system
(Figure 2).

1.3. Monitoring Results of Ground Displacement

1.3.1. Longitudinal Displacement. ,e monitoring results of
the longitudinal section of the bank slope midline 2-2′
showed that the horizontal displacement (Figure 3(a))
gradually developed from the front to the rear edge of the
bank slope and increased with the amount of rainfall; the
vertical displacement (Figure 3(b)) developed from the front
to the back of the bank slope with larger displacement in the
middle and first increased and then decreases; when the
rainfall reached the peak, the trailing edge went upward,
which was mainly manifested as the bending and toppling
deformation of the reverse-dip rock slope.

1.3.2. Horizontal Displacement. ,e monitoring results of
the C-C′ cross section in the middle of the bank slope
(Figure 4) show that the horizontal displacement on the
right side of the bank slope was greater than that on the left
side while the vertical displacement shows the opposite
trend. ,e vertical displacement in the middle was larger
than other sides and increased with the amount of rainfall; it
reached the peak when the rainfall was the maximum. It can
be concluded that the right side of the bank slope is
dominated by horizontal displacement and the middle part
is dominated by vertical displacement.

1.4. Superposition Partition Based on Development Charac-
teristic Factors. Hypsometric Integral (HI) is an important
indicator that reflects the degree of landform erosion by
counting the surface elevation of the watershed and thereby
reveals the morphology and development characteristics of
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the watershed. In the 1950s, geomorphologists [38] applied
the area integral curve to independent small watersheds to
quantify the W. Davies landform development model [39].
According to the area-elevation integral value, they divided
the landform development process into three stages: young
stage (HI> 0.6), mature stage (0.35<HI< 0.6), and old age
stage (HI< 0.35). ,e calculation process is as follows: X� a/
A, Y� h/H, X, and Y are within [0, 1] (A is the area of the
whole watershed, a is the area above some contour line in the
watershed, h is the height difference between the contour
line and the lowest point of the watershed, and H is the
height difference between the highest and lowest point of the
watershed); the area-elevation curve can be drawn with X as
the abscissa and Y as the ordinate, and the area between the
abscissa and the curve is defined as the area-elevation in-
tegral value. Based on the engineering geological survey of
bank slope, the flow direction and flow of the bank slope
were analyzed using the ArcGIS hydrological analysis tool,
and the number of bank slope watersheds and the

corresponding area-elevation integral values under different
confluence accumulations were obtained. As shown in
Figure 5, most areas of the bank slope were in young and
mature stages. Due to the vertical and horizontal cutting of
bank slope valleys and the development of gullies, buffer
zones with different distances of 10m, 30m, and 50m were
formed. Besides, the overall terrain of the bank slope is steep,
and the terrain slope of most areas is greater than 40°, except
that the trailing edge is relatively flat (the terrain slope angle
is from 0 to 31°).

,erefore, by taking the slope of the bank, gully buffer
zone, and the HI value of the watershed as the development
characteristic factors, geometric superposition characteristic
zones of the bank slope can be obtained by ArcGIS layer
superposition based on Table 1 and the bank slope was fi-
nally divided into 104 characteristic zones (Figure 5).

,e area of every characteristic zone in Figure 6 was
calculated by ArcGIS geometry, the total area was
96999.12m2, the influence of characteristic zones with a
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Figure 1: Toppling deformation and failure of the slope after the rainstorm. (a) Topography of the bank slope, (b) the water level increased
nearly 100m after the formation of the reservoir, (c) collapses in the gully of right boundary after a rainstorm, (d) collapses in the gully of
right boundary after a rainstorm, (e) cracks in the rear part of the slope, and (f) distribution of gully on bank slope.
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Figure 3: Monitoring curve of surface displacement with the rainfall of 2-2′ longitudinal section of bank slope.
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small area can be ignored, and the cumulative area of
characteristic zones whose area is larger than 1500m2 ac-
counts for 64.48%. Zone 232 with a high slope (the highlight
zone in Figure 6), which forms a 10m buffer zone and is at
the mature stage, is located in gully G3 and holds the largest
area (3761.32m2) among all the characteristic zones
(Figure 7).

1.5. Spatial and Temporal Evolution Nephogram of Toppling
Displacement. Due to the abundant rainfall, especially
rainstorms or continuous heavy rainfall in the flood season,

gullies G1 and G4 collapsed in different degrees, and their
collapse deformation was significantly intensified with water
infiltration through cracks. ,e annual rainfall in 2017 is
2054.34mm, which is the maximum in the last nine years
(Figure 8), and the cumulative rainfall of each month is
calculated and shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the rainy
season was fromMay to October, and the rainfall in July was
510.60mm and the highest, accounting for 24.85% of the
annual rainfall, but there was no rain in December. For a
brief description, all the months are numbered in Table 2.
,e bank slope toppling deformation was real-time moni-
tored, the distance inverse weighting method was used to
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Figure 4: Monitoring curve of surface displacement with the rainfall of the C-C′ cross section of bank slope.
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interpolate the displacement nephogram under different
rainfalls based on the discrete displacement monitoring data
on the surface, and then the evolution characteristics of the

horizontal, vertical, and total displacement spatial-temporal
evolution nephogram were analyzed.

1.6. Spatial-Temporal Evolution Nephogram of Horizontal
Displacement. Figure 9 is the cloud map of the horizontal
displacement under the condition of different rainfalls. ,e
natural breaks (Jenks) method [40] was used to classify the
horizontal displacement into ten grades and the zones where
the horizontal displacement is greater than 16.03mm were
defined as the obvious horizontal deformation zone.

Table 1: Basis for the geometrical zone of bank slope.

Type Slope Buffer HI

Level
1: 0°–40° 1: 10m Assign values according to the value of HI from small to large; for example, if the value of HI is 0.3, it is

represented by 12: 41°–62° 2: 30m
3: 63°–90° 3: 50m
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Obvious horizontal deformation zones were mainly located
in the right front of the bank slope, and some were on the left
side of the trailing edge of the bank slope. ,e change of
horizontal displacement mainly extended from the right
front to the middle and the left of the trailing edge, forming
an “S” shape, and the maximum horizontal displacement
occurred in the middle front between gullies G1 and G2. As
shown in Figure 10, the horizontal deformation of the bank
slope was sensitive to the rainfall and increased with the
amount of rainfall. ,e area of the obvious horizontal de-
formation zones reached the peak value of 34286.85m2

when the rainfall was the highest value of 510.60mm in July;
this value was 4815.49m2 in December without rainfall. In

flood season, the total area of obvious horizontal defor-
mation zones was 126654.10m2 and accounts for 74.61%,
which is larger than that in the nonflood season with an area
of 43083.64m2.

1.7. Spatial-Temporal Evolution Nephogram of Vertical
Displacement. Figure 11 shows the cloud map of vertical
displacement under the condition of different rainfalls. ,e
natural breaks (Jenks) method was used to classify the
vertical displacement into ten grades and the zones where
the vertical displacement is smaller than −6.88mm were
defined as the obvious vertical deformation zones. Obvious

Table 2: Cumulative monthly rainfall in 2017.

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nor Dec Total
Rainfall (mm) 43.5 64.3 79.1 133.7 175.97 282.2 311.67 140.6 510.6 286.7 26 0 2054.34
Number A B C D E F G I J K L M N

N N N N
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Figure 9: Temporal and spatial evolution characteristics of horizontal displacement of bank slope toppling (mm).
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vertical deformation zones were mainly located in the
middle of the bank slope, and the maximum vertical dis-
placement occurred on the right side of the middle of the
bank slope. As shown in Figure 12, the vertical displacement
increased with the amount of rainfall. From January to
September, the area of zones with obvious vertical defor-
mation which extends from the right front of the bank slope

to the middle gradually increased with the amount of rainfall
and reached the maximum value of 54031.06m2 in Sep-
tember when the rainfall was the highest and 510.60mm.
After September, this area gradually decreased to 7561.79m2

in December without rainfall. In flood season, the area of the
zone with obvious vertical deformation was 247417.77m2

and accounted for 80.07%; it was larger than 59023.42m2 in
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the nonflood season, so it can be inferred that the vertical
displacement is more sensible to rainfall than horizontal
displacement.

1.8. Spatial-Temporal Evolution Nephogram of Total
Displacement. Figure 13 shows the cloud map of total
displacement under the condition of different rainfalls. ,e
natural breaks (Jenks) method was used to classify the total
displacement into ten grades and the zones where the total
displacement is greater than 18.42mm were defined as the
obvious deformation zone. Obvious deformation zones were
mainly located in the right front and middle rear of the bank
slope. ,e area of obvious deformation zones reached the
maximum value of 47455.16m2 when the rainfall was the
highest and decreased to 4141.94m2 in December without
rainfall (Figure 14). ,e total displacement distribution is
similar to the horizontal displacement and S-shape in the
front and rear edge of the bank slope while the total

displacement distribution is similar to vertical displacement
in the middle of the bank slope, whichmeans that the middle
features vertical displacement and the front and rear edge
features horizontal displacement.

1.9. Toppling Displacement Evolution Characteristic Based on
Development Characteristic Partition

1.9.1. Analysis of Horizontal Toppling Evolution. ,e hori-
zontal displacement nephogram under the condition of
different rainfalls was classified into three grades using the
Jenks natural breaks method: weak horizontal deformation
zone where the horizontal displacement is smaller than
9.42mm is represented by 1, medium horizontal defor-
mation zone where the horizontal displacement ranges from
9.42mm to 14.53mm is represented by 2, and strong
horizontal deformation zone where the horizontal dis-
placement is larger than 14.53mm is represented by 3. Based
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Figure 18: Evolution of the superposed displacement in the vertical direction based on the development characteristic partition.
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on the development characteristics partition (Figure 6), the
evolution nephogram of the horizontal displacement based
on geometric features was obtained through the superpo-
sition of ArcGIS raster layers (Figure 15).

,e strong deformation zones of superposed displace-
ment in the horizontal direction can be obtained through
GIS in Figure 15. ,e influence of a zone with a small area is
ignored, the strong deformation zones with an area larger

than 1000m2 are counted, and the zones with an area change
rate greater than 15% are selected. As shown in Figure 16,
under different amounts of rainfall, the variation of the area
of strong deformation zones was analyzed, and it can be
found that the area increased with the amount of rainfall and
reached the peak when the rainfall was the highest value of
510.60mm and then decreased with rainfall reducing. Zone
3344 was the largest strong deformation zone where the area
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Figure 19: Area variation of the characteristic zone of strong deformation of superposed displacement in the vertical direction under
different rainfalls.
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was 3290m2 and the peak rainfall was 510.60mm; at the
same time, it is featured bymedium to high slope andmature
stage and formed a 50m buffer zone. Under different
rainfalls, the strong deformation zone accompanying the
largest area change was defined as the displacement prone
zone. As shown in Figure 17, when the rainfall decreased
from 510.60mm to 286.70mm, the area change of Zone 3344
was 2502.23m2 with an area changing rate of 76.5%.

1.9.2. Analysis of Vertical Toppling Evolution. Similarly, the
vertical displacement nephogram under the condition of
different rainfalls was classified into three grades using the
Jenks best natural fracture method: weak vertical defor-
mation zone where the vertical displacement is greater than
−1.77mm is represented by 1; medium vertical deformation
zone where the vertical displacement ranges from −4.82mm
to −1.77mm is represented by 2; strong vertical deformation
zone where the vertical displacement is smaller than

−4.81mm is represented by 3. Based on the geometrical
partition (Figure 6), the evolution nephogram of the vertical
displacement based on geometric features was obtained
through the superposition of ArcGIS raster layers (shown in
Figure 18).

,e strong deformation zones of superposed displace-
ment in the vertical direction can be obtained through GIS in
Figure 18. ,e influence of a zone with a small area was
ignored, the strong deformation zones with an area larger
than 1000m2 were counted, and the zones with an area
change rate greater than 15% were selected. As shown in
Figure 19, the area variation of strong deformation zones
under different rainfalls is explored, and it can be seen that
the area of every strong deformation zone increased with the
rainfall amount and reached the maximum when the rainfall
was the peak value of 510.60mm and then decreased. Zone
1344 had the largest area of 3290m2, was featured by me-
dium and high slope and mature stage, and formed a 50m
buffer zone. As shown in Figure 20, Zone 1232 located in the
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right rear of the bank slope and featured by high slope and
the young stage was the vertical displacement prone area and
formed a 10m buffer zone; when the rainfall decreased from
26mm to 0mm, its area change was 2593.59m2 with an area
changing rate of 80.4%.

1.9.3. Analysis of Total Toppling Evolution. Similarly, under
the condition of different rainfalls, the total displacement

nephogram was classified into three grades using the Jenks
best natural break method [41–48]: weak total deformation
zone where the total displacement is smaller than 11.68mm
is represented by 1; medium total deformation zone where
the total displacement ranges from 11.69mm to 18.13mm is
represented by 2; strong total deformation zone where the
total displacement is greater than 27.33mm is represented
by 3. Based on the geometrical partition (Figure 6) and
geometric features, the evolution nephogram of the total
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displacement was obtained through the superposition of
ArcGIS raster layers (Figure 21).

,e strong deformation zones of superposed total dis-
placement can be obtained through GIS in Figure 21. ,e
influence of zones with a small area was ignored, the strong
deformation zones with an area larger than 1000m2 were
counted, and the zones with an area change rate greater than
15% were selected. As shown in Figure 22, the area variation
of strong deformation zones under different rainfalls is
explored, and it can be seen that the area of every strong
deformation zone increased with the rainfall amount and
reached the maximum when the rainfall was peak value of
510.60mm and then decreased. Zone 3344 holds the largest
area of 3290m2 and was featured by medium and high slope
and mature stage and formed a 50m buffer zone. As shown
in Figure 23, when the rainfall decreased from 510.60mm to
286.70mm, the area change of Zone 3221 located in the right
front and left rear of bank slope and formed a 10m buffer
zone was 1977.56m2 with an area changing rate of 98.26%; it
was featured bymedium-high slope and young stage and was
the total displacement prone area.

2. Conclusions

Based on discrete surface displacement monitoring data and
different geological divisions, this paper explored the top-
pling deformation evolution law of each zone in a typical
reverse-dip rock slope under the condition of different
rainfalls; this research can provide some reference for
monitoring, advance warning, and prevention of similar
anti-inclined slopes.,emain research results are as follows:

(1) Taking the bank slope, gully buffer zone, and erosion
degree as the development characteristic factors, the
bank slope is divided into 104 development char-
acteristic zones, and the largest characteristic zone is
featured by high slope and mature stage and forms a
10m buffer zone.

(2) ,e horizontal displacement mainly occurs on the
right front and middle rear of the bank slope while
the vertical displacement mainly occurs on the
middle of the bank slope; when the rainfall increases
to the maximum, the toppling deformation reaches
the peak; higher rainfall intensity increases the
displacement while vertical displacement is more
sensitive to the rainfall than horizontal displacement
since the obvious vertical deformation area is
247417.77m2 and accounts for 80.07% in flood
season while obvious horizontal deformation area is
43083.64m2 and accounts for 74.61%.

(3) Under the influence of rainfall, the development
characteristic partition is superimposed with the
spatial and temporal evolution nephogram of top-
pling displacement. When the rainfall increases, the
maximum area of displacement superposition
strengthening deformation zone is 3290m2, which is
characterized by medium and high slope and mature
stage and 50m gully buffer zone. When the rainfall
decreases, the area change of the most prone zone of

displacement superposition in the horizontal di-
rection is 2502.23m2, with a change rate of 76.5%,
which is located in the middle and rear of the bank
slope. ,e area change of the most prone zone of
displacement superposition in the vertical direction
is 2593.59m2, with a change rate of 80.4%, which is
located at the right rear of the bank slope. ,e area
change of the most prone zone of total displacement
superposition is 1977.56m2, and its change rate is
98.26%, which is mainly located in the right front
and left rear of the bank slope.
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*e deep sea is the frontier ofmaterials research in the 21st century. Owing to the particularity of pressure (15–120MPa), hydrothermal
temperature (90–400°C), and explosive fluid (strong H2S) in the deep-sea hydrothermal field environment, the research on the
corrosion mechanism of service materials in this environment under the coupling action of many harsh factors is almost blank. It has
become the bottleneck of equipment and material research and development for China to explore the deep sea.*is paper reviews the
research progress of corrosion mechanisms of deep-sea environmental materials at home and abroad, and forecasts the research trend
and difficulties in this field, especially in the deep-sea hydrothermal field. At the same time, it points out the urgency of the construction
of harsh environment materials platform and its relevance to the discipline construction of marine college.

1. Introduction

Oceans account for about 71% of the Earth’s surface area and
are the largest potential resource base on the planet that has
not been fully recognized and utilized by mankind. In ad-
dition to offshore oil and gas resources and coastal ores,
there are also known metallic mineral resources such as
polymetallic nodules, cobalt-rich crusts, and polymetallic
sulfides that have commercial exploitation value on the
seabed. *ese minerals are rich in nickel, cobalt, copper,
manganese, and gold and silver metals, and the total reserves
are tens to thousands of times higher than the corresponding
reserves on land. With the increasing demand for metal
resources and the exhaustion of land mineral resources,
seabed mineral resources will become the replacement re-
sources of mankind in the 21st century. *ese seabed
mineral resources are often referred to as deep-sea mineral
resources because they are located at depths of thousands of
meters under water. According to the latest statistics in the
2020 InterRidge database (https://www.interridge.org/),
more than 700 hydrothermal fields were found on a global

scale, including 660 active hydrothermal activity fields and
55 inactive hydrothermal activity areas (Figure 1).

In the deep-sea hydrothermal area (Figure 2), seawater,
which penetrates the lithosphere through oceanic crust
fissures, is heated by a heat source (surrounding rock or
magma chamber) and reacts with the surrounding rock,
resulting in changes in the properties of the surrounding
rock and seawater itself, and seawater turning into hydro-
thermal fluid in this process. As it continues to percolate and
be heated, the hydrothermal fluids (temperatures of
300–400°C and density of 0.7 g/cm3) rise back to the seafloor
under buoyant force, forming sulfide-rich hydrothermal
fluids that erupt at several meters per second and form
“;black chimneys”; (rich in H2S, H2, CH4, metal sulfides,
oxides, metal particles, and so on).

Owing to the high temperature near the vents in the
submarine hydrothermal area, a special temperature and
pressure field coupled with various extreme factors is
formed, with the hydrothermal vent temperature
(350–400°C) at the center, the mineral seawater temperature
(50–90°C) in the nearby area, and seawater temperature
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(0–4°C) in the outer edge. *e in-depth study and explo-
ration of this area will not only provide a new breakthrough
direction for potential energy exploitation in the future but
also have great theoretical and engineering value for the
study of the origin of life and biological evolution. In ad-
dition, seafloor hydrothermal activity is a cyclic mechanism
of heat and material exchange between the ocean and the
seafloor lithosphere [1]. It is a window for human to un-
derstand the process of deep earth movement, and its sci-
entific significance and resource potential have become one
of the most promising areas for human exploration of nature
in the 21st century.

*e outline of the 14th Five-Year Plan points out that
China should actively expand the space for the development
of marine economy, strengthen the national strategic

scientific and technological force, and strengthen the de-
ployment of high-tech in deep space, deep earth, and polar
exploration. *is is not only because the deep-sea contains
rich seabed mineral resources but also with the progress of
science and technology and the exhaustion of earth re-
sources, the exploitation and exploration of deep-sea oil and
gas, mineral resources, deep-sea engineering construction,
and the exploitation and application of deep-sea equipment
will become the focus of the development of marine
economy in various countries.

However, China’s deep-sea equipment manufactured
materials for a long time to rely on imports, delaying the
pace of China’s entry and management of the deep sea.
*erefore, it is urgent to accelerate the research on the
preparation science and protection technology of materials
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Figure 1: Distribution of hydrothermal activities globally (https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.917894).
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adapted to the deep-sea field in China (especially the ex-
treme environment of the submarine hydrothermal field).

Since the 1960s, material researchers have carried out
continuous and effective experimental research in the nat-
ural environment corrosion of deep-sea (deep-sea hanging
plates) and laboratory simulation corrosion.

2. Tests in the Deep-Sea Environment

Starting in the 1960s, some countries have successively
carried out material deep-sea environment corrosion aging
research to promote the development of their own deep-sea
exploration technology, deep-sea resources exploitation
technology, space utilization technology, deep-sea envi-
ronmental protection technology, and equipment
manufacturing technology in the deep-sea area, improving
its competitiveness in the field of marine technology [2, 3].

Between 1962 and 1970, the Civil Engineering Labora-
tory, Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port Hueneme,
California, exposed approximately 20,000 specimens of
about 475 different alloys in the Pacific Ocean. *ese
specimens were exposed at the surface and at nominal
depths of 2,500 and 6,000 feet for periods of time varying
from 123 to 1064 days [4, 5]. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram
of the deep-sea corrosion test device used. *e test appa-
ratus, which used a bottom-sitting sample frame, was
dropped on the sea floor after reaching the deep-sea test site.
During recovery, the anchorage on the seabed was dis-
connected through acoustic release device, and the con-
necting rope was brought up to the upper buoy, and finally,
the sample frame was lifted. *e study found that the effect
of depth (seawater pressure) cannot be generalized for
different materials. Taking aluminum alloy as an example,
the degree of pitting and corrosion cracking in deep-sea
environment was much higher than that in shallow sea
environment and the corrosion damage was more serious.

At the same time, the United States Lockheed company
in 1968–1972 carried out deep-sea tests using seven kinds of
coating aluminum alloy and various stainless steel materials;
the samples were placed in the Pacific Ocean and the At-
lantic Ocean at depths of 1798m and 1234m, respectively.
By comparing the corrosion morphology of stainless steel, it
is found that the maximum corrosion cracking depth of the
two samples is 5.0mm and 2.5mm, respectively.*e authors
suggest that the oxygen content of the Pacific sample site is
lower than that of the Atlantic sample site, which inhibits the
passivation of stainless steel and leads to a higher corrosion
cracking rate.

In the 1970s, the former Soviet Union carried out deep-sea
corrosion tests (Figure 4). On carbon steel, stainless steel,
copper, brass, aluminum alloy, and other materials in the
Pacific Northwest and the Sargasso Sea [6, 7]. *e duration of
the experiments was 20, 40, and 70 days. Corrosion of stainless
steel and aluminum alloys is correlated with temperature and
changes appreciably to a depth of 300m. Below this level (from
300 to 5500m), the corrosion is practically constant. Corrosion
of carbon steel depends on the oxygen and silica contents and
temperature. India National Institute of Oceanography selected
four types of metals (mild steel, brass, aluminum, and stainless

steel) for exposure tests during the period November 1987 to
November 1988 at depths exceeding 1000m in theArabian Sea,
to assess their behavior with respect to corrosion. *e results
indicated an increase of the corrosion rate of mild steel and
brass with increased depth, whereas in the case of stainless steel
and aluminum, the corrosion rate decreased with increased
depth. *is difference in behavior with respect to depth could
be attributed to the characteristic way that metals and alloys
react with the dissolved oxygen present in the water column
[8, 9]. In addition, it was also pointed out that although
macroscopic biocontamination was minimal in deep-sea
conditions, the growth of microbial films on the sample surface
and the corrosion induced by microorganisms could not be
ignored, although the inhibition effect of high pressure in the
deep sea on the growth of many microbial communities was
limited [10].

In recent years, the latest advances in deep-sea corrosion
testing have come from European research teams (Figure 5).
*is study aims to investigate the deep-sea environment effects
on the corrosion of Al, Fe, and Cu alloys, employed in the
KM3NeT project, a deep-sea infrastructure designed to host a
neutrino telescope [11–14]. Alloys commonly used in seawater,
as well as less widely employedmaterials, were studied. Samples
were immersed at the NEMO site (located off Capo Passero,
Italy; 3365m depth) for consecutive time periods of 6, 12, and
18 months. A representative set of samples was recovered, and
laboratory tests were performed to evaluate the type and degree
of corrosion attack. Stainless steel reported the best perfor-
mance in terms of the weight loss, corrosion rate, and corrosion
morphology. However, also Al 5093 and Al 6082 performed
satisfactorily in terms of the weight loss and corrosion rate.*is
prescreening will be partially employed in selecting building
materials for the KM3NeT structure. Some studies have
pointed out [11] that deep-sea conditions will also change the
corrosion products of aluminum alloys. *e corrosion prod-
ucts of 6000 series aluminum alloy are Al(OH)3 in the shallow
seawater environment at 1 atmosphere pressure, while the
corrosion products in the deep-sea environment are mainly
aluminite (Al2O3·H2O).

In 2008, CSIC 725 Research Institute took the lead in
carrying out large-scale aging test of material corrosion in
deep-sea natural environment in China, successfully
breaking through several key technologies such as low-
power long-term self-sustaining design of deep-sea test
devices, simulation, and analysis of underwater stress state
of large depth deep-sea test device, and in-situ corrosion
detection of deep-sea [15, 16]. *e deep-sea environmental
tests at different depths have been carried out in the South
China Sea, andmore than 13 000 deep-sea corrosion data of
9 categories and more than 40 kinds of different materials
and different periods have been accumulated. *e first
deep-sea corrosion aging database of materials in China
was established. *e environmental factors such as sea
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and current ve-
locity in the test area were measured and collected, and the
relationship between material corrosion and environ-
mental factors was discussed, which promoted the sys-
tematic study of material properties in the deep-sea
environment in China [17, 18].
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With the manned submersible “Jiaolong” and the
semisubmersible deep-water drilling platform “;Haiyang
Shiyou 981″, which were designed and integrated by our
country, reaching the depth of 7 000m and entering the
South China Sea to carry out deep-water operations, the
problem of erosion of deep-sea equipment in deeper waters
and more demanding environment has become increasingly
prominent. *e harshness of the deep-water environment
results in severe corrosion hazards [4, 19–21], which may
even become the technological bottleneck for the develop-
ment of deep-sea resources, utilization of deep-sea space,

and construction of deep-sea engineering, thus affecting the
smooth research and development of China’s Marine
economy and deep-sea equipment.

It is also pointed out [22] that under deep-sea conditions,
stainless steel components will be subjected to great static
pressure, stress corrosion sensitivity will sharply increase,
and mechanical properties will continue to deteriorate,
which will seriously threaten the service safety of deep-sea
structures and equipment. *e corrosion properties of ti-
tanium alloy in deep-sea environment were studied and
tested, and the results show that it has excellent corrosion
resistance and pitting resistance, and almost no corrosion
occurs at low temperature in deep sea.

3. Laboratory Simulation Corrosion

Although the results of deep-sea sling-plate test are real and
direct, the experiment cost is expensive, the experiment cycle
is long, and the continuous reliability of the experiment is
difficult to guarantee because of the harsh deep-sea envi-
ronment conditions. *erefore, it is increasingly urgent to
simulate deep-sea environment conditions and carry out
laboratory corrosion experiments.*e simulated accelerated
corrosion method in the laboratory is to study the main
factors and laws of material corrosion by chemical or
electrochemical acceleratedmethods by simulating the deep-
sea environment using small samples and an artificial sea-
water medium.

Pohjanne studied the corrosion behavior of aluminum-
magnesium alloy 5083-H116, aluminum-silicon magnesium
alloy 6082-T6, and aluminum-zinc magnesium alloy 7020-
T5 in a simulated deep-sea environment by a laboratory
experiment [23]. *e test results indicated that the pitting
corrosion resistance of aluminum alloys decreased as the
depth increased, but the effect depended much on the alloy.
*e deterioration in corrosion resistance is caused by the
changes in the chemical composition of the sea water and the
hydrostatic pressure.

Norway and India have carried out electrochemical
measurements of deep-sea corrosion of metals, but their
methods and emphases are different. In India, the ex-
posure test was carried out in the Indian Ocean at a depth
of 5 000m, while seawater was collected from 500m to
1200m deep and sent to the laboratory as a medium for
polarization detection of steel samples. Although the test
results obtained cannot be completely reliable but, as a
relative comparison, are feasible. During 1982–1984, the
Norwegian Ship Research Institute conducted deep-sea
cathodic protection measurements of materials at various
sites in the North Norwegian Sea, ranging from 400m to
1200m, and obtained the protection current density of
steel at different depths off Norway. Researchers devel-
oped a deep-sea corrosion potential and galvanic current
multichannel test devices for metal materials (Figure 6),
which can monitor the corrosion process of dozens of
metal materials in situ, providing strong technical support
for the study on deep-sea corrosion mechanisms of metal
materials, as well as the specific material compatibility
application in deep-sea environment [24].
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Figure 3: Seated bottom type deep-sea corrosion test device (figure
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*e China University of Petroleum designed a water-tight
electronic chamber (Figure 7) that can conduct various cor-
rosion electrochemical onlinemonitoring operations in a water
depth of 300m [25]. CSIC 725 Research Institute, the Uni-
versity of Science and Technology, the Beijing Ocean Uni-
versity of China, the Institute of Metals, the Chinese Academy

of Sciences, and other domestic research institutes have carried
out fruitful research work and obtained a lot of important data
in the field of deep-sea materials laboratory corrosion [16, 26].
Yuan focused on the main characteristics of the marine en-
vironment, which include temperature, dissolved oxygen, and
static and dynamic load; the effects on the electrochemical
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corrosion behavior and hydrogen embrittlement under ca-
thodic protection of X80 pipeline steel in pH� 7.7± 0.2,
3.5wt.% Na Cl simulated seawater were studied, and the in-
fluence law and mechanism of various marine environmental
factors were discussed for providing basic data and theoretical
guidance to the application and protection of X80 pipeline steel
in marine engineering [27]. At present, most of the research
focuses on the following aspects:

3.1. SimulationPrediction. Researchers studied the influence
of environmental factors such as the pH value and calcium
and magnesium ion deposition on the corrosion behavior of
materials in the deep seas [28, 29]. On this basis, a database
and simulation prediction model related to seawater cor-
rosion parameters and corrosion velocity are established.
Hou et al. predicted the corrosion velocity of A3 steel at
different depths in the South China Sea using the function
expression between corrosion velocity of A3 steel and
marine environmental parameters based on systematically
summarizing the characteristics and variation rules of en-
vironmental factors of deep-sea corrosion such as dissolved
oxygen, temperature, and salinity.

Jia Wang and his team from the Ocean University of
China studied the corrosion behavior of five kinds of marine
engineering steels above 5 000m deep-sea environment
using electrochemistry, artificial neural network, and da-
tabase methods [30]. *e results showed that temperature,
dissolved oxygen, salinity, and the pH value were the main
factors which affect the corrosion behavior of the five steels
in seawater. Two databases, MCM-CORRDB03 and MCM-
GOCEANDB03, were established and used to predict the
corrosion rate of related steels in different deep-sea envi-
ronments. It is pointed out that the deep-sea corrosion
behavior of different metal materials is very different, and
the main environmental factors are different. It was con-
firmed that the minimum corrosion rate of the behavior was
appeared at a depth of 5000meters, and the content of
dissolved oxygen has the greatest effect on the corrosion
behavior of the steels in deep ocean.

3.2. Stress Corrosion. Most of the alloy in the deep-sea en-
vironment is not sensitive to stress corrosion; however, the
deep-sea environment determines the must usage of the high-
strength alloy with high stress corrosion sensitivity; therefore,

the role of hydrogen in the deep-sea stress corrosion mecha-
nism research should not be ignored. High hydrostatic pressure
by influencing the process of stripping, absorption, and pen-
etration may change the material stress corrosion sensitivity.
*e crack growth rate of stress corrosion failure is generally
between 10−6 and 10−3mms−1, which is much higher than the
corrosion rate without stress. Stress corrosion cracking usually
has no obvious symptoms, but it often results in catastrophic
results [31]. At present, only a few countries in the world have
carried out deep-sea environmental corrosion tests of mate-
rials.*eUnited States (Hueneme Port test station), the former
Soviet Union, Japan (Kitakyushu test site and Beppu test site),
the United Kingdom, and other countries began to conduct
deep-sea environmental corrosion test studies of materials in
the 1960s, followed by Norway, India, and other countries [4].

3.3. Temperature. Temperature can not only directly affect the
corrosion behavior of materials but also intensify (coupling)
the influence of other corrosion factors. *e increase of
temperature will accelerate the reaction rate of cathodic and
anodic processes, increase the diffusion rate of oxygen, increase
the conductivity of seawater, and promote the corrosion
process. Research shows that when the temperature is around
23°C, the corrosion rate is the largest, while the deep ocean
water temperature is lower than 23°C; the corrosion rate for
carbon steel and low alloy steel will decline with the increase of
depth. *e study from Yuan [27] provided more detailed
information about the effect of temperature. *e promoting
effect of temperature in corrosion was realized by accelerating
anodic dissolution. *e cathode process was closely related to
the concentration of dissolved oxygen, and the Evans diagram
was obtained (Figure 8).With the decrease of the concentration
of dissolved oxygen, the corrosion rate decreased significantly.
However, in the deep-sea environment, high-temperature
factors (such as seafloor hydrothermal area) on the material of
the coupling corrosion mechanism exploration are almost
blank [30].

3.4. Velocity of Sea Water. Seawater flow can scour the
corrosion products, weaken the blocking effect of corrosion
product deposition on the corrosion reaction, and accelerate
the corrosion reaction. Corrosion of deep-sea equipment is
usually much less affected by velocity in the deep sea than
that at the surface [4, 32].
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Figure 7: Shell structure of the watertight electronic cabin (figure from [25].
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Tang et al. compared the corrosion rates of Q235 carbon
structural steel (A3 steel) in static and flowing seawater by
indoor and deep-sea weight loss tests, and tested the cor-
rosion rates of Q235 carbon structural steel (A3 steel) by the
potentiodynamic method, as well as the environmental
parameters in seawater with different flow rates [33].*e
results show that the seawater flow can accelerate the cor-
rosion rate of Q235 carbon structural steel in seawater,
especially in the initial stage of corrosion.

Researchers studied the corrosion behavior of five kinds
of aluminum alloys in flowing seawater [34]. *e results
show that aluminum alloys are more resistant to corrosion
than carbon steel and copper, especially al-Mg-Al alloys
and al-Mg-Mn alloys. Because Al-Cu and Al-Zn-Mg alloys
have obvious peeling corrosion sensitivity in flowing sea-
water, they should not be used in flowing seawater envi-
ronment. *ese experimental results are only suitable for
shallow sea experiments under atmospheric environment
or low pressure. In addition, eddy-induced vibration is
easily caused by ocean current, which causes fatigue
damage to slender structural parts such as columns, pile
legs, and submarine pipelines, affecting the safety of marine
engineering structures [31].

3.5. Pitting. Pitting is the phenomenon of corrosion holes
with deep development in local areas of the metal surface
and no corrosion or slight corrosion in other areas. *e
application of cyclic stress can promote pitting initiation.
SEM observation results show that the increase of hydro-
static pressure increases the metastable pitting and increases
the sensitivity of average corrosion performance of Ni-Cr-
Mo-V steel [2, 35, 36].

As mentioned above, decades of systematic exploration
laid the experimental and theoretical foundation for the
subsequent in-depth research and development of deep-sea
materials. However, owing to the lack of research platforms
and means and the low degree of perfection, especially the
field of research starts late in China, it left a lot to be explored
and perfected.

4. Development Trends and Difficulties

4.1. Shortcomings of Deep-sea Material Corrosion Test
Research. Owing to the limitation of depth and real-time
detection in deep-sea environment, previous deep-sea
corrosion tests were only carried out in the deep-sea en-
vironment of about 6000m for a variety of metal materials,
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Figure 8: Evans diagram for the corrosion of X80 pipeline steel in the 3.5% NaCl solution with different dissolved oxygen concentrations
(from [27].)
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while the data of material corrosion in the deeper sea are
scattered and lack of systematic.

During the test of corrosion and aging of materials (bolt)
in the deep natural environment, the domestic and foreign
experts measured and collected the environment factors
such as seawater temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen,
current velocity, and probes into the relationship between
the environmental factors and the material corrosion.
However, in experimental design, pressure (depth) is usually
taken as a variable factor, while other ocean factors are
basically considered constant or with small variation range,
and there is a lack of effective means to systematically test
and detect the corrosion of materials under the coupling
effect of multiple factors in deeper waters and more de-
manding environments. Owing to the single influencing
factor, or the lack of multiple factors, coupling and alter-
nating to exert a significant impact on material corrosion
(such as seawater flow under deep pressure and temperature
rise influence on material corrosion law and superimposed
effect) results detection; therefore, it is difficult to provide an
accurate theoretical description and guidance for material
design and equipment protection in more complex and
harsh environment (such as hydrothermal field environ-
ment) in deep sea.

Given the limitations of natural deep-sea corrosion
experiments, although experts developed a multichannel
device to test the potential and galvanic current of metal
materials during corrosion in the deep-sea environment,
designing and developing one electrochemical test device,
which could tolerate deeper water pressure, is resistant to
outside interference, and could integrate with electro-
chemical data acquisition, storage, and remote (wireless)
transmission, is still difficult, *erefore, the corrosion
mechanism of deep-sea environmental materials remains to
be further studied.

In addition, the previous theoretical research and dis-
cussion of corrosion are mostly focused on the surface
protection technology of materials, while the research on the
design theory and preparation science of materials is less,
resulting in the long-term lag in the research and devel-
opment of key materials in this field and becoming the
bottleneck of China’s entry into the deep sea and exploration
of the deep sea.

4.2. Experimental Research Trend of Deep-Sea Material
Corrosion. *e research on the corrosion mechanism of
deep-sea materials is the basis of the research and devel-
opment of deep-sea equipment and materials. Only by
conducting an overall and comprehensive research on the
corrosion mechanism in the deep-sea environment can the
targeted design, protection, and selection of equipment and
materials be carried out according to the deep-sea service
environment. Based on this, further research on the cor-
rosion of environmental materials in the deeper sea is
carried out to complement the corrosion tests in the deep-
sea area. It will be the direction and trend of the research and
development of the corrosion mechanism of deep-sea ma-
terials and their adaptive materials in the future to design

and establish the environment simulation corrosion plat-
form of deep-sea hydrothermal zone and carry out the
corrosion mechanism research of materials in this field.

To realize the deep sea, especially near hydrothermal
area, the coupling corrosion environment influence the
mechanism of the key factors in the process of repeatability
test, an urgent need to design and manufacture of deep-sea
environment experiment simulator, with in situ observation
and real-time measurement on the basis of the following
functions: (1) safe injection or controllable generation of the
harmful gases under a high-pressure and high-temperature
environment; (2) in the high-pressure and harmful gas test
environment, ensure the smooth matching of pressure in the
heating process; (3) in the test environment, material cor-
rosion information is collected smoothly and has good
repeatability.

To select and design high-strength metal materials for
deep-sea use, metal materials (such as precipitated hardened
stainless steel) that are expected to be suitable for such harsh
environments (such as near the hydrothermal zone) should
be selected for three types of experiments. *at is, no load,
elastic load, and plastic deformation of the deep-sea hy-
drothermal zone environmental coupling corrosion
experiment.

On this basis, the multifactor coupling corrosion
mechanism of high-strength metal materials is explored,
which will promote the design and preparation of deep-sea
extreme environment simulation devices and carry out
innovative experimental research.

4.2.1. Multifactor Coupling Corrosion In the Deep-sea
Environment. In the deep-sea hydrothermal area environ-
ment (Pressure: 15–120MPa, temperature of hydrothermal
vent: 90–400°C), multisystem, multifactor (the strong H2S
and other harmful gases, intense upwelling of ocean currents
(seafloor storm) caused by temperature changes) interweave
and superimpose each other and act together on the service
equipment and materials in this environment. *e strong
coupling effect may magnify the influence degree of a factor
by several or tens of times.

4.2.2. Design of the Total Element Deep-Sea Simulation
Experiment Device. *e designed and prepared deep-sea
extreme environment corrosion simulation device should
meet the full-depth pressure (120MPa) condition within the
known deepest ocean.*e maximum operating temperature
of 430°C can cover all the found hydrothermal zones and the
surrounding ambient temperature. Flexible safe injection
and extraction function of gas, microorganisms, corrosive
gas, and liquids can ensure the implementation and de-
tection of multifactor coupling corrosion process. *e de-
sign of a continuous and precisely controlled agitation
system in the range of 0–2 000 r/min will simulate the state of
deep-sea current inrush to simulate the seabed inrush ve-
locity in the range of 0–15m/s. *e simulation device with
the aforementioned design conditions will be able to sim-
ulate the harshest environment of the deep sea to the greatest
extent.
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4.2.3. Fill the Blank Of the Deep-Sea Integral Corrosion Test.
*e experiment of material corrosion in deep-sea hydro-
thermal zone will improve the overall corrosion mechanism
of deep-sea materials and fill in the blank of material cor-
rosion mechanism in this area. *e structure, composition,
morphology, and distribution of each component phase or
microstructure in the microstructure of materials subjected
to multifactor coupling corrosion were studied. *e
mechanochemical effect mechanism of materials in an ex-
tremely harsh (near hydrothermal field) environment is
revealed at macro and phase scales. In the future, it will be
one of the important innovative research directions for the
cross-penetration of deep-sea engineering and material
engineering to combine the corrosion mechanism of ma-
terials with the change of microstructure and adaptive de-
sign of materials, to select, protect, and design equipment
and materials for service in the extremely harsh deep-sea
corrosive environment.

5. The Urgency of R&D Platform and
Team Building

5.1. Support of National Development Strategy. Marine harsh
environment refers to the extreme environment in the deep
sea, harsh ocean conditions in the far sea, the alternation of
temperature difference, polar ice water, deep cold, and so on,
which is summarized as the “;four poles”; of the ocean. With
the expansion of national resources exploration and drilling
to the sea areas with more complex geological conditions
and physical environment, the equipment and materials in
service will certainly suffer from wear and corrosion in the
harsh and extreme environment. However, owing to the
blank material test platform, it is difficult to organize a
special research team, which makes it impossible to start the
research on the erosion mechanism of equipment and
materials in service in extreme environment, especially in
the South China Sea, deep sea, open sea, polar, and other
harsh environments. As a result, the selection of engineering
materials, research and development, and large-scale ap-
plication greatly lag the strong expectation of the demands in
this field and become the bottleneck of national energy
drilling and ocean engineering development.

In the 21st century, mankind has entered a period of
large-scale exploitation and utilization of the oceans. Marine
undertakings are related to the survival and development of
the nation and the rise and fall of the country. Zhejiang is not
only a large province of marine resources, but also a strong
province of marine economy. During the 13th Five-Year
Plan period, the provincial Party Committee and govern-
ment actively promoted the development of marine econ-
omy, and formed a good pattern of marine economic
development led by the construction of world-class marine
ports, driven by the construction of a modern marine in-
dustrial system, and supported by strengthening the con-
struction of marine science and education and ecological
civilization. To further promote the province’s marine
economy comprehensive strength and modernization level,
to better support the construction of a powerful province of
marine, Zhejiang province specially formulates14th five-year

plan of Marine economy development, attaches importance
to and promotes breakthroughs in key technologies, carries
out “double sharp double collar” plan. Centering on marine
resources, disaster prevention and mitigation, marine new
materials, marine engineering equipment, and high-tech
ships, scientific research projects are set up in provincial key
research and development programs to overcome several
key technologies, fully highlighting the economic, ecological,
and sustainable capabilities of marine resources develop-
ment and engineering construction. However, the harsh and
complex deep-sea environment seriously restricts and
threatens the exploitation of resources and the service safety
of marine equipment.

Due to historical reasons, the research on corrosion and
protection of marine equipment and materials serving in the
harsh marine environment in China is still not thorough,
which is very inconsistent with the national strategy and
development plan. *erefore, around the regional economic
and technological development, strategic target for deep
harsh environment in the process of the development of key
materials preparation and erosion protection of scientific
problems and the corresponding experimental platform
construction and exploration, to research and develop the
basic theory and form new series which is suitable for the
demanding deep and complicated environment adaptability
of materials and erosion protection technology. It is of great
significance for the development of national strategy and
location to build a first-class material research and devel-
opment and erosion protection team to serve the national
overall marine strategy, resource development, and national
defense construction and to promote the transformation of
China from a major maritime country to a maritime power
and Zhejiang from a large province of marine resources to a
strong province of marine economy.

*e ways to break the bottleneck of service equipment
and material corrosion in harsh marine environment are as
follows: (1) reasonable material selection and key material
development on the basis of the accumulation of a large
amount of material environmental corrosion data and re-
search of regularity; (2) establish safety evaluation and life
prediction methods for materials in service in harsh envi-
ronments (deep-sea hydrothermal zone, high humidity and
heat in south China Sea, polar cold, etc.); (3) provide rea-
sonable and effective protection technology. *e key to link
these three aspects is the rapid establishment of a research
platform for the corrosion regularity and mechanism of
marine engineering materials under harsh environments.

Timely proposed establishment of marine harsh envi-
ronment materials research and development and protec-
tion platform, which is of great significance to improve the
layout of Zhejiang Provincial Key laboratory of Marine
materials and scientific research and discipline construction
of related institutes.

*e construction of the platform and the research on the
mechanism of material corrosion will highlight the inter-
disciplinary and integration of various disciplines (life sci-
ence, environmental science, chemistry and chemical
engineering, marine geology, marine physics, etc.). *e
construction of the platform and the research on the
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mechanism of material corrosion will highlight the inter-
disciplinary and integration of various disciplines (life sci-
ence, environmental science, chemistry and chemical
engineering, marine geology, marine physics, etc.). *e
establishment of a key laboratory for the research and de-
velopment of material erosion mechanisms and protection
technology in marine extreme environment is the first in
China, which will highlight the creativity of the research
field. It will benefit Zhejiang province to lead the fierce
competition trend of international energy exploitation to
march into the deep sea and support the strategy of strong
ocean province, to promote the strategic needs of national
and provincial marine science and technology development,
and to fill the blank of Zhejiang Province’s harsh marine
environment materials basic research and adaptive materials
research platform.

5.2. Platform and Talent Team Construction. Zhejiang
province attaches great importance to the development of
marine strategy. Aiming at the development of science and
technology in the field of marine, it has carried out a relevant
advanced layout of the key laboratory of Marine science and
technology. Related institutes, respectively, set up MNR Key
Laboratory of Submarine Geoscience, State Laboratory of
Satellite Ocean Environment Dynamics (SOED), Ocean
Engineering Survey, Design and Research Institute, Polar
Deep-Sea Technology Institute, Key Laboratory of Marine
materials and Related technologies, CAS, Zhejiang Pro-
vincial Key Laboratory of Marine Geotechnical Engineering
and Materials, Zhejiang Greater Bay Area (Wisdom Ocean)
Innovation and Development Center, Zhejiang Provincial
Science and technology innovation Service platform for sea
trial, and so on. Especially in the Key Laboratory of Marine
materials and Related technologies, CAS, guided by the
national Marine strategy and regional Marine industry
needs, focuses on basic research, process technology inte-
gration, and engineering application of marine new mate-
rials; studies the interaction between materials and the
marine environment; targets on three major marine material
damage problems, such as electrochemical coupling cor-
rosion, biological fouling and mechanical-chemical inter-
action wear; and accelerates the core collaborative capability
research and development of failure mechanism and ap-
plication technology, gradually improving the design and
preparation of new marine materials, new coupling damage
mechanism, and engineering technology innovation system,
becoming a bridge and link for industrial transformation
and national defense application of marine new materials.

5.3.8e Latest Research Direction ofMarine ServiceMaterials
in Harsh Environment

5.3.1. Erosion Interface and Erosion Process Dynamics.
According to the seawater environment in deep-sea hy-
drothermal area, we systematically study the corrosion
failure behavior of metal materials (nickel base alloy, copper
alloy material), nonmetallic ceramic materials, and com-
posite materials in the mechanical and chemical interaction

of high temperature, high pressure, and strong corrosive
medium seawater. On this basis, aiming at the characteristics
of the deep-sea energy mining equipment, such as serious
erosion phenomenon, short service life, low safety, and high
cost, by adjusting the microcomposition and surface pro-
tection of materials, improved the corrosion resistance, and
mechanical properties of materials, enhancing the safety of
deep-sea energy exploitation.

5.3.2. Microbial Adhesion Corrosion Process and Protection
Technology. Biological fouling is a prominent marine ma-
terial damage problem faced by marine engineering and
equipment. Reveal the interface binding mechanism of
marine fouling organisms attached to the surface of mate-
rials (especially the lush biological environment in the high
humidity and heat of the South China Sea and the submarine
hydrothermal zone) and develop antifouling bare engi-
neering materials or adaptive protective materials, which lay
a good foundation for solving the problem of biological
fouling on the surface of engineering equipment materials in
the high humidity and heat (and deep-sea hydrothermal
area) sea area in the South China Sea. Previous research is
limited to the interface and surface formed between inan-
imate materials, while the interface and surface formed
between the marine material and microbial activity is half of
life, and half of the unique compound interface, with the
common organizational structure characteristics of the
composite interface, and the unique structural characteris-
tics of dynamic development and both “active” biochemical
reaction, therefore, making the interface study of marine
materials (especially those serving in harsh marine envi-
ronment) have remarkable novelty.

5.3.3. Erosion Mechanism of Ship Materials in Polar and
Open Sea Environments. Study the corrosion resistance,
abrasion resistance, crack arrest, welding repair, and coating
performance of steel used for arctic icebreakers in a special
environments. Establish the testing standards, laying a
foundation for the quantification and theoretical study of
abrasion phenomenon. Study the key problems in the design
of ships sailing in the ice region. Study the spatial distri-
bution characteristics and the determination method of ice
load. Study the ultimate bearing capacity of ship hull
structure in ice region. Combined with these, the study of
marine harsh environment materials can be condensed into
three important research directions which are interrelated
and characteristic.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, based on the data accumulation and short-
comings of the study on the mechanism of corrosion of
deep-sea environmental materials, the establishment of the
deep-sea hydrothermal zone environmental materials re-
search platform is proposed to promote the improvement of
the theoretical study of deep-sea material corrosion and the
research and development of adaptive materials. On this
basis, the research scope of deep-sea material corrosion
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mechanism is extended to the high humidity and heat of the
South China Sea, the research and development of equip-
ment and materials for ocean transportation and marine
transportation, and the research and development of cor-
rosion protection technology for ship engineering materials
in polar environments.
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Hydrostatic levelling system (HLS) is widely used to monitor the settlement of major projects, such as high-speed railways,
bridges, tunnels, dams, and nuclear power plants; ambient temperature is the most important influencing factor in the actual
engineering settlement detection process. In order to systematically study the influence of ambient temperature TA on the
test accuracy of the HLS, a test platform was built in the ambient temperature laboratory, and the influence of factors,
including the amount of TA change, the rate of increase/decrease of TA, the expansion coefficient of the connecting pipe, and
the distance of the measuring point, on the HLS test accuracy was quantitatively analyzed. -e test results show that the
elevation of a single HSL case has a linear correlation with the ambient temperature; when the temperature rise rate is greater
than 0.1°C/min, the measured data are distorted due to incomplete development of material expansion. -e temperature
influence coefficient of a single HSL case is linearly related to the expansion coefficient deviation between the refrigerant and
pipe; the test error of the double HLS case caused by TA is attributed to the expansion coefficient deviation of the pipe and the
refrigerant between the base station and the measuring point. -e relative temperature influence coefficient increases as
distance measurement increases, and the HLS test error caused by TA will maintain a constant value when the distance
measurement exceeds a certain value.

1. Introduction

With the rapid socioeconomic development and urbanization,
major national infrastructure projects, such as high-speed
railways, large-span bridges, ultralong tunnels, high-rise
buildings, integrated pipeline corridors, and dams, are in-
creasing; their uneven settlement, deformation, and founda-
tions are a precursor to the engineering failure [1, 2].-erefore,
the accurate measurement for the settlement or deformation is
crucial and can provide a scientific reference for the design,
construction, and operation of major foundation projects;
moreover, reliable data for numerical engineering analysis and
long-term deformation prediction can be provided [3–5].

Settlement monitoring methods include geometric
levelling, trigonometric levelling, GPS measurement, CCD

optical imaging measurement, laser convergence measure-
ment, hydrostatic levelling, and fibre grating measurement
[6, 7]. Among them, geometric levelling and trigonometric
levelling are costly and inaccurate; besides, they are limited
by topographical fluctuations and challenging to realize real-
time monitoring [7, 8]. -e accuracy of GPS measurement
for plane relative positioning has reached 0.1–1× 10−6, but
its elevation measurement accuracy is only 10−2, which
cannot meet some projects’ accuracy requirements, and GPS
is expensive [9]. Although the CCD optical imaging sensors,
laser convergence sensors, and fibre grating sensors have the
advantages of high accuracy, strong modality to the terrain,
and a high degree of automation [10], the construction and
maintenance costs are relatively high, and their anti-inter-
ference performance is poor [6]. Because of the simple
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structure, high accuracy, strong stability, and little influence
from the external environment [11], hydrostatic levelling is
widely used in the subsidence monitorization of major
projects such as subways [12, 13], bridges [14], tunnels
[11, 15–18], dams, and nuclear power plants [19].

-e basic principle of the hydrostatic levelling system
(HLS) is the liquid connector, which means that, by
measuring the relative change of the liquid level in the
levelling bowl at different positions, the settlement or
uplift of each monitoring point relative to the base point
can be determined [19]. However, the accuracy of the HLS
is disturbed by factors, including temperature changes,
pressure differences, earth tides, and gravity anomalies.
[20]. Among them, the earth tides and gravity anomaly
can only be filtered under constant temperature, and their
influence can be ignored for nonprecision engineering
because of the micron-level effect. -e influence of
pressure difference can be eliminated using equal-pres-
sure pipes. In actual engineering, the temperature change
is considered the most important influencing factor
during settlement detection. Chen Jihua [21] thought that
the uneven temperature would lead to uneven liquid
density in the HLS, which leads to the test error; he also
proposed a preliminary approach to eliminate tempera-
ture impact. Xu Shaofeng [22] investigated the influence
of temperature and pressure change on the accuracy of
HLS testing and proposed a temperature correction model
considering the pipe’s expansion coefficient. By installing
a temperature sensor in the magnetostatic level bowl, Li
Deqiao [9] analyzed the influence of temperature on HLS
testing accuracy and verified the temperature correction
model proposed by Xu Shaofeng. Based on field test data,
Chen et al. [2] proposed a temperature gradient model,
and it is suitable for the HLS test system.

In summary, there have been preliminary studies on
temperature-induced HLS test errors, but it needs to be
noted that most current research studies only focused on a
single HLS case, and the temperature changes are concen-
trated in the order of 10−1 [17, 18]. However, during actual
settlement monitoring, the annual ambient temperature
basically varies from −10 to 30°C. In addition, the existing
temperature correction model, based on the water medium,
no longer has practical engineering significance, especially in
the subzero state; also, there are certain differences in the
HLS measuring point spacing arrangement and pipe ma-
terials in the actual project.

In this paper, a differential pressure hydrostatic levelling
platform was built in the ambient temperature laboratory to
systematically study the impact of ambient temperature on
HLS testing accuracy. -e high-precision temperature
sensor was used to collect the temperature data, the change
of TA, the increase/decrease rate of TA, the expansion co-
efficient of the connecting pipe, and the distance of the
measuring point on the HLS testing accuracy which is
quantitatively analyzed. Furthermore, an evaluation method
for the influence of ambient temperature on the HLS testing
accuracy was developed.

2. Test Platform Construction and
Test Program

2.1. Test Equipment and Materials. -e Rosemount 3051S
differential pressure hydrostatic levelling system was se-
lected in this test because of the advantages of high sensi-
tivity, wide frequency, lightweight, small size, and reliable
operation, and its technical parameters are shown in Table 1.
-e platinum resistance temperature sensor was used to
measure the ambient temperature. In order to ensure that
the signals of the HLS and temperature sensor can be col-
lected simultaneously and avoid time lag, a full-function
collect instrument was selected. -e closed-loop controlled
ambient temperature chamber in the State Key Laboratory of
Materials-Oriented Chemical Engineering of Nanjing
Technology University was used to control the temperature
changing rate and temperature difference. -is equipment
can precisely and linearly control the ambient temperature
in the range of −40–150°C with a fluctuation of less than
0.1°C. -e detailed performance parameters of the test
chamber are shown in Table 2.

Because the liquid medium of “deionized water-
+ antifreeze” is likely to cause flocculation at low-temper-
ature conditions and the thermal expansion coefficient of
water increases with the increase of temperature, dimethi-
cone was selected as the liquid medium in this test. -e
density of dimethicone is 1.03 g/cm3 (20°C), and its effective
operating temperature range is −60–160°C; the expansion
coefficient in the operating temperature range is basically
fixed at the value of 6.3×10−4. To study the influence of the
expansion coefficient of different connecting pipe materials
on the HLS test accuracy, four kinds of connecting pipes
with different expansion coefficients, including PU plastic
pipe, polypropylene pipe, PTFE pipe, and 204 stainless steel
pipe, were selected. -e corresponding expansion coeffi-
cients are 3.35×10−4, 1.32×10−4, 1.45×10−4, and
6.43×10−5, respectively.

2.2. Test Platform Installation. Figure 1 shows the layout of
the test platform. It can be seen that, in the ambient tem-
perature test chamber, all HLS liquid pipes are connected,
and one end is connected to the liquid storage tank; besides,
all air pipes are connected, and one end is connected to the
upper air section of the tank through a drying pipe. It should
be pointed out that the pressure difference of a single HLS
measuring point comes from the difference between the
liquid pressure and the air pressure, which is an absolute
value; the liquid/gas pressure difference between the HLS
datum point and the test point is used to calculate the
relative settlement between the measured point and the
datum point, which is a relative value. -e RT-1Q tem-
perature sensor was arranged next to every HLS measuring
point, and then the output signal of the HLS and temper-
ature sensor can be collected by the VW-102E full-function
reader. -e technical parameters of the RT-1Q temperature
sensor are shown in Table 3.
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2.3. Test Scheme. -e influence of the ambient temperature
on the test accuracy of the HLS usually can be reflected by
the measurement error caused by temperature change.
Considering the complex change of the annual ambient
temperature of the detected structure, especially in winter
and summer, two types of test platforms, including single
HLS case (only single differential pressure hydrostatic
levelling point) and double HLS cases (test base station + test
point), were built in a laboratory with the standard ambient
temperature to study the influence of the change of TA
(−10°C⟶30°C⟶−10°C) and the rate of increase/decrease
of TA on the accuracy of HLS test quantitatively. At the same
time, combined with the actual engineering conditions and
the environmental temperature change, the influence of the
connecting pipe length between the base station and the test
point (the distance between the test points) and the ex-
pansion coefficient of the connecting pipe (with obvious
material differences) on the HLS test accuracy was com-
prehensively considered. -e test conditions are shown in
Table 4.

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. -e Influence of the Ambient Temperature Rising/Falling
Mode on the HLS Test Accuracy. In order to investigate the
influence of the rising/falling mode of the ambient tem-
perature on the HLS test accuracy, by converting the vertical
pressure of the liquid medium, the settlement difference of
case C1 caused by the temperature rising and falling was
compared and analyzed. At the beginning of the test, the
settlement of the HLS was recorded as zero for the con-
venience of analysis.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that, as ambient temperature
TA linearly increased from −10°C to 30°C, the corresponding
settlement HE of the HLS linearly decreased to 3.04mm;
when TA linearly decreased from 30°C to −10°C, HE linearly
rose from 3.04mm to 0.03mm. -e temperature influence
coefficient Pt � ΔHE/ΔTA was defined to quantitatively

characterize the effect of ambient temperature on the HSL
test accuracy; under the rising/falling mode of case C1, Pt of
the HLS was −0.0774mm/°C and −0.0731mm/°C, respec-
tively, and their relative deviation was 5.8%, indicating that
the rising or falling mode of ambient temperature had no
significant effect on Pt.

3.2. -e Influence of Temperature Rising Rate on the HLS Test
Accuracy. Because these two ambient temperature changing
modes have no significant effect on Pt, there is no need to
conduct the falling mode test for cases C2, C3, and C4.
Figure 3 shows the influence of the rising rate of temperature
on the test accuracy of the single HSL. When the rising rate
was 0.05 and 0.02°C/min, HE and TA of the HLS were
strongly linearly correlated, and Pt of cases C1 and C4 was
−0.0774mm/°C and −0.0777mm/°C, respectively. When the
rising rate was 0.1°C/min, HE decreased as TA increased, but
it needs to be noticed that the linear correlation between TA
and HE was significantly weakened, and the data fluctuation
became large. When the rising rate was 0.2°C/min, as TA
linearly increased, HE increased with a decreasing rate.
When TA> 10°C,HE nearly did not increase as TA increased;
this is because the excessive rising rate of ambient tem-
perature led to the incomplete expansion of materials and
liquid media, resulting in data distortion and failing to
reflect the impact of TA on the HLS test accuracy.

-e relationship between Pt and the temperature rising
rate is shown in Figure 4. Combined with Figure 3, it can be
seen that when the temperature rising rate was 0.02 or
0.05°C/min, the HLS worked normally, and Pt was consis-
tent. When the rising rate was greater than or equal to 0.1°C/
min, the material expansion was not complete, and the data
were distorted. In general, the temperature reached the
lowest at 0 a.m., and the temperature reached the highest at
13:00. -e maximum temperature difference during this
period basically did not exceed 30°C. -erefore, under
natural conditions, the temperature changing rate was less
than 0.04°C/min. Besides, considering the effectiveness of
data collection and the test progress, the temperature
changing rate was decided to be 0.05°C/min for other test
cases.

3.3.-e InfluenceofPipeExpansionCoefficient on theHLSTest
Accuracy. In order to investigate the influence of the pipe
expansion coefficient cpi on the single HSL test accuracy, a
series of single-point test platforms were built with the PU
plastic pipe, PTFE pipe, polypropylene pipe, and 204
stainless steel pipe, respectively. -e test was carried out
under a temperature rising rate of 0.05°C/min. As shown in
Figure 5, HE decreased linearly with the increase of TA for
PU plastic pipes, while HE increased linearly with the in-
crease of TA for PTFE pipes, polypropylene pipes, or 204
stainless steel pipes. -is is because cpi of PU plastic pipes is
greater than that of dimethicone, and the liquid level of
simethicone decreased with the increase of TA, leading to a
decrease in elevation; by contrast, for PTFE pipes, poly-
propylene pipes, and 204 stainless steel pipes, cpi is obviously

Table 1: Technical parameters of the Rosemount 3051S hydrostatic
levelling system.

Index Value
Input voltage 24Vdc
Input current 200mA
Power 0.9W
Output current (signal) 4–20mA
Effective pressure range 0–60 kPa
Effective operating temperature −50–65°C

Table 2: Ambient temperature test chamber parameter perfor-
mance index.

Index Value
Temperature range (°C) −40–150
Temperature fluctuation (°C) <0.1
Temperature rising rate (°C/min) <3–5
Temperature falling rate (°C/min) <0.7–1.5
Temperature sensor Platinum resistance PT100
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smaller than that of dimethicone, and the liquid level of
simethicone rose with the increase of TA, increasing HE.

Furthermore, it was found that smaller cpi would not
deliver the influence of TA on the single HSL measuring
point. It is necessary to study the relationship between Pt and
the difference between the liquid medium expansion coef-
ficient cdi and the pipe expansion coefficient cpi. As shown in
Figure 6, Pt increased with the increase of cdi-cpi, showing a
linear relationship.

Pt � 0.04553 cdi − cpi  − 0.0103. (1)

It can be known that if cpi and cdi are close, the influence
of TA on the test accuracy of the single HSL measuring point
can be ignored.

In order to study the effect of cpi on the double HSL test
accuracy, the double HSL measuring point test platform was
built with PU plastic pipes, PTFE pipes, and polypropylene
pipes; HSL was used as a base station, and the other one was
used as the measuring point. -e test was carried out under
the temperature raising rate of 0.05°C/min. Figure 7 shows
the test data of the base station and the measuring point for
case C8. It can be seen that HE of the base station and the
measuring point increased with TA, but the increasing rate of
the elevation of the base station was apparently less than that
of the measuring point, and Pt presented a significant dif-
ference, which was 0.213mm/°C and 0.231mm/°C,
respectively.

Figure 8(a) shows the relative elevation ΔHE between the
base station and the measuring point caused by TA’s in-
creasing for case C8. -e relative temperature influence
coefficient ΔPt is defined as the difference in Pt between the

base station and the measuring point. For case C8, ΔPt was
0.018mm/°C, which is significantly smaller than that of
C1–C7, suggesting that the measurement error caused by TA
on the “liquid medium box-connecting pipe-base station”
did not affect the relative elevation between the base station
and the measuring point. -e elevation difference was
caused by the expansion difference between the connecting
pipe and the refrigerant that connects the base station and
the measuring point. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show ΔHE be-
tween the base station and the measuring point for cases C9
and C10, which was caused by the increase of TA. Similar to
the single test point results, for polypropylene pipes, ΔHE
increased with TA but decreased for PU plastic pipes.
However, similar to case C8, ΔPt of cases C9 and C10 was
also obviously smaller than that of the single-point test, and
when the connecting pipe was a PU plastic,ΔPtwas negative.
It should be pointed out that although the connecting pipe
material had a significant effect on ΔPt, it was related to the
length of the connecting pipe between the base station and
the measuring point combined with the test results of cases
C1–C9.

3.4.-eEffect ofMeasuringDistanceon theHLSTestAccuracy.
According to the analysis above, when the connecting pipe
material was fixed, the test error of the double or multiple
HSL measurement points, which was induced by TA
changing, was mainly determined by the distance of the
measurement points. To systematically explore the effect of
the distance betweenmeasurement pointsDtest (the length of
the connecting pipe) on the test accuracy of double HSL test
points, PTFE pipes were used to construct the double
measurement points’ test platform, and the distance between
the base station and the test point was set as 0.5m, 1m, 5m,
and 10m. Figure 9 shows the relationship between ΔHE and
TA. It can be seen that when Dtest increased to 1m and 5m,
ΔHE also increased with the increase of TA, but under the
same TA, the larger Dtest was, the larger ΔHE was, which was
consistent with the test results of case C8. Besides, ΔPt of the
double HLS test points was significantly smaller than Pt of
the base station under each working condition.

Figure 10 shows the relationship betweenDtest and ΔPt; ΔPt
increased with the increase ofDtest. However, the increasing rate

Datum point Test point

Air pipes

Liquid pipes

Ambient temperature 
test chamber

Liquid 
storage tank

VW-102E full-
function reader

Temperature 
sensor

Temperature 
sensor

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the working layout for the typical hydrostatic levelling system.

Table 3: Technical parameters of the RT-1Q temperature sensor.

Index Value
Effective operating temperature −40–80°C
Level of sensitivity ±0.005°C
Temperature measurement accuracy ±0.01°C
Water pressure resistance ≥0.5MPa
Insulation resistance ≥50MΩ
Storage humidity ≤80% RH
Storage temperature −30–70°C
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Table 4: -e influence of ambient temperature on the measurement accuracy of the HLS.

ID Test
platform Pipe material Dtest

(m) TA (°C) TA rate (°C/
min) Test purpose

C1

Single HLS PU plastic pipe — −10⟶30⟶−10

0.05
-e effect of temperature rising/falling rate on the

HSL test error
C2 0.1
C3 0.2
C4 0.02
C5

Single HLS

PU plastic pipe

— −10⟶30 0.05 -e effect of pipe material on the single HSL test
errorC6 204 stainless steel

pipe
C7 Polypropylene pipe
C8 Double

HLS

PTFE pipe
0.5 −10⟶30 0.05 -e effect of pipe material on the double HSL test

errorC9 Polypropylene pipe
C10 PU plastic pipe
C11 Double

HLS PTFE pipe
1

−10⟶30 0.05 -e effect of measuring distance on the single HSL
test errorC12 5

C13 10
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Figure 2:-e influence of temperature rise/fall rate on the measurement accuracy of the HLS. (a) Ambient temperature rising. (b) Ambient
temperature falling.
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3:-e influence of temperature rise rate on the measurement accuracy of the single HSL test point. (a) Case C1. (b) Case C4. (c) Case
C2. (d) Case C3.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: -e influence of pipe expansion coefficient on the measurement accuracy of the single HSL test point. (a) PU plastic pipe.
(b) PTFE pipe. (c) 204 stainless steel pipe. (d) Polypropylene pipe.
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Figure 7: -e relationship between ambient temperature and elevation of the base station and test point HSL for case C8. (a) Base station.
(b) Measuring point.
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of ΔPt appears gradually decreased, and it can be inferred that
when Dtest exceeds a certain value, ΔPt may be maintained at a
fixed value, but under larger Dtest conditions, the precise

environmental temperature control is difficult to be achieved
due to the limited test conditions.Dtest and ΔPt present a power
function relationship as follows:
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Figure 9: -e relationship between relative elevation and ambient temperature under different measuring distances. (a) Case C8. (b) Case
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ΔPt � 0.054 − 0.0236D
−0.617
test . (2)

Incorporating with the definition of ΔPt, under the
ambient temperature considering the influence of Dtest, the
ambient temperature evaluation model of the HLS mea-
suring points can be established:

Settrue � Settest − ΔHE,

ΔHE � 0.054 − 0.0236D
−0.617
test  × ΔTE,

(3)

where Settrue is the actual settlement of each HLS measuring
point to eliminate the influence of temperature effect and
Settest is the test settlement of each HLS measuring point.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, a test platform with differential pressure
hydrostatic levelling was installed in the ambient temper-
ature laboratory. -e high-precision temperature sensors
were adopted to collect the temperature of each measure-
ment point of the HLS, and the influence of factors, such as
the ambient temperature, the increasing/decreasing rate of
the ambient temperature, the expansion coefficient of the
connecting pipe, and the distance of the measuring point, on
the HLS test accuracy was quantitatively analyzed. -e
relevant conclusions can be drawn as follows:

(1) -e elevation of the single HSL measuring point
showed a single correlation with the ambient tem-
perature. When the ambient temperature increasing
rate was 0.02 or 0.05°C/min, the ambient tempera-
ture influence coefficient was consistent, and the test
results were valid. When the increasing rate was
greater than or equal to 0.1°C/min, the material
expansion was not complete, and the data were
distorted.

(2) -e single HSL measuring point’s temperature in-
fluence coefficient was linearly related to the dif-
ference in the expansion coefficient between the
liquid medium and the pipe. When the expansion
coefficient of the selected pipe was close to the ex-
pansion coefficient of the liquid medium, the effect of
the temperature on single HSL test accuracy can be
ignored.

(3) -e test error of the double HLS measuring points
caused by ambient temperature was attributed to the
expansion difference between the connecting pipe
and the liquidmedium.-e connecting pipematerial
and the length of the connecting pipe had a sig-
nificant effect on the relative temperature influence
coefficient.

(4) -e relative temperature influence coefficient in-
creased with the increase of the measurement dis-
tance, while the increase rate of the relative
temperature influence coefficient gradually de-
creased, which preliminarily indicated that when the
measurement distance exceeded a certain value, the
HLS test error caused by the environmental tem-
perature basically remains constant.
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For the support engineering of the deep and large foundation pit (DLFP) due to tomb protection, there are still no clear standards. *e
construction of DLFP will introduce large-range transverse and longitudinal disturbance on the stratum; therefore, it should be
reinforced. In this paper, the reinforcement of the deep and large foundation pit of a national first-class key tomb protection project is
studied. By comparing the existing supporting scheme and the stress conditions of the reinforced tomb, the combination reinforcement
scheme by bored pile and pile slab retaining wall is found to be safe and feasible. Furthermore, according to the simulated bending
moment, displacement, and axial force of the tomb by numerical analysis, an economic and reasonable mixed anchor support scheme is
selected. In order to ensure the stability of the tomb during the supporting process of the foundation pit, a maximum value of 10mm for
the overall settlement of the tomb can be treated as the control benchmark based on the support and anchorage schemes in each
specification and the in-site measured settlement values of the tomb. *e determined support, anchorage schemes, and the control
benchmark can provide certain technique guidance and research significance for the protection of similar ancient buildings in the future.

1. Introduction

From the twenty-first century, relative specifications put
forward clear requirements on the support effects of the
foundation pit and their influence on the surrounding
environment, and the conventional design calculation for
general foundation pit support is already mature. How-
ever, there are still no detailed standards and require-
ments on the ancient buildings with cultural relics
protection value. Besides, the conventional single support
type is difficult to meet the design requirements of the
foundation pit of ancient tombs, which have complex
surrounding environment, strict support effect demand,
and large depth and area.

Nowadays, the controlled settlement due to repair of the
ancient buildings, ancient tombs, and other cultural heri-
tages protected by the state is mainly based on the experience
of experts. *e control benchmark of settlement is higher
and higher, and some key protection projects even require
zero settlement. *e increment of the benchmark can better
provide the cultural relic from destroying, but it also in-
creases construction difficulty and cost. Wang [1] analyzed
the monitoring data of the engineering project of the Line 2
Town God’s Temple Station of Ningbo Rail Transit and
determined the controlled displacement benchmark, re-
quirement, and detailed protection measurements for pro-
tection of the ancient buildings in Town God’s Temple,
which accumulated experiences for similar projects.
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According to the protection requirements of isolated ancient
buildings in soft soil deep foundation pit engineering, Gong
et al. [2] simulated various construction conditions of
foundation pit excavation by using PLAXIS finite element
software and determined the support mode that can effec-
tively control the deformation of isolated ancient buildings.
Besides, Wang et al. [3] compared and analyzed the stress
distribution of the foundation pit of an ancient building
under original and modified design conditions, which can
provide information for the dynamic design of the foun-
dation pit. In addition, Qiu et al. [4] made a detailed analysis
on the design and construction of a super deep and super
large foundation pit near the subway. Yooc et al. [5–13]
made conducted many researches and discussions on this
area. Chen [14] optimized the supporting system and the
reinforcement scheme of the pit bottom through the
characteristics of the ancillary structure of the station close
to the old City God Temple of the historical building.
According to this scheme, the deformation of the old City
God Temple has been effectively controlled to ensure the
smooth progress of the project. Dan et al. [15] provided a
new design theory for the complex foundation pit support of
the ancient buildings in the old city site. On the analysis of
the foundation pit adjacent to key ancient architectural
relics, Wang et al. [16] formulated a monitoring scheme, and
the feasibility of this scheme is verified by systematically
monitoring the foundation pit supporting structure,
buildings, groundwater level around foundation pit, and soil
mass.

*e Dingtao Han Tomb locates in Dingtao County, and
there exits earthen ruins outside the tomb, beside the main
tomb. *e excavation perimeter of the foundation pit is
149m in the north-south direction and 110m in the east-
west direction. *e burial depth of the tomb is 6m, and the
range is a 22.8m× 22.8m square. *e buried depth of the
earthen site is 6m, and the range is a 50m× 50m square, as
shown in Figure 1.

In order to ensure the safety of the foundation pit and the
site not be damaged during excavation, the proper enclosing
structure of the foundation pit and support structure of the
earthen ruins should be selected, and the proper water stop
curtain should be selected to avoid the damage of the an-
tiquities due to excessive settlement.

2. Analysis on Foundation Pit Reinforcement of
the Ancient Tomb

Based on the project characteristics and construction con-
ditions, several possible used support schemes are analyzed
and compared technically and economically.

*e excavation area of the foundation pit is very large,
which can reach 16,390m2, and its depth is 16m belonging
to the deep foundation pit project. *ere are cultural relics
under special state protection in the foundation pit; their
high requirements are imposed on its settlement. Many soil
layers with different properties exist in the excavation
depth of the foundation pit, especially the 8th layer, which
contains a lot of confined water and has a great impact on
the tomb.

2.1. Comparison of Foundation Pit Support Schemes of the
Ancient Tomb Chamber. *e bored pile is selected as the
support structure.

*e construction of the bored pile as the support
structure of the foundation pit is convenient, and its cost is
low as the construction is mature. Steel support has the
advantages of fast, easy assembly, and repeated use. In order
to enhance the support force, prestress can be applied to the
steel support in advance. *erefore, the support structure
has certain economic efficiency and safety. However, the
bored pile cannot form a connected successive wall; thus, the
waterproof performance is extremely bad; and the water stop
curtain shall be set additionally.

*e main body of the support structure adopts a dia-
phragm wall with steel support. When the diaphragm wall is
used for construction, the noise and vibration are both very
small, which shows great advantages in urban construction.
*e wall support has great stiffness and good impervious
performance; thus, waterproof cloth is not needed. *e
diaphragm wall can be used as both an enclosure structure
and a part of the main structure. Besides, it occupies a small
land area. But it also has some disadvantages, such as the
high cost. Besides, the construction site must have mud
treatment conditions because improper treatment of waste
mud will cause serious environmental pollution. In addition,
the commonly occurred tank wall collapse in construction
can induce the settlement of the tomb and the earthen ruins,
and it can also cause exceeded quantity of concrete, which
will increase the engineering cost.

*e second scheme has the advantage of low noise and
small land occupation; thus, it is suitable for urban con-
struction. However, the studied tomb locates in the wild,
which has a wide site and no limitations space, noise, and
construction disturbance, indicating that the second scheme
has no apparent superiority on the present project, and also
its cost is very high. In addition, the waterproof curtain has
been set outside the foundation pit, and it is a little re-
dundant in terms of the waterproof if the diaphragm wall is
made. Compared with the second scheme, bored cast-in-
place pile has the advantages of easy construction, low cost,
repeated use for many times, and imposing prestress in
advance before construction; thus, it has higher cost per-
formance. Considering various factors, the support structure
of the bored cast-in-place pile and internal support is finally
determined.

2.2. Comparison of SupportingMaterials for Foundation Pit of
the Ancient Tomb Chamber. In the support system of the
deep foundation pit, the support systems can be divided into
steel support, reinforced concrete support, and reinforced
concrete steel tube mixed support. Among them, the rein-
forced concrete supporting structure has good integrity,
large strength, and small deformation, which can ensure
construction safety and reliability. However, its construction
technique is more complex than steel support, and the
demolition is also relatively difficult, inducing a low material
recovery rate. *e steel support is the most commonly used
structure in foundation pit engineering projects because it is
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convenient to be installed and removed. *e dosage ratio of
steel can improve the support capacity by applying prestress,
which can effectively control the deformation of the foun-
dation pit. In themeanwhile, the erection of the steel support
is very quick, which can save time and increase the con-
struction efficiency. Besides, the recovery rate of the steel
support is high, which can reduce a lot of waste and save
cost.

2.3. Comparison of Reinforcement Schemes of the Ancient
Tomb Room Soil Sites. *e earthen ruins belong to the key
cultural relics protected by the state; thus, the support
structure should have enough strength to protect this
structure. Moreover, the construction technology should not
only be simple but also fast, and the disturbance to earthen
ruins and Han Tombs should be minimal. As the anchor bolt
and anchor plate retaining wall have certain damage on the
earthen ruins; thus, they can be excluded first. Compared
with the pile slab retaining wall, as other retaining walls have
no hanging plate, the earthen ruins cannot be protected well.
*erefore, combined with the engineering characteristics,
existing technologies, economic conditions, and construc-
tion period, the pile plate retaining wall is finally selected to
strengthen the earth site as shown in Figure 2.

In addition, pile slab retaining wall also has the following
obvious advantages: (1) it not only can prevent the overall
sliding of the earthen ruins but also can provide well pro-
tection because the hanging plate can prevent the local
displacement of the earthen ruins; (2) at present, the con-
struction method of the pile plate retaining wall is mature,
and the construction team is experienced; therefore, the
construction quality and progress can be guaranteed; and (3)
the construction of square pile retaining wall has no high
requirements on the site conditions; thus, it is convenient to
construct, and it has little disturbance to the main body of
earthen sites and Han Tombs.

3. Comparison of Settlement Control Standards

During the excavation stage of the deep and large foundation
pit, there is particularity and high requirements on the
protection of the cultural relic architecture. *e different
standards are shown in Tables 1–3. *erefore, in the design
process of the present project, various specifications and
reports are referred to, and their deformation control
standards and requirements for buildings are preliminarily
analyzed. Finally, the deformation control standards of the
ancient buildings are determined from the perspective of
strict control.

*e settlement of the foundation pit can be determined
by the soil characteristics, design results, and local expe-
rience (Table 2). *e soil layer of the tomb is mainly
composed of silt, silty clay, and silty sand mixed with silt,
and the hydrogeological condition is simple; thus, the soil
layer of the tomb is simple. *e surrounding tombs are
national key protected cultural relics, and the grade of the
foundation pit is class I. As the soil layer is simple, the
suggested settlement value of the foundation pit is mainly
designed based on the grade of the foundation pit and local
experience. Besides, the building importance is sensitive to
the surrounding environment, the foundation pit of grade 1
adopts the most strict control, and the settlement value is
controlled in 10mm.

4. Result Analysis of Different Anchor
Support Schemes

*e support plan is shown in Table 4.

4.1. Result Analysis of Mixed Anchor Support Scheme. *e
earth pressure under various working conditions and in the
pile body of bored cast-in-place pile is calculated by using
Lizheng system. *e calculation results are as follows.

Figure 3 shows the internal force and displacement of the
excavation to 6.90m. After excavation to the depth of 6.90m,
the appearance of the maximum earth pressure locates at
24m under the ground, and the pressure value is 500.2 kN/
m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at 15m under
the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e displacement of the
pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is the largest with a
value of 4.9mm. *e maximum bending moment is
783.7 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under the ground,
and the maximum shear stress is 455.3 kN, which appears at
about 24m under the ground.

Figure 4 shows the internal force and displacement after
excavation to 6.9m with support. After imposing the first
bracing, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure
locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
500.2 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
15m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e dis-
placement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is
the largest with a value of 4.9mm. *e maximum bending
moment is 783.7 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 455.3 kN,
which appears at about 24m under the ground.
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Figure 1: Location plan of the ancient tomb.
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Figure 5 shows the internal force and displacement of the
excavation to 9.90m. After excavation to the depth of 9.90m,
the appearance of the maximum earth pressure locates at
24m under the ground, and the pressure value is 498.90 kN/
m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at 15m under
the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e displacement of the
pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is the largest with a

value of 5.6mm. *e maximum bending moment is
867.8 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under the ground,
and the maximum shear stress is 478.1 kN, which appears at
about 24m under the ground.

Figure 6 shows the internal force and displacement after
excavation to 9.90m with support. After imposing the
second bracing, the appearance of the maximum earth
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of pile slab retaining wall (unit: m).

Table 1: Comparison of building protection standards.

Monitoring
items

Building foundation pit
monitoring technical

specifications
(GB50497—2009)

Shanghai standard: code for
construction monitoring of foundation

pit engineering (DG/
TJ08—2001—2006)

Monitoring alarm value in
report and suggestions on
cultural relics of Jun temple

Recommended
design value

Building
settlement Settlement value 10∼60mm Settlement value, 10∼60mm

Change rate, 1∼3mm/d
Settlement value, 15mm
Change rate, 1.5mm/d

Settlement value,
10mm

Change rate,
1.5mm/d

Table 2: Settlement values of different foundation pit grades.

Monitoring items Support structure type
Foundation pit type

I II III
Cumulative value (mm) Cumulative value (mm) Cumulative value (mm)

Settlement around foundation pit 10∼35 50∼60 60∼80

Table 3: Complexity of soil layer.

Foundation
complexity Foundation soil properties, degree of weakness, and hydrological conditions

Complex

*ere is large super weak muddy clay within 2H depth; there is silt or sand with large thickness at the bottom of the
pit, and the water curtain cannot be separated; there is a large area of thick fill and hidden pond distribution;
hydrogeological conditions: it is adjacent to rivers and has hydraulic connection; there are aquifers with high

permeability and microconfined water or confined water

Moderate *ere is mucky cohesive soil or silt within 2H depth; hydrogeological conditions: there is a certain distance from the
river, and there is no hydraulic connection

Simple *e soil property within 2H excavation depth is good; no dark pond distribution; hydrogeological conditions are
simple
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pressure locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure
value is 498.9 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure
locates at 15m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m.*e
displacement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom

is the largest with a value of 5.6mm.*e maximum bending
moment is 867.5 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 478.1 kN,
which appears at about 24m under the ground.
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Figure 3: Internal force-displacement diagram of the first bracing.
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Figure 4: Internal force-displacement diagram of the first excavation.

Table 4: Different anchor support schemes.

Number Working
condition

Depth
(m) Mixed anchor Reinforced concrete anchor Steel pipe anchor

1 Excavation 6.900

2 Supporting 6.400 Internal bracing by reinforced
concrete

Internal bracing by reinforced
concrete

Inner support by steel
pipe

3 Excavation 9.900

4 Supporting 9.400 Inner support by steel pipe Internal bracing by reinforced
concrete

Inner support by steel
pipe

5 Excavation 12.900

6 Supporting 12.400 Inner support by steel pipe Internal bracing by reinforced
concrete

Inner support by steel
pipe

7 Excavation 15.900

8 Supporting 15.400 Inner support by steel pipe Internal bracing by reinforced
concrete

Inner support by steel
pipe

9 Excavation 16.000
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Figure 7 shows the internal force and displacement of the
excavation to 12.90m. After excavation to the depth of
12.90m, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure
locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
491.6 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
10m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e dis-
placement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is
the largest with a value of 6.6mm. *e maximum bending
moment is 1,015.5 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 516 kN, which
appears at about 24m under the ground.

Figure 8 shows the internal force and displacement after
excavation to 12.90m with support. After imposing the third
bracing, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure
locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
596.7 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
10m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e dis-
placement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is
the largest with a value of 6.6mm. *e maximum bending
moment is 995.0 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 512.2 kN,
which appears at about 24m under the ground.

Figure 9 shows the internal force and displacement of the
excavation to 15.90m. After excavation to the depth of
15.90m, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure
locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
513.0 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
10m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e dis-
placement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is
the largest with a value of 7.77mm. *e maximum bending
moment is 1,198.2 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 572.5 kN,
which appears at about 24m under the ground.

Figure 10 shows the internal force and displacement after
excavation to 12.90m with support. After imposing the forth
bracing, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure
locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
514.2 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
10m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e dis-
placement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom is
the largest with a value of 7.8mm. *e maximum bending
moment is 1,169.9 kN·m, which appears at about 22m under
the ground, and the maximum shear stress is 559.4 kN,
which appears at about 24m under the ground.
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Figure 5: Internal force-displacement diagram of the first bracing.
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Figure 6: Internal force-displacement diagram of the second excavation.
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Figure 11 shows the internal force and displacement of
the excavation to 16.00m. After excavation to the depth of
16.00m, the appearance of the maximum earth pressure

locates at 24m under the ground, and the pressure value is
515.9 kN/m, while the minimum earth pressure locates at
10m under the ground with a value of 0 kN/m. *e
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Figure 7: Internal force-displacement diagram of the third bracing.
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Figure 8: Internal force-displacement diagram of the third excavation.
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Figure 9: Internal force-displacement diagram of the forth bracing.
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displacement of the pile top is 0, and that of the pile bottom
is the largest with a value of 7.87mm. *e maximum
bending moment is 1,173.6 kN·m, which appears at about
22m under the ground, and the maximum shear stress is
560.6 kN, which appears at about 24m under the ground.

*e system offers three methods for calculating settle-
ment: triangle method, exponential method, and parabola
method. In these methods, the triangle method and expo-
nential method only consider the influence of the lateral
displacement area of supporting structure and surface set-
tlement range of retaining structure, but the parabola
method also considers the influence of the top and bottom
displacements of the supporting structure; therefore, its
calculation result is more accurate. Here, the parabola
method is adopted for calculating settlement, and the results
are plotted in Figure 12.

*e settlement of different anchor schemes is shown in
Table 5. *e maximum settlement is 4mm, which appears at
6m away from the foundation pit, and the minimum in-
fluence locates at 20m away from the boundary of the
foundation pit. *erefore, it can be deemed that there is no
settlement at the place with a distance exceeding 20m.

*e settlement value of the mixed anchor scheme and
reinforced concrete anchor scheme is 5mm at least, but the
reinforced concrete anchor scheme is expensive and un-
economical. *erefore, from the perspective of settlement
control and economical efficiency, the mixed anchor scheme
is the best choice.

4.2. Results Comparison of Different Anchor Support Schemes.
Figures 13–15 show the comparison of displacement, shear
force, and bending moment of different support schemes.
*rough the comparison of the results of the three schemes,
it can be seen that their displacements are close to each other,
which are nearly the same, and their bending moments are
also similar. For the shear force, the result of scheme 3 is
larger than the other two schemes. In total, the support
effects of the three schemes have little difference, and they
can all ensure the safety of the tomb.

*e reinforced concrete support structure has the ad-
vantages of good integrity, small displacement, and feasible
construction safety. But its construction technology is more
complex than steel support, and the demolition is also
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Figure 10: Internal force-displacement diagram of the forth excavation.
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Figure 11: Internal force-displacement diagram of the fifth excavation.
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Table 5: Settlement values of different anchor schemes.

Mixed anchor Reinforced concrete
anchor Steel pipe anchor Double row pile anchor Required settlement value

Settlement value (mm) 6 5 8 10 10
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Figure 13: *e comparison of displacement.
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Figure 14: *e comparison of bending moment.
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difficult, which induces a low rate of recovery. Due to the
advantages of easy installation and demolition, steel support
is most widely used in foundation pit engineering.

According to the above analysis, on the premise of safety
and economy, scheme 1 is the most consistent with the
project.

4.3. Results Comparison of Different Support Types. *e re-
sults of adopting double row pile and single row pile are
compared as shown in Figures 16–18.

From the comparison of the results of the two-pile row
scheme, it can be seen that their displacement and bending
moment are quite different, and the results of the double-
row pile are both larger than the single row pile, but their
shear forces are similar.

According to the actual situation and economic effi-
ciency, to ensure the safety of the tomb, the first bracing
should adopt the reinforced concrete structure, and the 2th,
3th, and 4th bracing should adopt steel pipe support.

5. Conclusions

Take the ancient tomb protection project as the research
case, based on the geological conditions and surrounding
environment of the foundation pit, along with the re-
quirements of Building Technical Specification of Protection
of Foundation Pit (JGJ120－2012), the excavation and
support scheme of the foundation pit are designed. *e
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) *e support scheme of the bored cast-in-place pile
with internal support and the pile slab retaining wall
for tomb reinforcement is most suitable for tomb
construction. Compared with the scheme of the
underground continuous wall with steel support, the
scheme of a bored cast-in-place pile with internal
support has the advantages of high efficiency, easy
construction, low cost, mature technique, and good

stability. Compared with other reinforcement
schemes, the pile plate retaining wall has the ad-
vantages of the mature technique, convenient con-
struction, and small disturbance to the main body of
the tomb, which can effectively prevent the overall
sliding of the earth site.

(2) *e suggested value of the controlled settlement of
the tome is 10mm. As the soil layer of the tome is
simple, it is no need to consider its effect. *e more
sensitive the building’s importance to the sur-
rounding environment, the smaller the controlled
value, and the most restrict value is 10mm.

(3) *e displacement of the mixed anchor scheme is the
smallest, and its cost is low. By analyzing the results
of four schemes, it is found that the displacement of
the double row pile anchor scheme is twice of the
mixed anchor scheme. *e displacement of the
reinforced concrete anchor scheme and steel pipe
anchor scheme only has little difference. But the
reinforced concrete anchor scheme has a high cost,
and the steel pipe anchor scheme cannot ensure the
safety of the tomb.

(4) *e greater the strength of the anchor structure, the
smaller the settlement is. *e settlement value of the
reinforced concrete anchor shall be 5mm at least,
and that of the mixed anchor shall be 6mm.
However, considering the economic factor, the
mixed anchor support scheme is selected [17–25].
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Drying-induced cracks are an important issue for bi-block ballastless track system consisting of foundation, precast sleepers, and cast-
in-place track slab, which not only significantly affects the comfortableness and safety of rapid transit railway but also reduces the
service life of ballastless track. In order to explore its damage mechanism, this work presents an evolution model of relative humidity
(RH) in the CRTS I bi-block ballastless track system by considering the actual construction sequence and environmental conditions
to simulate the crack propagation induced by nonuniform RH field. Firstly, based on the node coupling technique, a three-step
transfer process of RH is designed to separately investigate the influence of the construction sequence on the early humidity field in
the foundation, sleepers, and cast-in-place track slab, and then the nonuniform distribution of early humidity field in the ballastless
track system is determined. Subsequently, the formation mechanism of shrinkage crack in the system is analyzed, and the crack
propagation path is predicted by using the mixed-mode fracture criterion. (e results show that the maximum relative humidity
gradient (RHG) appears at the interface between the track slab and the sleeper after concreting the cast-in-place track slab, which
causes themaximumprincipal stress due to the drying shrinkage property of concrete materials.When themaximumprincipal stress
exceeds the tensile strength of the interface, an interface crack will be generated and converted to a splayed crack with an initial angle
of about 45° at the sleeper corner, which will be further propagated under the action of drying shrinkage deformation and finally
forms a transverse through-wall crack in the track slab.(e simulated crack propagation path agrees with the observed one at the site
well, and thus the results are beneficial to understand the formation mechanism of through-wall crack in the track slab and further
guide the construction design of the bi-block ballastless track system.

1. Introduction

Since the operation of Beijing-Tianjin intercity high speed
railway in 2008, Chinese rapid transit railway has made a
rapid development and remarkable achievement [1]. Bal-
lastless track has become the main structural type of rapid
transit railway because of its good stability and less main-
tenance. By the end of April 2021, the total mileage of rapid
transit railway has reached about 38,000 kilometers in China
[2, 3]. As the most widely used type of ballastless track, the
CRTS (Chinese Railway Track System) I bi-block ballastless
track has been applied onmore than 44 rapid transit railways

such as Wuhan-Guangzhou, Xi’an-Chengdu, and Lanzhou-
Xinjiang lines [4]. According to the difference of structures
built on the subgrade, bridge, and tunnel, the CRTS I bi-
block ballastless track can be divided into three types. (e
schematic diagram of CRTS I bi-block ballastless track in
tunnel is shown in Figure 1, which consists of rail, fastener,
sleeper, track slab, and tunnel foundation [5]. However, the
ballastless track, as the basis for rapid transit railway, is
directly exposed to the atmosphere and eroded by the
complex environment factors. (ese influencing factors
make the component materials of the ballastless track in a
continuous deterioration process [6–8]. (rough the field
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investigation, it is found that the early cracks are more likely
to occur on the surface of track slab due to the bad con-
struction and inadequate design, and then these cracks
would rapidly develop into obvious water diseases in
abundant rain or poor drainage areas, as shown in
Figures 2(c) and 2(d).

(e bi-block ballastless track has large contact area with
the external environment, and thus the transport of moisture
from concrete to environment is significantly affected by the
environmental humidity. After concreting the track slab, the
hydration of concrete materials will lead to the overall de-
crease of relative humidity inside the structure. (en, the
higher humidity diffuses from track slab to sleepers and
ambient dry air, as shown in Figure 2(b). Due to the slow
transport rate of moisture in concrete materials, the non-
linear humidity gradient is formed in the ballastless track by
the difference of low surface humidity and high internal
humidity. On account of the wetting expansion and drying
contraction of concrete materials, the shrinkage deformation
and stress will occur under the nonlinear humidity gradient.
Once the stress is greater than the ultimate tensile strength of
concrete, the early cracks will form in the structure, as shown
in Figure 2(c).

Figure 3 shows the distribution of early cracks on the
track slab of bi-block ballastless track, which was discovered
during the investigation of a new bi-block ballastless track.
Combined with existing reports [9], the characteristics of
cracks on the track slab of bi-block ballastless track can be
described as follows: (1) the majority of cracks occurred at
the age of 2∼3 days or 2 months after the initial setting of
track slab; (2) the splayed crack first appeared at the corner
of sleeper, and its initial angle is about 40°; (3) the crack angle
decreases with the propagation of crack and gradually tends
to 0°; (4) the cracks at corner of adjacent sleepers would be
coalesced and finally form a transverse through-wall crack in
the track slab. Currently, the formation mechanism of early
drying-induced cracks on the track slab is not clear.

In view of the causes of early cracks in the ballastless
track, Wang [9] firstly conducted a statistical analysis of the
early crack characteristics on the track slab under con-
struction and pointed out that the temperature and drying
shrinkage deformation could be the main reasons for the
early cracks. Over the next decade, the related researches
[10, 11] mainly focus on the strength and stability caused by
temperature load and seldom consider the influence of

shrinkage deformation resulting from internal relative hu-
midity. Based on the heat-moisture-deformation coupling
analysis, Chen [12] found that the shrinkage deformation of
concrete with a 1% drop in humidity is equivalent to a 2°C
drop in temperature. (e research results of Li et al. [4] and
Yang et al. [6] indicate that the maximum humidity gradient
on the surface of the concrete in a dry environment is dozens
of times the temperature gradient. (at is, the drying
shrinkage deformation is much greater than the temperature
deformation. Han et al. [13] believe that the contribution of
drying shrinkage deformation to early crack can reach 80%.
In the control of early-age cracks of track slab, the addition
of anticrack steel bars can reduce the early splayed cracks,
while the film-forming moisture curing can effectively re-
duce the irregular cracks [14]. (e crack resistance test of
concrete slab indicates that adding the 6% TK-ICM anti-
crack materials in cementitious materials can maintain the
internal humidity of concrete for a long time and reduce the
risk of cracking [15].

As a main component material of ballastless track, the
influence of water on concrete is first reflected in its internal
moisture distribution. At present, the moisture transfer
model based on Fick’s law is widely used to describe the
moisture exchange between concrete and environment [16].
Liu et al. [17] used the finite difference method to conduct
the concrete humidity. By programming the finite element
program, Akika et al. [18] analyzed the humidity field of
solid structure with a simplified boundary. In the aspect of
experimental research, Parrott [19] fitted the formula for
calculating the humidity field in a unilateral drying condi-
tion based on experimental data. Combining the theoretical
and test results, Gao [20] proposed a calculation model for
the concrete humidity field under dry-wet cycles. For the
problem of humidity distribution in complex environment,
Wang et al. [21] qualitatively analyzed the problem of pa-
rameter values affecting the calculation accuracy of humidity
field. Subsequently, Gao and Wei [22] put forward the
quantitative analysis method of humidity gradient in con-
crete slab by comprehensively considering the influencing
factors such as water/cement ratio, ambient air humidity,
and moisture diffusion property of concrete material. To
predict the relative humidity of early-age concrete under
sealed and unsealed conditions, the models for early-age
relative humidity are proposed in consideration of water/
cement ratio, critical time, and age of concrete [23]. In view

Track slab

Sleeper Sleeper

Rail CN60

WJ-7 fastener

Foundation

Figure 1: Diagram of CRTS I bi-block ballastless track in tunnel.
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of the disadvantages of the complex numerical calculation
method of humidity field which is not conducive to engi-
neering application, Wang et al. [24] proposed a conven-
tional method to calculate the concrete humidity field based
on the temperature field module by comparing the differ-
ential equation, initial and boundary conditions of the
temperature, and humidity fields. Although the scholars
have studied the distribution characteristics of humidity
field in concrete materials, these research results can neither
consider the influence of construction characteristics of
ballastless track on humidity field nor satisfy the complex
humidity environment acting on ballastless track. Up to
now, there are few reports on the research of early humidity
field of ballastless track. To realize the early humidity
analysis of the bi-block ballastless track, the following ob-
stacles need to be resolved firstly: (1) after concreting the
track slab, the three separated layers of bi-block ballastless

track bond to adjacent layers, (2) affected by the con-
struction sequence, the initial humidity field of each layer is
inconsistent, and (3) the initial humidity conditions of
sleepers and foundation are unknown. (erefore, the early
humidity prediction presents a considerable challenge when
construction sequence is taken into consideration.

In this paper, a finite element computational model of
humidity distribution in ballastless track was established by
introducing the complex environmental influence and
construction process. Based on the node coupling technique,
a three-step calculation process including one steady-state
and two transient analyses was designed to realize the in-
fluence of the construction sequence on the early humidity
field. (en according to the construction sequence, the early
humidity field of each layer of bi-block ballastless track was
analyzed, and the effects of controlling parameters related to
external ambient air drying, internal hydration self-

(a)

sleeper

cast-in-place 
track slab

(b)

transverse crack

splayed crack

(c)

oozing slurry

(d)

Figure 2: State of bi-block ballastless track at different stages. (a) Accurately adjusted and positioned sleepers [4]. (b) Cast-in-place track
slab. (c) Early cracks. (d) Oozing slurry.

41°

(a)

39°38°

(b)

Figure 3: Distribution of cracks on the surface of track slab. (a) Initial crack. (b) Crack coalescence.
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desiccation, and local wetting time on early humidity dis-
tribution in ballastless track were analyzed. (e distribution
characteristics and development law of early humidity field
of bi-block ballastless track were defined. Moreover, the
formation mechanism of shrinkage crack was analyzed on
the basis of strength theory, and the crack propagation path
was predicted by using the mixed-mode fracture criterion.
(e research results can provide theoretical basis for opti-
mizing track structure design and improving track con-
struction technology.

2. Computational Model of Humidity
Field in Concrete

In the complex environment, the internal relative humidity
field of the ballastless track is in a state of dynamic equi-
librium under the combined action of wetting on the bot-
tom, moisture exchange between the exposed surface and
the ambient air, internal moisture diffusion from high hu-
midity region to low humidity region, and self-desiccation
due to hydration of cement. To serve the practical analysis of
the ballastless track, here the computational theory of hu-
midity field is firstly reviewed.

Assuming that the RH at the position (x, y, z) and time t
is H(x, y, z, t), the moisture change within a closed domain
Ω caused by the RH variation from H(x, y, z, t1) to
H(x, y, z, t2) is

Q1 � 
t2

t1

C
Ω

zH

zt
dV

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt. (1)

Considering the effect of self-desiccation of material, the
moisture change from time t1 to t2 is

Q2 � − 
t2

t1

C
Ω

G(x, y, z, t)dV
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt, (2)

where G(x, y, z, t) is the function of hydration self-desic-
cation of material, and the relationship between the hy-
dration self-desiccation and the water-cement ratio w/c can
be described as follows [24]:

G(t) �
0.002 · exp[− (w/c)/0.3068]

(1 + 0.43t)
1.2 . (3)

(e moisture in the structure will diffuse from high
humidity region to low humidity region under the action of
humidity gradient, and the moisture diffused through a tiny
surface is proportional to the time dt, surface area dA, and
humidity gradient along the surface normal direction; that
is,

dQ3 � − D(x, y, z, t)
zH

zn
dAdt, (4)

where zH/zn is the change rate of humidity along the
normal direction of surface andD(x, y, z, t) is the coefficient
of moisture diffusion which is a function of the internal RH
[22]:

D(H) � D1 α +
1 − α

1 + 1 − H/1 − Hc( 
β

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (5)

In equation (5), D1 is the maximum moisture diffusion
coefficient, α is the ratio of minimum to maximummoisture
diffusion coefficient, Hc is the relative humidity when
D(H) � 0.5D1, and β is the material constant.

(erefore, the total amount of water diffused through the
closed surface from time t1 to t2 can be written as

Q3 � 
t2

t1

C
Ω

D∇2HdV
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt. (6)

According to the law of conservation of mass,
Q1 �Q2 +Q3, we have


t2

t1

C
Ω

zH

zt
dV

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt � − 

t2

t1

C
Ω

G(x, y, z, t)dV
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt + 
t2

t1

C
Ω

D∇2HdV
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dt. (7)

(e humidity boundary condition for the ballastless
track can be divided into the following two categories.

(1) (e humidity on the material surface is a known
function related to time; that is,

Hm � H(t). (8)

(2) (e moisture exchange coefficient between the ex-
posed surface and ambient air is known; then,

− D
zH

zn
� am Hm − Hs( , (9)

where Hs is the RH of the ambient air, Hm is the RH of the
exposed surface, and am is the moisture exchange coefficient.

In order to verify the correctness of the computation
model of concrete early humidity field, a concrete specimen
from casting to curing stage is considered, as shown in
Figure 4. A serial of monitoring points A, B, C, D, and E were
set in the calculation model, and the corresponding distance
to the upper surface is 2, 8, 15, 25, and 28 cm, respectively.
(e calculation conditions were set as follows: within 28 days
after casting the concrete specimen, the upper surface of
specimen is exposed to the ambient air with a RH of 65%.
After this, the bottom is in contact with water directly.
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Furthermore, both the left and right sides of the concrete
specimen keep isolated from the ambient air. Using ANSYS
Workbench 18.0, the concrete specimen is discretized by 900
elements. (e resulting humidity distribution in the speci-
men is shown in Figures 5 and 6.

As can be seen from Figure 5, since the monitoring
point A is close to the upper surface and greatly affected by
the dry ambient air, the relative humidity declines rapidly
over time. For the deeper monitoring point B and below,
due to the slow rate of moisture diffusion in the concrete
material, the declining rate and amplitude of humidity are
significantly smaller than those at monitoring point A, and
the humidity reduction is mainly caused by the hydration
self-desiccation. At the age of 28 days, the specimen bottom
is beginning to contact with the water directly, and the
relative humidity of monitoring points adjacent to the
bottom increases to a different degree. Due to the fast rate
of capillary water absorption, the relative humidity at
monitoring point E increases rapidly, while the relative
humidity at monitoring point D increases with a delay
amplitude and slow rate but still shows a rising trend. From
Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that, under the combined
action of upper drying air, bottom wetting environment,
and internal hydration self-desiccation, the moisture var-
iation in the concrete specimen can be divided into three
regions along depth: (1) the influence area of the ambient
drying air is about 8 cm away from the upper surface; (2)
the influence area of the wetting environment is within
7.5 cm from the bottom; (3) the influence area of hydration
self-desiccation is the intermediate region with a uniform
humidity distribution. In addition, the numerical calcu-
lation value of relative humidity is in good agreement with
the test result, so it can be considered that the transient
calculation model of humidity field established in this
paper can be used to predict the humidity distribution of
ballastless track under the complex environment.

3. Early Humidity Field Calculation Model and
Process of Ballastless Track

3.1. Calculation Model. In this paper, the CRTS I bi-block
ballastless track in tunnel is focused on to establish the humidity
field calculation model, as shown in Figure 8. (e model
consists of bi-block sleepers (800mm× 140mm× 300mm),
track slab (2800mm× 260mm× 6250mm), and foundation
(5800mm× 2000mm× 6250mm).(e correspondingmaterial
parameters are shown in Table 1 [20, 22, 25]. In order to solve
the unsteady moisture diffusion problem, the internal moisture
source with negative value is used to control the hydration self-
desiccation of early-age concrete, as shown in equation (3).
Meanwhile, the convective moisture flux is applied on the
exterior boundaries of ballastless track to realize the moisture
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exchange between exterior boundaries and ambient air. (e
external ambient relative humidity is set to be 65%, and the
moisture transfer coefficient am is listed in Table 1. In addition,
the wet boundary is specified as constant relative humidity of
100%.

3.2. Calculation Process. CRTS I bi-block ballastless track
is a kind of track structure which is one-time cast-in-
place after assembling the prefabricated bi-block sleepers
into track panels. It is important to notice that the three
separated layers of bi-block ballastless track will be
bonded to adjacent layer after concreting the track slab.
Meanwhile, the initial humidity conditions of three layers
are nonuniform and inconsistent. In order to overcome
the above technical obstacles, based on the node coupling
technique, the three-step calculation process including
one steady-state and two transient analyses was designed
to realize the influence of the construction sequence on
the early humidity field, as shown in Figure 9.

(1) Step 1: Under the long-term action of groundwater
infiltration and external ambient air drying, the
humidity field of foundation is in equilibrium. First,
the steady humidity field of foundation is obtained
by conducting a steady-state humidity field analysis.
(is steady result will be used as the initial humidity
condition of foundation for the transient humidity
field analysis of ballastless track in step 3.

(2) Step 2: (e sleepers are precast at the factory and
maintained to t� 60d. In this case, their humidity
distribution is mainly affected by the external ambient
air drying and internal hydration self-desiccation. In
this step, the variation of humidity field is obtained by
carrying out a transient humidity field analysis of
sleepers. (e last-time result is used as the initial hu-
midity condition of sleepers for the transient humidity
field analysis of ballastless track in step 3.

(3) Step 3: To control the interface state transition
before and after concreting the track slab, the node
coupling technique is applied at the interfaces be-
tween track slab and sleepers, track slab and
foundation, as shown in Figure 10. Before con-
creting the track slab, the node coupling technique
is deactivated, and the interface state keeps sepa-
rated. After concreting the track slab, the node
coupling technique is activated, and the interface
state translates from separated state to bonded state.
(en, the initial high humidity will diffuse from
track slab to sleepers and foundation through the
bonded interfaces.

According to the above calculation process, the early
humidity distribution characteristics of CRTS I bi-block
ballastless track can be defined. (e initial conditions,
boundary conditions, and result analysis of the above three
steps are described in detail in Section 4.
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Figure 7: RH contour of concrete specimen at different times. (a) t� 0 d, (b) t� 1 d, (c) t� 14 d, (d) t� 28 d, (e) t� 29 d, and (f) t� 40 d.
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4. Early Humidity Analysis in the
Ballastless Track

4.1. Steady-State Humidity Analysis of Foundation. In the
tunnel, it is assumed that the groundwater exists at a depth of
2m, and the relative humidity of the ambient air is 65%.
Under the long-term action of groundwater and ambient air,
the steady humidity distribution of tunnel foundation was
calculated by steady-state analysis, as shown in Figures 11
and 12.

Up to now, the linear interpolation is still a common
approach used to deal with the initial conditions of sub-
structures such as tunnel foundation and subgrade bed
during a transient physical field analysis of ballastless track
[26]. However, in view of the nonlinear relationship between
moisture diffusivity and humidity, the steady humidity
distribution along the depth follows a cubic polynomial, as
shown in Figures 11 and 12. (e relative humidity of the
upper surface is about 65.1%, which is very close to that of
the ambient air in tunnel. At the depth of 1m, the maximum

x

y

z

I

I

Sleeper
Sleeper

Track sla
b

Foundation

(a)

Confined groundwater

Self-desiccation
Moisture diffusion

Sleeper

Track slab

Foundation

Moisture
exchange

(b)

Figure 8: Early humidity field calculation model of CRTS I bi-block ballastless track. (a) Overall FE model and (b) local schematic for the
cross section I-I.

Table 1: Material parameters.

Component E28 (GPa) ] w/c ft (MPa) D1 × 10− 10 (m2.s− 1) α β Hc (%) am (m.d− 1)
Sleeper 36.0 0.2 0.3 1.54 0.25 0.018 1.3 98 0.0038
Track slab 32.5 0.2 0.4 2.39 0.5 0.022 1.1 98 0.0055
Foundation 25.5 0.2 0.6 2.74 2.02 0.071 0.8 98 0.0105
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difference between numerical result and linear interpolation
is 7.5%. (erefore, the steady-state humidity analysis of
foundation is essential, and the steady result will be as the
initial humidity condition of foundation for the transient
humidity field analysis of ballastless track in Section 4.3.

4.2. Transient Humidity Analysis of Sleeper. After concreting
sleepers at the factory, the sleepers were stored in the am-
bient air with an average RH of 65% and RH amplitude of
50%, as shown in Figure 13, and kept for 60 days. Under the
action of external ambient air drying and internal hydration
self-desiccation, the humidity distribution of sleeper was
calculated, as shown in Figures 14–16.

Figure 14 shows that, under the coupling effect of ex-
ternal air drying and internal hydration self-desiccation, the
relative humidity in the sleeper shows a steady decline. On
the 60th day after the sleepers have been precast, the surface
relative humidity decreases to 66.6%, and the intermediate
relative humidity decreases to 80.1%. (e relative humidity
of the surface layer of the sleeper is mainly affected by the
ambient air, while the interior of the sleeper is mainly
controlled by hydration self-desiccation. In order to further
study the distribution of sleeper’s relative humidity, the
relative humidity and relative humidity gradient (RHG)
along line ab shown in Figure 14(b) were calculated, as
shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.

According to Figures 15 and 16, it is found that the
typical nonlinear relative humidity gradient is formed inside
the sleeper due to the slow transfer of moisture in concrete
materials, which can also be approximated by a five-segment
linear distribution. As a result of diurnal fluctuations of
ambient relative humidity, the maximum relative humidity
gradient appears around 6mm beneath the surface of
sleeper, and the limit influence depth of diurnal fluctuations
of ambient relative humidity is about 8mm. In this section,
the last-time transient result will be as the initial humidity
condition of sleepers for the transient humidity field analysis
of ballastless track in Section 4.3.

4.3. Transient Humidity Analysis of Ballastless Track.
Sixty days after the sleepers had been precast, the sleepers
were transported to the construction site. (en, the track
slab was poured after the sleepers had been assembled into

Analysis of early humidity field of CRTS I bi-block 
ballastless track

Steady-state analysis of 
foundation

Characteristics of early humidity field of CRTS I bi-block 
ballastless track

Transient analysis of ballastless track

Transient analysis of 
track slab

Figure 9: Early humidity field calculation process of CRTS I bi-block
ballastless track.
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Figure 10: Node coupling technique applied at the interfaces.
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track panels and maintained for 90 days. In this transient
analysis, the initial humidity state of ballastless track is
shown in Figures 17(a) and 17(b). (e initial humidity of
foundation used the steady-state result in Section 4.1, the
initial humidity of track slab was set to be 100%, and the
initial humidity of sleepers adopted the transient result in
Section 4.2. In the first seven days, the exposed surfaces of
ballastless track were specified as wet boundaries (H� 100%)
according to the construction requirements and replaced by
a convective moisture flux condition (H� 65%) in the days
that followed. Under the water wetting, external ambient air
drying, and internal hydration self-desiccation, the humidity
distribution of the ballastless track was calculated, as shown
in Figure 17.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that, at the initial phase after
concreting the track slab, the significant difference of humidity
forms on both sides of the interface. Under the driving action of
humidity difference, the moisture in the structure diffuses from
high humidity to low humidity areas and forms a higher relative
humidity gradient at the interface, as shown in Figures 17(c),
and 17(d). Subsequently, the relative humidity field inside the
whole ballastless track gradually becomes stable under the
continuous effect of moisture diffusion, as shown in
Figures 17(c), 17(e), and 17(g). Finally, the maximum relative
humidity gradient of each region appears at the surface in-
terface, shown as points A and B in Figure 17(h). In order to
further study the humidity distribution at the interface, the
relative humidity and relative humidity gradient along the line
ab shown in Figure 17(h) were calculated, as shown in Fig-
ures 18 and 19. Interface 1 represents the interface between
sleeper and track slab, and interface 2 represents the interface
between track slab and foundation.

From Figures 18 and 19, a large relative humidity gradient
will occur at the interface between track slab and sleeper or the
track slab and foundation. On the 1st, 3rd, 7th, 14th, 30th, 45th,
60th, and 90th days after concreting the track slab, the relative
humidity gradients at the interface between the track slab and
sleeper are 24.46, 14.45, 8.69, 4.17, 2.26, 1.65, 1.39, and
1.09×100%/m, respectively. (e results show that the relative
humidity gradient decreases rapidly in the first week after
concreting the track slab, and then the descending rate tends to
be slow over time.

5. Crack Formation

5.1. Cracking Criterion. Due to the apparent characteristics
of wetting expansion and drying contraction of concrete
materials, the cracks in concrete structures may be caused by
the nonuniform internal relative humidity. Based on the
beam warping test, the relation between drying-induced
strain ε and internal relative humidity H in concrete can be
written as follows [27]:

ε � 8.14 ×(1 − H) × 10− 4
, (10)

from which it is found that the nonuniform RH field leads to
the nonuniform strain and then stress.

Besides, as a key parameter that affects the deformation
of material, the elastic modulus of concrete increases with

age, and the increase rate in early age is higher than that in
the later age. In this paper, the constant elastic modulus E28
of sleeper and foundation listed in Table 1 is adopted, and the
elastic modulus of track slab is described by exponential
formula [28]:

E(t) � E28 × 1 − exp − 0.4t
0.34

  , (11)

where t is the time in day and E28 is the elastic modulus of the
concrete at the equivalent age of 28 days.

For brittle materials such as concrete, its failure is mainly
caused by the maximum tensile stress. (e cracking risk of
concrete can be defined as the ratio of the maximum
principal stress to the tensile strength [29]; that is,

ζ �
σ1,max

ft
, (12)

where ζ is the cracking risk, σ1,max is the maximum principal
stress, and ft is the tensile strength.

Considering the fluctuating characteristics of the me-
chanical properties of concrete materials, it is generally
believed that the crack will be caused when the cracking risk
reaches 0.7 [30].

5.2. Results andAnalysis. After concreting the track slab, the
distributions of maximum principal stress at different times
were calculated without taking into account wet curing, as
shown in Figure 20.

It can be seen from Figure 20 that, in the curing stage of
track slab, a certain tensile stress will be generated due to the
drying shrinkage property of concrete materials, and the
stresses that occur at the interface between sleeper and track
slab are greater than those at other areas. When the stress
exceeds the tensile strength of the interface, the interface
crack will be generated.

After the interface crack between sleeper and track slab
has been generated, shown as white lines ab and cd in
Figure 20(b), the released energy of interface crack will be
transferred to the corner of sleeper and intensifies the stress
concentration effect. When the maximum principal stress
exceeds the tensile strength of the track slab, the splayed
crack with an initial angle of about 45° will be generated at
the sleeper corner. Finally, the cracks at corner of adjacent
sleepers would be coalesced and form a transverse through-
wall crack of track slab, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 20(b).

6. Crack Propagation

6.1. Mixed-Mode Fracture Criterion. In order to clarify the
propagationmechanism of track slab crack, the mixed-mode
fracture criterion was selected to predict the propagation
direction of track slab crack by considering the combined
effect of tensile and shear stresses. (e previous studies have
shown that the maximum circumferential tensile stress
criterion is in good agreement with the test data of brittle
materials such as concrete and rock.(erefore, this criterion
is often used to analyze the fracture mechanism of concrete
structures. For the mixed-mode crack, the equivalent stress
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Figure 17: RH contour of ballastless track at different times. (a) t� 0d, entire contour; (b) t� 0d, local contour; (c) t� 1d, entire contour; (d) t� 1d,
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intensity factor Keff can be evaluated by the following
equation [31]:

Keff �

�������������������

KΙ + KΙΙ( 
2

+
1

1 − 2υ
K

2
ΙΙΙ



, (13)

where ] is Poisson’s ratio and KI, KII, and KIII are the stress
intensity factors in modes I, II, and III, respectively, which
can be computed based on the displacement extrapolation
method [32]; that is,

KΙ �
G vc − ve( 

κ + 1

���
2π
r



,

KΙΙ �
G uc − ue( 

κ + 1

���
2π
r



,

KΙΙΙ �
G wc − we( 

κ + 1

���
2π
r

.



⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

G is the shear modulus, κ is the coefficient related to
Poisson’s ratio, r is the element length, and u, v, and w are
the node displacements in the x, y, and z directions, re-
spectively, as shown in Figure 21.

When the equivalent stress intensity factor Keff exceeds
the fracture toughnessKC, the crack will lose the stability and
fracture rapidly. (e fracture condition can be expressed as

Keff ≥KC. (15)

(e maximum circumferential tensile stress criterion
assumes that the crack propagates along the direction of the
maximum circumferential tensile stress [33]:

θ � 2 tan− 1 1
4

KΙ
KΙΙ

+
1
4

����������

KΙ
KΙΙ

 

2

+ 8




⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (16)

where θ is the turning angle of the crack, as shown in
Figure 21.

(e fracture models described above have been imple-
mented in the ANSYSWorkbench 18.0, and the flowchart of
numerical procedure for the fatigue crack growth simulation
is shown in Figure 22.

6.2. Results and Analysis. Based on the maximum cir-
cumferential tensile stress criterion, the propagation path
of crack with an initial length Lin � 0.1 m and angle
θin � 45° was predicted, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 23.
(e results show that, under the action of drying
shrinkage deformation of early-age concrete, the initial
crack tip is subject to the combined action of tensile and
shear stresses. In this case, the initial crack belongs to a
mixed-mode crack, and the ratio of KII and KIII to KI is
31.37% and 7.6%, respectively. Under the combined ac-
tion of stress intensity factors including KI, KII, and KIII,
the initial crack direction will turn an angle of 30.06°, as
shown in Figure 23(b). After the propagation path of
initial crack has been turned, the ratio of KII to KI drops to
1.34%, and then the crack propagation path further turns
an angle of 1.53°, as shown in Figure 23(c). Due to the
continuous turning of crack propagation path, the final
propagation path tends to be along the transverse di-
rection of track slab, and the corresponding failure mode
gradually transforms from mixed-model into pure
opening-mode. When there are initial cracks at the
corner of adjacent sleepers, the cracks would be coalesced
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Figure 18: Distribution of RH along the path ab.
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and further form the transverse through-wall crack of
track slab, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 23(d). (e
transverse through-wall crack not only significantly

affects the comfortableness and safety of rapid transit
railway, but also reduces the service life of ballastless
track.

Previous crack direction
Next crack direction

Actual crack direction
Turning angleθ

x

y z

c

e

b
d a

ac=ae=r
ab=ad=r/4

θ

Figure 21: Singularity elements at the crack tip and crack propagation path.

Initial crack with a length Lin and angle θin

Solve – Stress analysis
Calculation of KI, KII, KIII, θ (Eq 14, 16) 

New crack tip location (xi, yi)

Propagated crack path generation
(multi-linear curve defined by i+1 points)

i=i+1

i=1

Figure 22: Numerical procedure for the fatigue crack growth simulation.

Table 2: Turning angle of the crack propagation path.

Crack length
(m)

KI
(MPa.m0.5)

KII
(MPa.m0.5)

KIII
(MPa.m0.5)

Keff
(MPa.m0.5)

Initial angle
(°)

Previous angle
(°)

Actural angle
(°)

Turning angle
(°)

0.1 3.8659 1.2128 0.2960 5.0930 45 — 45 30.06
0.2 5.2919 0.0709 0.0072 5.3637 45 45 14.94 1.53
0.3 5.4932 0.1268 0.0009 5.6200 45 14.94 13.41 2.65
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7. Conclusions

(is paper focuses on the drying-induced crack mechanism
of the CRTS I bi-block ballastless track system induced by
early-aged internal relative humidity. Considering the
construction sequence and environmental conditions of the
ballastless track system, the RH distribution in the system is
simulated, and the crack propagation induced by the
nonuniform RH is predicted. (e following conclusions can
be drawn:

(1) Under the long-term action of groundwater infil-
tration and external ambient air drying, the steady
humidity of foundation along the depth obeys a
cubic polynomial distribution. (e steady result can
provide an accurate initial humidity condition of
foundation for the transient humidity field analysis
of ballastless track relative to the linear interpolation
method.

(2) After precasting the sleeper, the nonuniform hu-
midity field is formed inside the sleeper. (e surface
relative humidity of sleeper is mainly affected by the
ambient air drying, and the interior relative humidity
is mainly controlled by the hydration self-desicca-
tion. (e transient result can provide a nonuniform
initial humidity condition of sleepers for the tran-
sient humidity field analysis of ballastless track.

(3) After concreting the track slab in the site, the high
humidity diffuses from track slab to sleepers and
foundation through the bonded interfaces, and the
maximum relative humidity gradient appears at the
interface between track slab and sleeper. (e max-
imum value rapidly decreases from 24.46×100%/m

to 8.69×100%/m in the first week, and then the
descending rate tends to be slow over time.

(4) Due to the drying shrinkage property of concrete
materials, the stresses that occur at the interface
between sleeper and track slab are greater than
those at other areas. When the maximum prin-
cipal stress exceeds the ultimate tensile strength of
the track slab, the splayed crack with an initial
angle of about 45° will be generated at the sleeper
corner.

(5) Under the action of drying shrinkage deforma-
tion of early-age concrete, the initial splayed
crack belongs to a mixed-mode crack, and the
direction of crack tip turns an angle of 30.06°.
(en, the final propagation path tends to be along
the transverse direction of track slab due to the
continuous turning of crack propagation path,
and the corresponding failure mode gradually
transforms from mixed-model into pure opening-
mode. When there are initial cracks at the corner
of adjacent sleepers, the cracks would be coa-
lesced and further form the transverse through-
wall crack of track slab. (e transverse through-
wall crack not only significantly affects the
comfortableness and safety of rapid transit rail-
way, but also reduces the service life of ballastless
track.

Data Availability

All data used to support this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23: Predicted propagation paths of the crack with an initial angle of 45°. (a) θ� 30.06°, (b) θ� 1.53°, (c) θ� 2.65°, and (d) crack
coalescence.
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.is paper investigates the optimization of viscoelastic dampers (VEDs) for vibration control of a transmission line tower.
Considering the stiffness of the steel brace connected to a VED, the mechanical model of the VED-brace system was established.
Subsequently, the additional modal damping ratio of the transmission line tower attached with VEDs was obtained analytically.
Furthermore, the finite element model of a two-circuit transmission line tower with VEDs was built in ANSYS software, and the
influences of installation positions and parameters of VEDs on the additional modal damping ratio were clarified. In addition, the
control performance of VEDs on the transmission line tower subjected to wind excitations was emphatically illustrated. .e
results show that the stiffness of the steel brace connected to a VED has a significant effect on the maximum additional modal
damping ratio of the VED-brace system provided for the transmission line tower and the optimal parameters of the VED.
Meanwhile, the installation positions of VEDs dramatically influence the additional modal damping ratio. Moreover, the increase
of the brace stiffness and the loss factor is beneficial to improve the control performance of VEDs. Besides that, the VEDs present
superior control performance on the top displacement of the transmission line tower as well as the transverse bending
vibration energy.

1. Introduction

Transmission line tower is one of the typical high-rise
structures, which is widely used throughout the world for
energy supplying [1, 2]. .e transmission line tower is
vulnerable to suffering from wind-induced vibrations owing
to its high flexibility and low inherent damping character-
istics [3–5]. Frequent and excessive vibration could po-
tentially induce damage and even collapse of the
transmission line tower and have adverse effects on the
serviceability of the whole transmission tower-line system
[6–8]. Considerable investigations focused on theoretical
[9–11], experimental [12–14], and field measurement [15]
have been carried out in recent decades, which is devoted to
mitigating the dynamic responses of the line transmission

tower. To guarantee the normal operation of the trans-
mission line tower, several measures have been proposed for
the vibration control of the transmission line tower, which
mainly include increasing the stiffness of the transmission
line tower [16, 17] and attaching energy dissipation devices
on the transmission line tower.

Attaching energy dissipation devices is a commonly used
method for mitigating vibrations of the transmission line
tower [18–20]. .e tuned mass damper (TMD) is a typical
energy dissipation device, which has been commonly uti-
lized for mitigating vibrations of high-rise structures
[21, 22]. It has been found that the application of TMDs
helps reduce the dynamic responses of the transmission line
tower [23–25]. However, the disadvantage is that several
additional masses should be installed on top of a
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transmission tower, which requires the occupancy of the
structural space. To overcome the shortcomings of the TMD,
several energy-dissipating dampers were further proposed to
enhance the vibration control performance of the trans-
mission line tower. .e magnetorheological (MR) damper
has been successfully used on suppressing the wind-induced
response of a real transmission line tower [26]. It has shown
that the MR damper with optimally designed parameters has
some advantages in controlling the wind-induced response
of the transmission line tower. Nevertheless, the MR damper
is quite complicated, and the requirement in the additional
energy supply during the vibration control process is un-
realistic while accepting strong excitations. Besides that, the
passive friction dampers have been used in a finite element
tower model with lumped mass, which is further applied in a
real transmission line tower for verifying its superior control
performance [27]. In addition, the use of viscoelastic
dampers (VEDs) for the wind-resistant design of the
transmission line tower has also been proposed [28]. Note
that the optimal design of VEDs for vibration control of the
transmission line tower has not been investigated.

.is paper investigates the optimal design of VEDs for
vibration control of a transmission line tower subjected to wind
excitations. .e paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the
mechanical model of the VED-brace system was established.
Subsequently, themaximum additional modal damping ratio of
the transmission line tower attached with VEDs was calculated.
Next, based on the finite element model of a two-circuit
transmission line towerwithVEDs, the influences of installation
positions and parameters of VEDs on the additional modal
damping ratiowere clarified. Finally, the control performance of
VEDs on the transmission line tower subjected to wind exci-
tations was numerically demonstrated.

2. Model of VED-Brace System and Optimal
Design of VED

2.1. Mechanical Model of the VED-Brace System. A coupled
system combined with a viscoelastic damper and a supported
steel brace, also denoted as VED-brace system, is shown in
Figure 1. .e VED is represented by a parallel spring (with
stiffness Kd) and damper (with damping coefficient Cd), while
the supported steel brace, connected to the VED and primary
structure, is modeled by a spring with stiffness Kb and in series
with the VED. Assuming that a sinusoidal displacement u(t) �

u0 sin ωt with amplitude u0 and natural frequency ω is applied
on the VED, its output force is given as

Fd(t) � Kdu(t) + Cd _u(t), (1)

where _u(t) denotes the first-order derivative of u(t) with
time t.

Introducing the energy dissipation stiffness of VED as
Kd
′ � Cdω, the output force of the VED can be rewritten as

Fd(t) � Kdu0 sin(ωt) + Kd
′ u0 cos(ωt). (2)

Supposing that the displacement of the VED-brace
system is represented by uA � uasinωt, the displacement of
the VED and the brace can be expressed as

uD � ud sin(ωt − φ),

uB � uA − uD,
(3)

where φ is the displacement phase difference between the
VED and the brace.

Based on the equality of internal force for the series
system, we obtain

Fb(t) � Fd(t)

� Fa(t)

� Kaua sinωt + Ka
′ua cosωt,

(4)

where

Ka �
Kb + Kd( KbKd + Kb Kd

′( 
2

Kb + Kd( 
2

+ Kd
′( 

2 , (5)

Ka
′ �

K
2
bKd
′

Kb + Kd( 
2

+ Kd
′( 

2. (6)

.e ratio of the relative displacement amplitude at both
ends of the VED to the relative displacement amplitude at
both ends of the VED-brace system is expressed as

β �
ud

ua

�
Kb����������������

Kb + Kd( 
2

+ Kd
′( 

2
 .

(7)

According to equation (7), it is straightforward to see
that the ratio β approaches 1 if the brace stiffness Kb is
sufficiently large. Otherwise, the effect of the limited stiffness
of the steel brace must be included during vibration control
analysis. For the convenience of analysis, the nondimen-
sional parameters are introduced here:

η �
K′
Kd

,

α �
Kb

Kd

,

α1 �
Ka

Kd

,

α2 �
Ka
′

Kd

,

(8)

d j

ua (t),Fd (t),Fb (t),Fa (t)

i

Kd

Cd

Kb

Figure 1: Mechanical Model of the VED-brace system.
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where α denotes the ratio of the brace stiffness to the damper
stiffness; α1 is the ratio of the energy storage stiffness of the
VED-brace system to the energy storage stiffness of the VED;
α2 denotes the ratio of the energy dissipation stiffness of the
VED-brace system to the energy storage stiffness of the VED;
η denotes the loss factor of the VED, and its typical value
ranges from 0.2 to 5.0.

Figure 2 shows the variations of β, α1, and α2 with
respect to the stiffness ratio α. It can be seen from
Figure 2(a) that β increases with α and will eventually
converge to 1, which means that increasing the brace
stiffness is beneficial to improve the energy dissipation
efficiency of the VED. As shown in Figure 2(b), when α is
greater than 2, α1 will be greater than 1, and Ka finally
converges to Kd as Kb continues to increase. In this case,
the brace can be regarded as a rigid rod, indicating that
the energy storage stiffness of the VED-brace system is
equal to the energy dissipation stiffness of the VED. It can
be found in Figure 2(c) that α2 increases with α. More-
over, Ka

′ finally converges to Kd as α grows, which can be
considered that the energy dissipation stiffness of the
VED-brace system is also equal to that of the VED.

2.2. Optimal Design of VED. .e simplified model of the
tower segment with the VED-brace system is depicted in
Figure 3. Note that the VED-brace system is connected in
parallel to the main member of the transmission line
tower.

Assume the relative displacement of both the i end and j
end of the tower segment as

u(t) � umax sin ωt. (9)

For the tower segment coupled with the VED-brace
system, the output force becomes

F(t) � Ff(t) + Fa(t)

� Kf + Ka umax sin ωt + Ka
′ umax cosωt.

(10)

.e equivalent damping ratio for the tower segment may
be obtained as

ξa �
Ed

4πEs

�
Ka
′

2 Kf + Ka 
.

(11)

By defining the additional stiffness ratio αa � Ka/Kf,
equation (10) can be rewritten as

F(t) � umaxKf 1 + αa( sin sin ωt + 2ξa cos ωt( , (12a)

where

αa � αbαd

αbη + 1 + η2 αd

αbη + αd( 
2

+ η2αd
2, (12b)

ξa �
1
2

α2bη
2αd

αbη + αd(  αbη + αbαd + αd(  + 1 + αb( α2dη
2,

(12c)

where αb �Kb/Kf represents the ratio of the brace stiffness to
the tower segment stiffness; αd � Kd

′ /Kf represents the energy
dissipation stiffness ratio of the VED.

From equations (12a) to (12c), it is shown that αa and ξa
are dependent on αb, αd, and η. Again, η is taken as 1.4.
Figure 4 shows the variations of the stiffness ratio αa with
respect to αd under various αb. It is apparent that the stiffness
ratio αa increases with the increase of αd and approaches αb
for a large αd. .is is because extremely large damper
stiffness will lock the damper, which causes the damper to
fail to dissipate the vibration energy. .e variations of the
equivalent damping ratio ξa with respect to αd under various
αb are further illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the equivalent
damping ratio ξa firstly increases with the increase with αd,
reaching the maximum value when the αd reaches a certain
value, and then decreases with the increase of αd.

By taking the derivatives of the damping ratio ξa with
respect to αd, there is

ξa �
1
2

αb
2η2

1 + η2  1 + αb( αd + αb
2η2/αd + αb

2η + 2αbη
.

(13)

By defining f(αd) � (1 + η2)(1 + αb)αd + αb
2η2/αd and

letting zf(αd)/αd � 0, we obtain

αd �
αbη��������������

1 + η2  1 + αb( 

 .
(14)

Substituting equations (14) into equation (12c), the peak
damping ratio is derived as

ξa,peak �
1
4

αbη����������������������
1 + αb(  1 + η2  + 1 + αb/2

 . (15)

.e variations of the peak damping ratio ξa,peak with respect
to the stiffness ratio αb for η� 1.4 and loss factor η for αb� 0.2
are illustrated in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the peak
damping ratio ξa,peak increases with the increase of stiffness ratio
αb and loss factor η. In summary, equation (15) describes peak
damping ratio for the tower segment when equation (14) is
fulfilled. .ese two equations constitute the optimal parameter
design for VEDs in the transmission line tower.

After the brace stiffnessKb and the loss factor η of the VED
are determined, the damping ratio of the energy dissipation
system reaches the maximum value..e ratio of the equivalent
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energy storage stiffness Kd of the VED to the brace stiffness Kb
can be calculated by the following formula as

λ �

��������������
1

1 + η2  1 + αb( 



. (16)

It should be noted that when the additional modal
damping ratio of the VED-brace system reteaches maxi-
mum, its energy dissipation efficiency is also the largest.
.us, the optimal parameters of the VED-brace system can
be determined by equations (14) and (16), and the maximum
additional modal damping ratio of the tower section can be
calculated by equation (15).

3. Numerical Simulation of a Transmission Line
Tower with VEDs

3.1. Finite Element Model of Transmission Line Tower. To
investigate the vibration control performance of VEDs for a
transmission line tower, a three-dimensional finite element
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Figure 2: Variations of β, α1, α2 with the stiffness ratio α for η� 1.4.
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Figure 3: Simplified model of the tower segment with the VED-
brace system.
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model of a two-circuit transmission line tower shown in
Figure 7 is built in ANSYS software. .e transmission line
tower height is 103.6m, and two cross arms are symmet-
rically arranged at the heights of 57m, 78.2m, and 99.6m
above the ground..e end of the cross arm is 16.6m, 17.6m,
and 20.22m away from the center of the transmission tower,
respectively. .e main structure of the transmission line
tower is composed of steel pipes and connected with high-
strength bolts. .e cross section of the steel pipe is varied
with height of the transmission line tower. .e most im-
portant stressed components are the four tower columns,
and their cross-sectional area decreases from bottom to top.
.e main material parameters of members are as follows:
elastic modulus 206GPa, density 7850 kg/m3, and Poisson’s
ratio 0.3.

.e spatial beam element BEAM188 is used for each
member, without considering the coupling vibration of the
conductor, ground wire, and transmission tower. .e
transmission line tower without control consists of 527
nodes and 1406 elements in total. .e overall coordinate
system is divided into the horizontal X axis, the forward Y
axis, and the Z axis along with the tower height..e origin of
coordinates is at the midpoint of the bottom of the tower.
.e first three mode shapes of the transmission tower are
obtained by modal analysis, as illustrated in Figure 8. .e
first mode shape is the bending vibration mode perpen-
dicular to the conductor direction, the second mode shape is
the bending vibration mode along the conductor direction,
and the third mode shape is the torsional vibration mode
rotating around the centerline of the tower. Based on the
finite element model of the transmission tower, the modal
analysis of the transmission tower is carried out, and the
properties of the transmission line tower shown in Table 1
are further obtained.

3.2. @e Installation Position of VED. Figure 9 presents the
strain energy distribution in the transmission tower for the
first second mode. It can be seen from Figure 9(a) that the
first modal strain energy of the primary members is much

greater than that of the inclined bars and the cross arms, and
the first modal strain energy of the lower part of the tower
legs is also greater than that of the upper parts. As shown in
Figure 9(b), the distribution law of the second modal strain
energy in the transmission tower is consistent with that of
the first modal strain energy. .us, the VEDs should be
installed on the lower primary members with the largest
possible modal strain energy, which helps to efficiently
control the vibration of the transmission line tower for the
first two modes.

.e main tower columns with the same function are
recorded as a unit, and there are 72 main tower column units
numbered from bottom to top of the transmission line
tower. .e axial deformation of each main tower column for
the first mode is shown in Table 2. .e variations of the axial
deformation with the unit number are further illustrated in
Figure 10. Note that the large deformation occurs at the 1, 2,
3, 4, 21, 22, 23, 25, and 49 units of the transmission line
tower. To effectively control the bending and the axial de-
formation of the transmission line tower, the installation
positions of VEDs need to be taken into account in com-
bination with the data in Table 2 and Figure 10. .ere are
mainly two installation schemes: scheme 1 is to install VEDs
on the tower column unit with large axial deformation, and
scheme 2 is to install the same number VEDs with the same
parameters as scheme 1 on the tower column unit from the
bottom to top of the transmission line tower. 44 VEDs used
in installation scheme 1 are installed in parallel on the four
main tower columns of the transmission tower, and 44 VEDs
used in installation scheme 2 are installed on the tower
column unit from bottom to top of the transmission line
tower. Note that the unit numbers of VEDs corresponding to
installation scheme 1 and installation scheme 2 are shown in
Table 3.

3.3.@eOptimal Parameters of VED. .e outer diameters of
the circular steel pipes of the main tower columns of the
transmission tower vary from 109.5mm to 213mm, and the
wall thickness of the steel pipes varies from 6mm to 10mm.
K� EA/L is the axial stiffness of the tower column unit, A is
the area of steel pipe, and L is the unit length..e stiffness of
the tower column unit installed with VEDs is shown in
Table 4.

For the convenience of calculation and analysis, the ratio
of the stiffness between each brace and each tower column is
taken as 0.2, and the loss factor of the VED is taken as 1.4.
.en, the ratio of the equivalent energy storage stiffness of
the VED to brace stiffness λ can be calculated by equation
(16), and the additional modal damping ratio ξa of the
transmission line tower installed with VEDs can be further
gained. .e stiffness of the i th tower segment, the energy
storage stiffness of the i VED, and the energy dissipation
stiffness of the i VED are defined as

Kbi � αbiKfi, (17)

Kdi � λiKbi, (18)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Finite element model of the transmission line tower: (a) X-Z plane; (b) Y-Z plane; (c) X-Y-Z space.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: .e first three mode shapes of the transmission line tower: (a) the first mode; (b) the second mode; (c) the third mode.

Table 1: Properties of the transmission line tower.

Modal order Frequency f (Hz) Modal strain energy Ws (N·m) Generalized mass m (ton) Characteristics of vibration mode
1 0.832 341896 25.00 Transverse bending
2 0.849 337865 23.74 Vertical bending
3 1.411 193149 4.91 Torsion
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Figure 9: Strain energy distribution: (a) the first mode; (b) the second mode.

Table 2: Axial deformation of each main tower column for the first mode.

Unit number Unit length (m) Axial strain Axial deformation (mm)
1 6.08 0.000616955 3.75
2 6.08 0.000619991 3.77
3 6.08 0.000636258 3.87
4 6.11 0.000646764 3.95
5 5.04 0.000648939 3.27
21 5.61 0.000667406 3.75
22 4.53 0.000670219 3.04
23 4.48 0.000685088 3.07
24 3.63 0.000688744 2.50
25 5.07 0.000693175 3.52
41 5.00 0.000678386 3.40
42 4.40 0.000627275 2.76
49 4.20 0.000754969 3.17
50 4.20 0.000667704 2.81
57 4.20 0.000623425 2.62
58 4.20 0.000503736 2.12
65 4.40 0.000589224 2.60
66 3.40 0.000540314 1.84
73 3.40 0.000544409 1.85
74 3.40 0.000397533 1.36
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Figure 10: Variations of the axial deformation with the unit number for the first mode.
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Kdi
′ � ηλiKbi, (19)

where abi denotes the ratio of the brace stiffness to the
tower column unit stiffness; Kfi denotes the axial stiffness
of the tower column; λi denotes the ratio of the energy
storage stiffness of the VED to the corresponding brace
stiffness.

Equations (17)–(19) require that the parameters of VEDs
in each tower section be different, which increases the
difficulty of manufacturing dampers. .us, the VEDs with
the same parameters are used in this paper. Furthermore, the
equivalent damping coefficient of the VED-brace system can
be defined as

Ca �
K′
ω

. (20)

3.4. Calculation Method of Supplemental Modal Damping
Ratio. .ere are mainly two methods used in calculating the
additional modal damping ratio of the transmission line
tower installed with VEDs: the modal strain energy method
and the complexmode calculationmethod..emodal strain
energy method is regarded as a simple method, which as-
sumes that the tower frequency and vibration mode show
less variation before and after installing VEDs. When the
modal strain energy method is adopted, the additional

Table 3: Installation scheme of VEDs.

Unit number of the main tower column Axial deformation of the tower
column (mm)

Installation
scheme 1

Installation
scheme 21# tower column 2# tower column 3# tower column 4# tower column

1 6 11 16 3.75 w/installed w/installed
2 7 12 17 3.77 w/installed w/installed
3 8 13 18 3.87 w/installed w/installed
4 9 14 19 3.95 w/installed w/installed
5 10 15 20 3.27 w/installed w/installed
21 26 31 36 3.75 w/installed w/installed
22 27 32 37 3.04 w/installed w/installed
23 28 33 38 3.07 w/installed w/installed
24 29 34 39 2.50 w/o installed w/installed
25 30 35 40 3.51 w/installed w/installed
41 43 45 47 3.40 w/installed w/installed
42 44 46 48 2.76 w/o installed w/o installed
49 51 53 55 3.18 w/installed w/o installed
50 52 54 56 2.81 w/o installed w/o installed
57 59 61 63 2.62 w/o installed w/o installed
58 60 62 64 2.12 w/o installed w/o installed
65 67 69 71 2.60 w/o installed w/o installed
66 68 70 72 1.84 w/o installed w/o installed
73 78 83 88 1.85 w/o installed w/o installed
74 79 84 89 1.36 w/o installed w/o installed
75 80 85 90 0.90 w/o installed w/o installed
76 81 86 91 0.40 w/o installed w/o installed
77 82 87 92 0.02 w/o installed w/o installed

Table 4: Stiffness of the main tower column unit installed with VEDs.

Unit number of the main tower column
Unit stiffness (N/m)

1# tower column 2# tower column 3# tower column 4# tower column
1 6 11 16 442038825
2 7 12 17 442038825
3 8 13 18 442038825
4 9 14 19 440236029
5 10 15 20 533066110
21 26 31 36 456295733
22 27 32 37 565187787
23 28 33 38 571298462
24 29 34 39 705064904
25 30 35 40 504937712
41 43 45 47 474209703
42 44 46 48 538877694
49 51 53 55 428210759
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modal damping ratio of the transmission line tower pro-
vided by VEDs can be expressed as

ξa �
Ed

4πEs

�
πω

nd

i�1 Cdiui

4πEs

,

(21)

where Ed denotes the consumed energy by all VEDs in one
cycle; nd is the number of VEDs; ui is the elongation at both
ends of the VED; Es is the modal strain energy of the tower in
one vibration cycle. It can be seen from equation (21) that
the modal damping ratio can be calculated by the parameters
of the VED and modal parameters such as the vibration
mode and frequency of the transmission line tower.

When using the complex modal analysis method, it is
necessary to establish the finite element model of the tower-
VED-brace system. .e VED-brace system is regarded as a
mechanical model with equivalent stiffness and equivalent
damping, which is simulated with COMBIN14 element in
ANSYS software. A total of 44 COMBIN14 elements are
attached to both ends of the main tower column units of
the transmission line tower. In the establishment of the
COMBIN14 element, only one COMBIN14 element is
needed to be added to the transmission tower node with
VEDs, and the program automatically defaults that the
two elements are in parallel mode. Accordingly, it is very
convenient for establishing the finite element model of the
tower-VED-brace system. In addition, the modal damp-
ing ratio can be further obtained by the complex modal
analysis method. And the r th vibration circular frequency
and modal damping ratio of the transmission tower are
computed as

ωr � Im λr( ,

ξr �
−Re λr( 

Im λr( 
.

(22)

3.5. Influence of Installation Position and Parameters of VEDs
on the Additional Modal Damping Ratio. .e brace stiffness
is taken as 0.1 to 0.2 times the tower column unit stiffness,
and the loss factor η of the VED is taken as 1.4. .e ratio of
the equivalent energy storage stiffness of the VED to brace
stiffness λ is calculated as 0.531 by equation (16). Based on
the modal strain energy method and the complex modal
analysis method, the variations of the first additional modal
damping ratio ξ1 with αb provided by VEDs under two
installation schemes are presented in Figure 11. It can be
seen from Figure 11 that the first additional model damping
ratio ξ1 of provided by VEDs installed in accordance with
installation scheme 1 is greater than that provided by VEDs
installed in accordance with installation scheme 2. Hence,
since installation scheme 1 is superior to installation
scheme 2, installation scheme 1 will be used in the following
research.

.e brace stiffness Kb is taken as 0.2 times of the axial
stiffness of the tower column unit, and the loss factor η of the

VED is taken as 1.4. .e ratio of the equivalent energy
storage stiffness of the VED to brace stiffness λ is cal-
culated as 0.531 by equation (16), and the value of λ is
further varied from 0.491 to 0.631. Based on the modal
strain energy method and the complex modal analysis
method, the variations of the first additional modal
damping ratio ξ1 with λ are illustrated in Figure 12. It can
be found in Figure 12 that when the brace stiffness Kb is a
setting value, and the ratio of the equivalent storage of the
VED to the brace stiffness is taken as the calculated value
of equation (16), the first additional modal damping ratio
ξ1 of the transmission line tower obtained by the complex
modal analysis method reaches the maximum value. Note
that the first additional modal damping ratio ξ1 predicted
by the complex modal analysis method is greater than
that of the modal strain energy method, and the value of
the λ corresponding to the first maximum additional
modal damping ratio ξ1 calculated by the complex modal
analysis method is less than that of the first maximum
additional modal damping ratio ξ1 calculated by the
modal strain energy method. In addition, the first ad-
ditional modal damping ratio of the transmission line
tower can be improved by increasing the bracing stiffness
Kb.

.e variations of the second additional modal damping
ratio ξ2 with λ are further depicted in Figure 13. It is
noteworthy that the variation of the second additional modal
damping ratio ξ2 with λ is consistent with that of the first
additional modal damping ratio ξ1 with λ. It means that
lower-order vibration control of the transmission line tower
can be realized by controlling the first-order modal vibration
of the transmission tower. Hence, the influences of the ratio
of brace stiffness to tower column unit stiffness αb and the
loss factor η on the first additional modal damping ratio ξ2 of
the transmission line tower are emphatically investigated in
the following research.

.e loss factor η of the VED is taken as 1.4, and the ratio
of the equivalent energy storage stiffness of the VED to brace
stiffness λ is calculated by equation (16). Based on the modal
strain energy method and the complex modal analysis
method, the variations of the first additional modal damping
ratio ξ1 with the ratio of brace stiffness to tower column unit
stiffness αb are shown in Figure 14. As shown in Figure 14,
the first additional modal damping ratio ξ1 increases linearly
with the increase of the αb. In addition, the first additional
modal damping ratio ξ1 predicted by the complex modal
analysis method is also greater than that of the modal strain
energy method.

.e ratio of brace stiffness to tower column unit
stiffness αb is taken as 0.2, and the ratio of the equivalent
energy storage stiffness of the VED to brace stiffness λ is
calculated by equation (16). Based on the modal strain
energy method and the complex modal analysis method,
the variations of the first additional modal damping ratio
ξ1 with the loss factor η of the VED are shown in
Figure 15. Note that the first additional modal damping
ratio ξ1 increases linearly with the increase of the η.
Consistent with the result of Figure 14, the first additional
modal damping ratio ξ1 predicted by the complex modal
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Figure 11: Variations of the first additional modal damping ratio ξ1 with αb under two installation schemes: (a) the modal strain energy
method; (b) the complex modal analysis method.
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Figure 12: Variations of the first additional modal damping ratio ξ1 with λ: (a) the modal strain energy method; (b) the complex modal
analysis method.
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Figure 13: Variations of the second additional modal damping ratio ξ2 with λ: (a) the modal strain energy method; (b) the complex modal
analysis method.
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Figure 14: Variations of the first additional modal damping ratio ξ1 with αb: (a) the modal strain energy method; (b) the complex modal
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Figure 16: Time history response of the top displacement of the transmission line tower.
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analysis method is also greater than that of the modal
strain energy method.

4. Control Performance of VEDs for Wind-
Induced Excitations

.e wind load in the vertical direction is applied to the
transmission line tower without control and controlled by
VEDs, respectively. .e basic wind speed at 10mm elevation is
30m/s, and the site type is class B. .e wind speed corre-
sponding to each elevation is different, and the fluctuating wind
speed time history at each height of the transmission line tower
is simulated according to the harmonic synthesis method. In
ANSYS, the buffeting force-time history is input along themain
tower column of the transmission line tower, and the time
domain response of the buffeting displacement is calculated by
the time history integrationmethod..efirst two naturalmodal
damping ratios of the transmission line tower are 0.02. .e
transmission line tower is subjected to random vibration under
fluctuating wind load in the range of 0 s to 500 s.

Figure 16 illustrates the time history response of the dis-
placement of the 481 nodes on the top of the transmission line
tower along the wind direction without control and controlled
by VEDs. .e mean square value of the displacement on the
top of the transmission line tower control by VEDs is 0.0091m,
which is 18.9% lower than that of the transmission line tower
without control 0.1124m. .e power spectrum density of the
displacement response of the transmission line tower without
control and controlled by VEDs is shown in Figure 17.
Compared with the transmission line tower without control,
the transverse bending vibration energy of the transmission
line tower control by VEDs presents a significant decrease.

5. Conclusions

.is paper investigates the optimization of VEDs for vi-
bration control of a transmission line tower subjected to
wind excitations. .e mechanical model of the VED-brace

system was first established, and the maximum additional
modal damping ratio of the transmission line tower attached
with VEDswas calculated. Based on the finite elementmodel of
a two-circuit transmission line tower with VEDs, the influences
of installation positions and parameters of VEDs on the ad-
ditional modal damping ratio were clarified. In the end, the
control performance of VEDs on the transmission line tower
subjected to wind excitations was numerically demonstrated.
.e main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) .e stiffness of the steel brace connected to a VED
has a significant effect on the maximum additional
modal damping ratio of the VED-brace system pro-
vided for the transmission line tower and the optimal
parameters of the VED, which indicates that the
stiffness of the steel brace cannot be ignored for the
refined theoretical analysis and numerical simulation.

(2) .e installation positions of VEDs dramatically in-
fluence the additional modal damping ratio of the
transmission line tower. Studies indicate that the first
additional modal damping ratio provided by VEDs
installed in accordance with installation scheme 1 is
greater than that provided by the VED installed in
accordance with installation scheme 2. Hence, instal-
lation scheme 1 is superior to installation scheme 2.
Besides that, the first additional modal damping ratio
predicted by the complex modal analysis method is
greater than that of the modal strain energy method.

(3) .e increase of the brace stiffness and the loss factor
helps to improve the vibration control performance
of the transmission line tower with VEDs. .e
equivalent additional modal damping ratio provided
by VEDs is increased with the brace stiffness and the
loss factor, which presents a significant advantage in
carrying out the optimal design of VEDs for miti-
gating tower vibrations.

(4) .e VEDs present superior control performance on
the top displacement of the transmission line tower
as well as the transverse bending vibration energy.
.e mean square value of the displacement on the
top of the transmission line tower control by VEDs is
0.0091m, which is 18.9% lower than that of the
transmission line tower without control 0.1124m.
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)is paper mainly studies the output feedback control problem of the stochastic nonlinear system based on loose growth
conditions and applies the research results to the valve control system of underwater oil and gas pipelines, which can improve the
speed and stability of the equipment system. First, the concept of randomness is introduced to study the actual tracking control
problem of output feedback of stochastic nonlinear systems, remove the original harsher growth conditions, make it meet the
more general polynomial function growth conditions, and propose a combination of static and dynamic output feedback
practices. )e design of the tracking controller makes all the states of the system meet boundedness and ensures that the tracking
error of the system converges to a small neighborhood of zero. Second, the system is extended to the parameter-uncertain system,
and the output feedback tracking controller with complete dynamic gain is constructed by proving the boundedness of the system
state and gain. Further, the time-delay factor is introduced, and the nonlinear term of the system satisfies the more relaxed power
growth condition, combined with the inverse method to cleverly construct a set of Lyapunov functions and obtain the output
controller to ensure that the system is asymptotically probabilistic in the global scope. Stability. Finally, through the ocean library
in the Simulation X simulation software, the controller design results are imported into the underwater electro-hydraulic actuator
model to verify the effectiveness of the controller design.

1. Introduction

Stability and robustness are two important basic concepts in
system and control science. However, there is a difference
between the two. Stability describes the ability of the system
to maintain relative to changes in the initial state, while
robustness describes the ability of the system to maintain
relative to changes in the external environment or the system
itself. )e robustness analysis and control law design of the
control system are the main aspects of the research problems
in robust control theory [1–3]. Robustness analysis mainly
studies the stability and dynamic performance of the control
system in the presence of uncertainty or external interfer-
ence. )e main research of control law design is the need to
design an effective control law to make the system with

uncertainty and external interference more robust. After
more than 30 years of development, robust control theory
has achieved a series of results, and it has become one of the
most active fields in the research content of control theory
[4–6].

In the 1990s, the authors in [3] first proposed a sliding
mode variable structure control method, and the authors in
[5, 6] further developed sliding mode variable structure
control theory. In 2010, the research on sliding mode
variable structure in [7] attracted widespread attention
from the control community. Since then, scholars have
begun to study sliding mode variable structure control in
depth and formed a complete system, and sliding mode
variable structure control has also begun. It is applied to
complex systems such as discrete systems, uncertain
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systems, time-delay systems, nonlinear systems, and
switching systems. Sliding mode variable structure control
is a control strategy of variable structure control systems.
Its fundamental difference from conventional control lies
in the discontinuity of control, that is, a switching char-
acteristic that makes the “structure” of the system change
over time. Sliding mode variable structure control can force
the system to move along a prescribed state trajectory
under certain characteristic conditions. Since the sliding
mode can be designed and has nothing to do with the
parameters and disturbances of the system, all systems in
sliding mode motion have good robustness.

In [8], the author introduced the development history of
sliding mode variable structure, the definition and mathe-
matical expression of sliding mode, and so on. Combined
with the introduction in the article, we focus on the in-
troduction of discrete-time system sliding mode variable
structure control. For discrete systems, slidingmode variable
structure control cannot produce an ideal sliding mode but
can only produce a quasi-sliding mode [9]. Discrete sliding
mode variable structure control mainly discusses three basic
issues: the existence, accessibility, and stability of sliding
modes.

Based on this, uncertain nonlinear time-delay systems
are an important class of nonlinear systems. At present,
there have been many mature research results for the
control design theory of uncertain nonlinear time-delay
systems or single uncertain nonlinear systems under strong
constraints. However, in practical engineering problems,
most uncertain nonlinear time-delay systems need to meet
relatively loose constraints, and some engineering condi-
tions are even unconstrained. It is particularly worth noting
that in the field of deep-sea oil and gas development, due to
the influence of different components in pipeline, the
opening process model of underwater electro-hydraulic
valve satisfies the Hölder constraint condition; at the same
time, the electronic integrated modules of underwater
electro-hydraulic systems generally use chaotic circuits
containing piecewise linear memristors (piecewise linear-
ization of nonlinearities is also one of the important
methods for studying nonlinear systems) [10–12]. Based on
the above analysis, the system characteristics of the two
engineering problems include nonlinearity, uncertainty,
and piecewise linearity, and the good control of the un-
derwater electro-hydraulic valve actuator and its electronic
module determines the overall speed, stability, and real-
time and reliability of oil and gas pipeline operation, which
are related to the overall safety and reliability of offshore oil
and gas production.

Combining the above research and analysis, the main
innovative contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Different from the research object in [13–16], the
state equation of the control object we studied in
this chapter contains both a time-delay term and an
uncertain parameter, including a nonlinear func-
tion term of the state and time delay. Among them,
the uncertainty includes the uncertainty of the state
and time delay, the uncertainty of the disturbance,

and the uncertainty of the Hölder condition non-
linear function.

(2) From the description in [17], we can see that many
robust controller designs for uncertain nonlinear
time-delay systems are based on the known state of
the system. A state observer is established to obtain
the state estimate, and further a robust controller is
designed.

(3) Simulation X optimization tool is an important and
effective method in optimal control. )e optimal
control performance mentioned in [18] can be ob-
tained by solving LMIs. In this paper, by establishing
a new Lyapunov–Krasovskii functional, the Lyapu-
nov stability theorem and Simulation X method will
be applied to the design of robust controllers for
nonlinear systems based on observers.

(4) )e nonlinear term in the nonlinear system is as-
sumed to satisfy the Hölder condition described in
[19, 20].

(5) )is chapter introduces and models an electro-
hydraulic valve position control system and applies
the designed observer and controller to the system.
)e model includes uncertain parameter distur-
bances, hydraulic transmission time lag, and non-
uniformity that meets Hölder’s conditions, linear
friction, and so on.

2. DescriptionofValveControl SystemModel of
Offshore Gas Transportation Pipeline

Electro-hydraulic control systems are widely used in aero-
space systems, vehicle systems, artillery launch base control
and oil extraction, and so on and have a wide range of
applications in actual production and processes. In this
section, we consider an application to the offshore oil and
gas production process. )e electro-hydraulic valve position
control system [21–24] mainly focuses on the output
practical tracking controller design for a class of complex
stochastic nonlinear systems with unknown control coeffi-
cients. As the technical accumulation of paper [24], a so-
lution is provided for increasing the nonlinear constraint
conditions for this paper, and it is just suitable for under-
water control valve systems.

)e electro-hydraulic composite valve position control
system studied in this section has been applied in actual
offshore engineering such as oil and gas exploration and
production, especially in the field of deep-sea oil and gas
development. Its core hub part-underwater hydraulic ac-
tuators, due to the influence of different component sub-
stances in pipelines, the system presents uncertain and
nonlinear characteristics, and for underwater hydraulic
actuators, fast response time and good tracking performance
are two extremely important indicators in actual oil and gas
production applications because they determine the speed,
stability, real-time, and reliability of the operation of the
entire oil and gas pipeline and are related to the overall safety
and reliability of offshore oil and gas production.
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)e electro-hydraulic compound valve position control
system is composed of a water equipment part and an
underwater equipment part (as shown in Figure 1). )e
water part includes liquid supply unit, hydraulic station,
other power units, and other control units; the underwater
part includes electromagnetic reversing valve, hydraulic
actuator, and the electronic control unit that controls the
electromagnetic reversing valve; the inside of the electronic
control unit is the controller logic design.

In actual marine engineering applications, in order to
ensure the stability, reliability, and safety of the system, the
response speed of the valve position control needs to be
stable, accurate, and timely; during the valve position
opening/closing process, it is also affected by the hydraulic
driving force, spring restoring force, and the force generated
by the fluid medium inside the oil and gas pipeline during
the opening process of the actuator.

Combined with the existing research results, the electro-
hydraulic compound valve position control system model in
the process of valve position opening is considered as
follows:

p S − S1(  + ρgHS1 � m
d
2τ
dt

2 + ρgH +
128μlpQ

πd
4
p

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ S − S2( 

+ k L0 + τ(  + f τ,
dτ
dt

  + w(t),

Qh � υ S − S1(  2∗
P1 − P2( 

ρh

 .

(1)

According to the characteristics of offshore oil and gas
transportation pipelines, we generalize the pipeline trans-
portation model to obtain a broad mathematical model with
unknown control directions as follows:

dxi � gi(t, x)xi+1dt + fi(t, x, u)dω, (i � 1, . . . , n − 1),

dxn � gn(t, x)udt + fn(t, u, x)dω,

y � x1 − yr(t),

(2)

where x � (x1, . . . , xn)T ∈ Rn, u ∈ R, and y ∈ R are the
states, input, and output of system; corresponding to this, yr

is a given unmeasurable output trajectory. Here, we intro-
duce a stochastic process for the system: ω is an m-di-
mensional standardWiener process defined on the complete
probability space (Ω, Γ, Ρ) with Ω being a sample space, Γ
being a filtration, and Ρ being a probability measure.
gi(t, x) (i � 1, . . . , n) is the control coefficient and is
bounded; furthermore, the control coefficient is unknown,
and the first variable is continuous, and the second variable
is local Lipschitz. Nonlinear term fi: R+ × R × Rn⟶
Rm, i � 1, . . . , n, is continuous for t and locally Lipschitz in
(u, x).

At present, there have been some results related to the
stability analysis of Hölder nonlinear systems, but there are

no relevant results in the research on the control problems of
uncertain nonlinear time-delay systems that meet such
conditions, and they also include uncertainties and time
delays. Nonlinear systems with complex factors and other
complex factors have certain practical application research
value; further, it is necessary to consider the design of state
observers when state variables are unmeasurable and the
design of robust controllers based on state observers. In
order to achieve the control objectives, the system and
reference signals are required to satisfy following
assumptions.

Assumption 1. )ere exists positive integer p and known
positive constant c0 such that the following inequality holds:

fi(t, x, u)


≤ c0 1 + x1



p

  x1


 + · · · + xi


  + c0, i � 1, . . . , n.

(3)

Based on this assumption, system (2) is dominated by an
output polynomial function growth rate system.

Assumption 2. )e symbol of gi(t, x), (i � 1, . . . , n) is de-
fined as the control direction of system (3), and control
direction in this system is unknown. gi(t, x) takes the value
on the unknown interval [ξi, ζ i] in which ξi and ζ i are the
upper and lower bounds of the determined constant interval.

Assumption 3. )e reference output trajectory yr of system
(3) is continuously differentiable and satisfies the following
inequality:

max yr


, _yr


 ≤ c1, (4)

where c1 is the known positive constant.
According to the characteristics and constraints of the

above system, it leads to the objective of this paper: for any
constant δ > 0, all the states of stochastic nonlinear system
(3) are well defined and bounded. In addition, there exists a
finite time T> 0 such that for any t>T, it can get

|y(t)| � x1(t) − yr(t)


≤ δ. (5)

Remark 1. )ere have been some research studies on this
type of system, and some results have been obtained. For
example, in [23, 25, 26], the random impulse control
problem of the system under Hölder conditions is analyzed.
Among the problems studied in this chapter, compared with
previous studies, the described nonlinear system conditions
have a stronger scope of application. On the basis of the
nonlinear system analysis method, considering the problem
of robust sliding mode controller design for piecewise linear
discrete time-delay systems with state lag and uncertain
parameters, applying sliding mode control theory to
piecewise linear time-delay systems can make the system
state move along a given “sliding mode” motion trajectory
and apply the sliding mode variable structure control theory
to the electro-hydraulic compound valve position control
system, which has practical significance in the control theory
and application of the piecewise linear system.
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3. Complex Tracking Control Design

According to the description of the stochastic nonlinear
system with unknown control coefficients (1) and As-
sumptions 1–3, we can get

fi(t, x, u)


≤ c 1 +|y|
p

(  x1


 + · · · + xi


  + c, (6)

where c � c0 max(1 + 2p− 1c
p
1 , 2p− 1) is a known constant.

For the sake of convenience of calculation and formula
derivation, the following simple states transformation is
introduced and then it can obtain the updated stochastic
nonlinear system:

dzi � gi(t, z)zi+1dt + Fi(t, u, z)dω,

dzn � gn(t, z)udt + Fn(t, u, z)dω,

y � z1.

(7)

Based on the simplicity of formula derivation, especially
introducing state transitions:

z1 � x1 − yr,

zi � xi, (i � 2, . . . , n),
(8)

definition Fi(t, u, z) is as follows:

Fi(t, u, z) � gifi t, u, z1 + yr, z2, · · · , zn(  . (9)

States observer of system (3) is established as follows:

_zi � zi+1 + K
i
li z1 − z1( , (i � 1, . . . , n − 1),

_zn � u + K
n
ln z1 − z1( ,

(10)

where li > 0 (i � 1, . . . , n) is the coefficient of the Hurwitz
polynomial with sn + l1s

n− 1 + · · · + ln− 1s + ln. K � RT(t) is a
high-order gain term which consists of a constant R and a
variable T(t) as follows:

_T � − α1T
2

+ α2 1 +|y|
p

( 
2
T, T(0) � 1. (11)

Define the system error states as ei � zi − zi

(i � 1, . . . , n), and then by (6)–(9), the error system can be
obtained:

dei � ‖ξ‖ · ‖ζ‖ei+1dt − K
i
lie1dt + Fi(t, u, z)dω,

den � − ‖ξ‖ · ‖ζ‖K
n
lne1dt + Fn(t, u, z)dω.

(12)

Remark 2. On the basis of designing observers for non-
linear systems, scholars have launched the observer-based
controller design. Among them, the controller design of the
observer combining the Lyapunov stability theorem and
the LMIs method has achieved certain research results. In
[23], the author studied the robust controller design of the
state observer for uncertain time-delay systems. From the
above research results, it can be obtained that robust
control has a wide range of applications, and it also reflects
the degree of attention paid to the research of uncertain
nonlinear systems with time delays. However, on the other

motor
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Figure 1: Underwater electro-hydraulic composite valve position control system.
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hand, most of the research results mentioned at present are
the study of time-delay nonlinear systems, state-uncertain
nonlinear systems, or both time-delay characteristics and
parameter-uncertain nonlinear systems. )ere are rela-
tively few research studies on observers of time delay, state
uncertainty, and time-delay uncertainty, as well as ob-
servers of nonlinear discrete systems that include state
variables and nonlinear functions of time-delay variables
and robust control based on observers.

Transformation of estimated states zi and error states ei

is introduced to further simplify subsequent controller
design issues:

εi �
ei

K
b+i− 1, (i � 1, . . . , n),

τi �
zi

K
b+i− 1, (i � 1, . . . , n),

(13)

where 0≤ b≤ (1/p)‖ξ‖ζ‖‖ is the known constant. Further, by
(12), systems (7)–(9) can be converted into the following:

dε � KL‖ξ‖‖ζ‖ε dt −
_K

K
Cbεdt + G(z, K)dω,

_τ � KL
Tτ‖ξ‖‖ζ‖ + Klε1 −

_K

K
Cbτ,

(14)

where

L �

− l1 1 · · · 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

− ln− 1 0 · · · 1

− ln 0 · · · 0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

L
T

�

0 1 · · · 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 0 · · · 1

− l1 − l2 · · · − ln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

Cb � diag(b, b + 1, . . . , b + n − 1),

G(z, K) �
F1

Kb
, . . . ,

Fn

Kb+n− 1 
T

.

(15)

According to the system description and definition in the
second section, it is concluded that the closed-loop system
has a unique solution in interval [0, tT). Moreover, if T is
maximum value of tf, then 0<T≤∞.

Next, we need to discuss the boundedness of the various
states and parameter variables of the system. Appropriate
parameters r1, r2, r3, and r4 are chosen such that positive
definite matrix P, Q and matrix L, LT, Cb satisfy the fol-
lowing relation:

r1In ≤CbP + PCb ≤ r2In,

r3In ≤CbQ + QCb ≤ r4In.
(16)

Define the following Ito Lyapunov function
V(ε, τ) � εTPε + τTQτ, and then it can get the trajectory of
(16) along the Ito differentiation for system (13) as follows:

LV � − K|ε|2‖ζ‖‖ξ‖ + 2εT
PG −

_K

K
εT

CbP + PCb( ε − 2K|τ|
2
‖ζ‖‖ξ‖

+ 2KτTε1h − ‖ζ‖‖ξ‖
_K

K
τT

CbQ + QCb( τ −
_K

K
εT

CbP + PCb( ε

≤ r4α1B‖ζ‖‖ξ‖|τ|
2

− r3α2 1 +|y|
p

( 
2
|τ|

2
,

(17)

where

|G| �
F1

Kb

 

2

+ · · · +
Fn

Kb+n− 1 
2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1/2

, (18)

where (17) can be magnified to

(‖P‖ +‖G‖) c 1 +|y|
p

( 
�
n

√
(|ε| +|τ|) + c1(  + c + c1( 

2
,

≤ (‖P‖ +‖G‖) · nc
2 1 +|y|

p
( 

2
|ε|2 +|τ|

2
 

+ 4c
2
‖ζ‖‖ξ‖c

2
1 + 2 c + c1( 

2
.

(19)

By inequality scaling principle, parameter α2 can be
chosen as follows:

α2 ≥
‖ζ‖‖ξ‖c‖P‖ 1 + c1(  − nc

2
(‖P‖ +‖Q‖)

r3
. (20)

Since T≥ 1, parameter R needs to satisfy the following
relationship:

R≥
‖ζ‖‖ξ‖‖P‖ nc + c + c1(  + r2α1

1 − ‖ζ‖‖ξ‖|l|
2 ≥ 1. (21)

According to the above for the choice of parameters,
then (22) can be translated into the following:

LV≤ −
R

max λmax(P) + λmax(Q)( 
· V +‖ζ‖‖ξ‖‖P‖ cc1 + c + c1( 

+ c
2 1 +|y|

p
‖ζ‖‖ξ‖( 

2
c
2
1 + c + c1( 

2
 (‖P‖ +‖Q‖).

(22)

By using other variables instead of the above derivation
results, we can get

E1 �
R

max λmax(P) + λmax(Q)( 
,

E2 � ‖ζ‖‖ξ‖‖P‖ cc1 + c + c1(  + 1 +|y|
p

( 
2
c
2
1 + 1 .

(23)

Since the closed-loop system has a unique solution in
interval [0,∞), by (21)–(23), we can obtain
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V(ε(t), τ(t))≤V(ε(0), τ(0))e
− E1/A( )t

+
E2

E1
, t ∈ [0, T),

(24)

such that states ε(t) and τ(t) of stochastic nonlinear system
(7)–(9) and (13) are well defined and bounded on [0, T).

Correspondingly, by y � z1 � (ε1 + τ1)Kb and |y|≤
(RT)b(|ε1| + |τ1|), we can get |y|≤ (AB)bE3. According to
the boundedness of ε and τ on [0, T), combined with the
above obtained |y|≤ (RT)bE3 and b ∈ (0, (1/p)‖ζ‖‖ξ‖), we
can obtain

T(t)≤
α22‖ζ‖‖ξ‖ 1 + E

2p
3

��
R

√
 

2

α21
. (25)

)rough the above analysis, we can prove that the system
gain T(t) is well defined and bounded on [0, T) with T �∞.

)rough the above analysis, it can be concluded that the
system is essentially bounded. )en, we give the theorem of
output feedback practical tracking controller.

Theorem 1. By choosing appropriate parameters ai, li, α1 ,

and α2, the following output feedback practical tracking
controller can be designed:

u � − K
n
a1z1 + K

n− 1
a2z2 + · · · + Kanzn , (26)

where K is defined by (10) and ai > 0 is the coefficient of
Hurwitz polynomial. Since the closed-loop stochastic non-
linear system satisfies locally Lipschitz condition, it is con-
cluded that the closed-loop system has a unique solution in
interval [0, tT). Moreover, if T is maximum value of tf, then
0<T≤∞. Eere exists a time T � T1 such that

V(ε(t), τ(t))≤
2E2

E1
, t≥T � T1. (27)

According to (19)–(25), we can conclude that

λmin(P)|ε|2 + λmin(Q)|τ|
2 ≤V(ε(t), τ(t)). (28)

Further squaring formula (28), we can get

ε21(t) + τ21(t)≤
E4

R
. (29)

By using |y|≤ (AB)bE3 and (27)–(29), we can get

|y|≤A
b
B

b
‖ξ‖ζ‖‖ ε1(t)


 + τ1(t)


 ≤

��������

‖ξ‖ζ‖‖E4

A



. (30)

Simultaneously, combined with (30), we can get further

y
2
(t)≤

‖ξ‖ζ‖‖E4

A
. (31)

Remark 3. In the control design program, the design
problem of the controller is transformed into a parameter
construction problem by introducing the appropriate co-
ordinate transformation, and the forward push and

saturation control design method based on the iterative
program is not used. )e controller gain obtained by the
iterative design method may become too small during
multiple iterations. )e obtained controller is theoretically
effective, but it is difficult to achieve in engineering practice,
and when the dimensionality of the system is relatively high,
the multiple iteration procedures will greatly increase the
difficulty and complexity of the design. )e controller
designed in this project has a simple form and moderate
dynamic/static gain strength, so it is easier to apply to en-
gineering practice. In this article, we take the underwater
electro-hydraulic valve system as an example and apply the
robust controller designed above to verify the effectiveness of
the controller.

4. Offshore Gas Pipeline Valve Transportation
Model Example

)e underwater electro-hydraulic compound valve position
control system is used in actual marine engineering such as
oil and gas exploration and production, especially in the field
of deep-sea oil and gas development. Its core hub part-
underwater hydraulic actuator is affected by different
components in the pipeline. )e system presents uncer-
tainties and nonlinear characteristics. )e electro-hydraulic
composite valve position control system is composed of
aquatic equipment part and an underwater equipment part
(as shown in Figure 1). )e water part includes liquid supply
unit, hydraulic station, other power units, and other control
units; underwater part includes electromagnetic the re-
versing valve, hydraulic actuator, and the electronic control
unit for controlling the electromagnetic reversing valve, and
the inside of the electronic control unit is the controller logic
design.

Combining existing research results [27, 28], the model
of the electro-hydraulic composite valve position control
system during the valve position opening process is obtained
as follows:

p S − S1(  + ρgHS1 � m
d
2τ
dt

2 + ρgH +
128μlpQ

πd
4
p

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

· S − S2(  + k L0 + τ(  + f τ,
dτ
dt

  + w(t),

Qh � υ S − S1(  2∗
P1 − P2( 

ρh

 .

(32)

In the above formula, the physical meaning of each
parameter is shown in Table 1.

Due to the pressure instability of the oil and gas medium
and the sand and other components in the formation, it will
cause certain interference in the opening process of the
electro-hydraulic composite valve position, and the viscosity
coefficient of the control fluid changes with temperature,
and there are factors such as vibration in the hydraulic
system. )e resistance during the opening process has the
characteristics of satisfying the Hölder condition. According
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Table 1: Variable description.

Variable Meaning Variable Meaning
p Valve opening cavity supply pressure H Working water depth
τ Valve position L0 Spring precompression displacement
S Piston area S1 Piston rod area
S2 Stem area m Piston rod quality
ρ Sea water density μ Control fluid viscosity
k Spring coefficient of elasticity g Acceleration of gravity
dp Inner diameter of pilot hole f Resistance during opening of the actuator
Qh Control fluid flow Qp Flow rate of fluid medium in pipeline
P1 Control fluid inlet pressure P2 Control fluid outlet pressure
υ Control fluid flow rate ρh Control liquid density
σ Pressure coefficient lp Control the length of the liquid guide hole
]p Flow rate of fluid medium in pipeline η Valve opening
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Figure 2: )e trajectory of system output y � x1 − yr.
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Figure 4: )e trajectory of system observer state x1 and x2.
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to the decomposition of the actual model and the com-
parative study, we can completely believe that the control
system model of the marine pipeline valve is completely
matched with the theoretical control law and control model
obtained above:

x1 � τ,

x2 �
dτ
dt

,

dx1 � x2dt + dx
p(x)
1 sin x2dω,

dx2 � udt + d x
p(x)
1 + x

(x)
2 dω,

y � x1.

(33)

Here, we set the initial value as

x1(0), x2(0), z1(0), z2(0)  � [2.5, 1, 1.5, − 5]. (34)

Figures 2–4 show the response curve of the closed-loop
system 1. Observed by the simulation diagram, the state of
the two-dimensional systems (1)–(3) is bounded and
gradually converges, and the system can also be observed.
)e output tracking error gradually converges and finally
adjusts to near zero. )e simulation results verify the ef-
fectiveness of the designed output feedback actual tracking
controller.

5. Concluding and Future Prospects

In this paper, we study the design of the system observer
under the condition that the state of the system is un-
measurable and the design of the system controller based on
the observer. )e system has uncertain parameter distur-
bances, time-delay terms, and nonlinear terms. By intro-
ducing the error between the observation value and the
actual value, the error equation and the closed-loop loop of
the observer-based control system are combined, using the
Lyapunov method for stability analysis, and finally the
relevant theorems obtained from the stability analysis are
combined to design the observer and the controller. )e
Simulation X is used to solve the robust controller under the
given parameters; finally, the electro-hydraulic compound
valve position control model is established, and the valve
position of its actuator through the controller designed is
analyzed in this paper. In this paper, we study the design of
system observer and controller when state variables are
unmeasurable based on the stability theorem. )e nonlinear
system studied includes uncertain parameter disturbances
and time-delay terms.

However, in the actual research process, there is a class of
nonlinear systems that can be piecewise linearized. )e
systemmodel is a piecewise linear model; that is, a nonlinear
system is composed of finite or infinite linear subsystems
[29–32]. Piecewise linear systems are widely used in practice.
In the life and production process, the piecewise linear
system is also an important approximation method for the
nonlinear system. )e nonlinear system can be described by

the piecewise linear system. )erefore, it is necessary to
study the control problem of the piecewise linear system.
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